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Conventions used in these lessons: 

 

bold  - headings, keywords, code 

italics -  code syntax 

underline  - important words 

 

These lessons are provide free of charge. If you need help understanding a portion 

of these lessons, Live help is provided from one of our instructors on Skype  at  

$15 per hour. 

 

Request help on Skype  

 

 

 

https://www.cstutoring.com/skype_tutoring.aspx
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JavaScript Lesson 1 Variables and Input and Output 
 
Variables 
 
Variables in a programming language are used to store data values. A variable 
gets a name so that you can identify it. Names must start with a letter.  

count 

Variables may also include numbers but not at the start 

count9 

Variable names  may also start with a underscore or a $ signs. 
 

$count 
 _count 
 

Underscores  ‘_’  should be avoided inside compound names like: 

   count_down 
 

 It is more modern to use a capital letter to separate compound names instead 
like: 

countDown 
 

 

Declaring variables 

 
In Java Script variables are declared when you want to use them. 
When you declare a variable you should initialize it with a default value. 

There are 4 Ways to declare a variable in JavaScript: 

 using var                example:  var count = 0; 
 using let                 example:  let count = 0; 
 using const              example:  const count = 5; 
 using nothing           example: count = 0; 
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Use var for top level,  available to all functions in program. 

Use let for inside functions, since  the variable to be used for this function only 

Use const if the variable value will not change, and available to all functions in 
program. 
 
Should not use nothing, but if you do it should be the most top level. Declaring a 
variable with nothing makes the variable available to all functions, even if it is 
declared in a function. (very dangerous to use) 

 

Declaring a variable is also a JavaScript programming statement. All programming 
statements in JavaScript end with a semicolon ';'.  

Recapping: To declare a variable,  the var keyword is used followed by the 
variable name: 
 

var variable_name; 

var x; / / declare a variable called x 

 

 You can also initialize a variable when it is declared: 
 

var variable_name = value; 

var x = 5; // declare a variable called x initialized to 5 

 
 
data value types 
 
Variables represent many different types of data, because we will be working with 
many different data types. We will have numbers like 1234  known as integers, 
decimal numbers like 10.5 known as floats and text messages like “hello” known 
as Strings like “hello”. Text messages are enclosed by double quotes or single 
quotes. If we put double quotes around 1234 then we would have “1234” which 
now would be a text message rather than a number. We also have a value type to 
represent true or false known as Boolean.  When we do not want a variable to 
represent a value type then we use the keyword "null", which means no value.  
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You do not need to specify type of data when you declare the variable, JavaScript 
will automatically assign the data type for you. 
 
The following chart lists all the JavaScript data  types. Literals are used to 
represent values. Literals are hard coded values and may be numbers like 1234  or 
letters like “hello”. The following table demonstrates declaring and initializing 
variables for different data types. 

 

value type Literal example declaring  

integer 
1234 var x = 1234; 

float 12.34   
1.234E01 

var f = 12.34; 

string “hello” var s = “hello”; 

boolean true or false var b = true; 
 null no value var s = null; 

 
When you declare and initialize variable Java script automatically figures out what 
kind of data you want to represent. 
 
A variable that has not been assigned a value is of type undefined 
 
 
Declaring and initializing variables  
 
Variables are used to store data values and can be declared and assigned values 
when you need them. It’s like you are opening a bank account with an initial 
deposit. 
 

var x = 5;  x 5 

 
The 5 is known as a literal since it is a hard coded value that will not change. 
Assign means the value on the right hand side is given to the variable on the left 
hand side of the assignment operator “=”.  
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Initializing variables  from other variables  
 
Variables may also be assigned values from other variables. 
 

var y = x;  y 5 
 
When you assign a value from another variable you get the value from the other 
variable. 
 
Declaring and initializing more than one variable  
 
 You can declare many variables and initialize them all at once by separating the 
variable names and initializations by commas known as a declaration list.  
 

data_type  declaration_list; m 1 

var m=1,n=2,p=3;  n 2 

  p 3 

 
Assigning values to variables 
 
Assignment statements using the "=" assignment operator allow you to assign 
values to existing declared variables. The value on the right hand side is assigned 
to the variable on the left hand side of the assignment "=" operator. The variable 
on the left side gets the new value.  
 

variable_name = value; 
 
x = 3;                                                                 

x 3 

 
The variable gets the new value and the old value is over written and is gone. It's 
like you deposit and withdraw money from your  bank account.  The new value 
may be a constant, numeric, a string value or another variable. 
 

y = x;                                         

y 3 
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Once a variable is declared it does not need to be re-declared to assign a new 
value to it. It’s like you do not need to re-open a bank account when you want to 
make deposits and withdraws. 
 
String variables 
  
String variables operate a little differently than from other variables. They actually 
store the location of a string message, because the string message is of variable 
length. 
 

var s ="today";   
               

S  "today" 

     
 
If we assign s to another test message then it will point to another memory 
location where the new text message resides in memory. 
 
 

 "today" 

s = "tomorrow"; 
 

S  " tomorrow" 

 
 
Join two  strings together 
 
 

  var s2 = "yesterday"; 
                                   

s2  " yesterday" 
 
 
              var s3 = s + s3; 
                                           

s3  " tomorrow yesterday" 
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Todo: 
 
Put a space between tomorrow and yesterday 
 
Float  variables 
 
Float variables contain decimal points 
 

var f = 10.5 

f 10.5 
 

 Printing out variables on the web browser, 
 
We use the document.write statement to print out  values in the web browser 
screen 
 
        document.write("x = " + x); 
 
Here is a JavaScript program that declares  variable x, initializes it with the value 5 
and then print out the value of x to the screen. 
 

<!--Lesson1 Variables and Operators --> 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
    <meta charset="utf-8" /> 
    <title>Lesson1.html</title> 
</head> 
<body> 
    <script> 

 
        var x = 5; 
        document.write("x = " + x); 
        document.write("<br />"); 
 
    </script> 
</body> 
</html> 
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Todo 
 
Type in or copy and paste in to an html file called Lesson1.html and run it, you will 
get something like this: 
 

 
 
LESSON 1 HOMEWORK QUESTION 1 
 
Write a simple JavaScript that declare and initialize three variables with different 
value types. Use the document.write() statement to print the values of the 
variables on the web browser.  Next assign new values to your variables and print 
out the new values using the document.write() statement. Finally assign one of 
the variables to another variable.  Call your html file Lesson1.html 
 
 
Operators 
 
Operators do operations on variables like adding, comparing, incrementing, 
shifting etc. 
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Arithmetic operators 
 

Arithmetic operators are used to do arithmetic  operations on variables. You 

are already familiar with arithmetic operators like addition and subtraction 

etc. Here are all the arithmetic operators with examples. You can test each 
individual one like this: 
 

var x = 7; 
var y = 4; 
 
document.write( x  +  " + "  + y + " = " + (x + y) + + "<br/>"); 

 
Arithmetic operators 
Operator Description example Result 

+ Addition x = x + y; 11 

- Subtraction x = x – y; 3 

* Multiplication x = x * y; 28 

/ Division x = x / y; 2 

% Modulus   (remainder) x = x % y; 3 

** Exponent ion (power) x = x ** y 2401 

 
Modulus is the remainder after division 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Todo 
 

 

Initialize two var variables x and y.  

Try all the arithmetic operations and print out  the results. 

 

 

To find the modulus of a number: 

you multiply the remainder after division 

by the denominator. 

For example: 

13 mod 12 is 13/12 = 1.0833333... 

Multiply remainder by denominator  

0.0833333.. * 12 =  1   (13 mod 12) =  1 

6 

3 9 

     11   12     1   

(13) 

 

3 + 4 = 7 
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Example: 

 
var x = 3; 
var y = 4; 
 
document.write( x  +  " + "  + y + " = " + (x + y) + + "<br/>"); 
   

"<br/>" means new line 
 

Comparison Operators 
 
Comparison or sometimes called relational operators compare 2 values and 
evaluate the result as true or false. A comparison operator that compares two  
values is known as a condition.  
 

                                              condition                                 
 
 
                  ( value1  comparsion_operator  value2 ) 
 
                 (      x                       ==                           5        ) 

 
The following table lists all the comparison operators with examples. You can test 
each individual one like this: 
 
var x = 5;  
var y = 10; 
document.write(x + " < " + y + " = " + (x<y) + "<br/>"); 

 
Comparison operators 

Operator Description example result 

== Equal x  == 5 true 
!= not equal x != 5 False 

             > greater than x > y False 
>= greater than or equal to  x >= y False 

< less than y< x False 
<= less than or equal to x <= y True 

 

3 + 4 = 7 

3 < 4 = true 
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Todo 
 

Initialize two var variables x and y. Try all the comparison  operations and print 

out  the results. 

 

Example: 
 

var x = 3; 
var y = 4; 
 
document.write( x  +  " < "  + y + " = " + (x < y) + "<br/>");  

   

Logical Operators 
 
Logical operators are used to test if two conditions are true or if either  is true.  
 
AND logical operator: 
 
         represented by && 
         tests  if two conditions are both true. 
 
 OR logical  operator: 
 
         represented by ||  
         tests if either two conditions are true.  
 
The two conditions will be evaluated as true or false depending on the  
 
AND means both conditions must be must be true 
 
Condition 1 Condition 2 Condition 1 && Condition 2 

False False True 
False True False 

True False False 

True True True 
 
 

3 < 4 = true 
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OR means either conditions must be must be true 
 

Condition 1 Condition 2 Condition 1 || Condition 2 

False False True 
False True True 

True False True 
True True True 

 
The following table lists all the logical operators with examples. You can test each 
individual one like this: 

 
var x = true;  
var y = false; 
document.write( x  +  " && "  + y + " = " + (x && y) + "<br/>");  
document.write( x  +  " | | "  + y + " = " + (x | | y) + "<br/>");  
document.write("! "  + x + " = " + (!x) + "<br/>");  

 
Logical Operators 
Operator Operator Operation Using  Result 

       AND 
&& both operands are true x && y 

true && false 
false 

OR | | either operands are true x ||y 
true || false 

true 

NOT ! Opposite !x 
!true    

False 

 
Logical operator used to test two conditions. Conditions maybe values like true 
and false or the result of two values and a  comparison operator. 
 
                                  logical condition                                 

 
 

(condition 1)  logical_operator (condition 2) 
 

                  (x == 5)               &&                  ( y > 5) 
 
                  (x <= 5 )              ||                   (y != 5) 
 

&&  AND  (Both) 
 

||  OR  (Either) 
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Todo: 
 
Try the following logical operators: 
 

document.write((x == 5) && ( y == 5));    
 
document.write(((x == 5 ) || (y == 5)); 
 
document.write(!((x==5))  

 
Try other values 
 
Arithmetic, Comparison and Logical Operators 
 
Arithmetic expressions can be combined with comparison and logical operators to 
make compound complex conditions. 

 
                                     logical arithmetic  condition                                 
 

 
 

(arithmetic condition 1)  logical_operator (arithmetic condition 2) 
                       x + y >  y – 2                  &&                           x* 5 < x + y 
 

Here is an Example using: 
 

var x = 5;  
var y = 10; 
document.write((( x + y >  y – 2 ) && (x* 5 < x + y)) + "<br/>"); 

 
todo: 
 

try some more expressions and join many conditions with many different kinds of 
logical operators like:  
 
document.write ((( x + y >  y – 2 ) && (x* 5 < x + y)) || ((( x * y <=  y – 2 ) && (x - 5 >= x * y))) 
 
Do not copy ours! 

true 

true 

false 
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LESSON 1  QUESTION 2 
 
Write a JavaScript that makes two arithmetic expressions that uses all the 
arithmetic operators. Make sure you initialize all the variables in your arithmetic 
expressions. Test if the results of each arithmetic expressions are equal. Test if 
one of the arithmetic expressions are greater than zero. Print out the results using 
document.write(). Put everything in your Lesson1.html file. 
 
BINARY NUMBERS (Option material) 
 
A memory cell in a computer is called a bit and can have two possible states off 
or on and is represented as a 0 or a 1 respectively. Numbers containing 0's and 1's 
are known as binary numbers having a number base of 2. Since 0's and 1's are 
very difficult to work with, four bits are grouped together to represent the 
numbers 0 to 15. The 4 bits grouped together are known as a hexadecimal 
number  having base 16  because 2 4 = 16  
 

0 1 1 0 

 
Hexadecimal numbers use numbers  0 to 9, and letters A to F to represent the 
decimal  numbers from 0 to 15. Letters are used because we want one character 
to represent a number. Hexadecimal numbers because they are more convenient 
to work with than binary numbers. The following chart shows the numbers 0 to 
15 represented by bases binary, hexadecimal and decimal. 
 

binary 
(base 2) 

hexadecimal 
(base 16) 

decimal 
(base 10) 

 binary 
(base 2) 

hexadecimal 
(base 16) 

decimal 
(base 10) 

0000 0 0   1000 8 8 

0001 1 1   1001 9 9 

0010 2 2   1010 A 10 

0011 3 3   1011 B 11 

0100 4 4   1100 C 12 

0101 5 5   1101 D 13 

0110 6 6   1110 E 14 

0111 7 7   1111 F 15 

 

Why do we uses letters A to F ?  
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Representing signed numbers 
 
When the MSB or most left bit is 1 then a signed number is considered negative. 
The following chart lists all the numbers for a signed number using 4 bit 
resolution.  
 

-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1000 1001 1010 1011 1100 1101 1110 1111 0000 0001 0010 0011 0100 0101 0110 0111 

 
 
ADDING binary numbers 
 
We can add individual binary bits like this: 
 
 

 0  0  1  1   
+ 0 + 1 + 0 + 1   

 0  1  1  10  (2 in Binary) 

 
bit wise operators and truth table 
 
The logical bit operators are: 
 

Logical 
operator 

symbol Description 

AND & True if both bits are true 

 OR | True if either bits are true 
XOR ^ True if both bits are different 

NOT ! Opposite 
 
The logical bit wise operators also work on individual bits.  
Where bit value 0 = false  and  bit value 1 = true 
 
Here are the logical bit operator operations: 
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AND 
 0  0  1  1   

+ 0 + 1 + 0 + 1   
 0  0  0  1   

 
Every time you have a 0 you get a 1 
 
 
OR 

 0  0  1  1   
+ 0 + 1 + 0 + 1   

 0  1  1  1   

 
Evert time you have a 1 you get a 1 
 
 
XOR 

 0  0  1  1   
+ 0 + 1 + 0 + 1   

 0  1  1  0   
 
When you get two same bits the same the result is 0 
When you get two different bits you get a 1 
 
 
Logic Truth Tables 
 
A truth table lists all the possible combinations of the inputs to calculate the 
outputs. Here are the individual truth tables for AND, OR and XOR: 
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Summary 
 
Every time you AND (&)  a bit with 0 the result is 0.  
Every time you OR  ( | )a bit with 1 the result is 1.  
When you XOR ( ^ ) two bits that are the same together the result is 0. 
When you XOR ( ^ ) two bits that are the same the result is 0. 
When you XOR ( ^ ) two bits that are different the result is 1.   
When you NOT 0 become 1 and  NOT 1 becomes 0. 
 
 
LESSON 1 QUESTION 3 
 
Use the above chart and calculate the results for the following operations.   Fill in 
the boxes. 
 

  AND  OR  XOR  

  1011  1011  1011         

 & 0001 | 0001 ^ 0001  

Binary:        

Decimal:        

 
2. How would you use the AND & bitwise operator to test if a number was even or 
odd ? 
3. What do you think the XOR ^ bit wise operator is used for ? 
4. What would we use the OR | operator for ? 
5. What other uses would the bitwise AND & operator be used for ?  
 
 
Example using bit wise & operator to test if a number is even or odd: 
 

((num & 1) ==1) // and number with 1 
 
((num % 2) ==0) // take mod 2 of number 

 
If the number is odd the result is (0x01) a true condition. If the number is even the 
result of the test condition is (0x00) a false condition. Why ?  
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&1 preserves the last bit 
%2 is the remainder after division a even number has remainder 0 where a even 
number has remainder of 1 
A true is considered a non zero value where a false is considered a zero value 
 
 
increment and decrement operators 
 
The increment and decrement operators are used to add 1 or subtract 1 from a 
variable. This saves you some time typing. They work in a prefix mode and in a 
postfix mode.  
 
Prefix meaning increment the variable before assignment 
postfix means increment the variable after assignment   
 
For prefix and postfix It is a two step operation. 
 
For prefix you first increment or decrement the variable then assigned to another 
variable . 
 
For postfix  you first assigned to another variable then increment or decrement 
the variable value 
 
Prefix operation 
 
Prefix increment operation:    increments before assignment 
 
The variable on the right is incremented by 1 and assigned to the variable on the 
left. 
 
var y = 5; 

x = ++y; 
 

 
 

 
 

 before After 
Y 5 6 

X ? 6 
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document.write("Prefix increment" + "<br/>");          
var y = 5; 
document.write("before:<br/>" +  y = " +  y + "<br/>");                    
document.write("x = ++y" + "</br>"); 
var x = ++y;                  

       document.write("after<br/> x = " + x + " y = " + y + "<br/>"); 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Both x and y are  now 6, because y is incremented  and x is assigned before 
assignment 
 
Prefix decrement operation:   decrements before operation 
 
The variable on the right is  decremented by 1 and assigned to the variable on the 
left. 

 
 
var y = 5; 

            var x = --y; 
 

document.write("Prefix decrement" + "<br/>");          
var y = 5; 
document.write("before:<br/>" +  y = " +  y + "<br/>");                    
document.write("x = --y" + "<br/>”); 
var x = ++y;                  

     document.write("after<br/> x = " + x + " y = " + y + "<br/>"); 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 before after 
Y 5 4 

X ? 4 

before 

 y=5 

x = ++y 

after 

x = 6 y = 6 

befote 

 y=5 

x = --y 

after 

x = 6 y = 6 
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Both x and y are  now 4, because y is decremented a x is assigned before 
assignment 
 
postfix operation 
 
Postfix increment operation:     increments after operation 
 
First the variable on the left is assigned  to the variable on the right and then the 
variable on the right is incremented. 
 
var y = 5; 
var x = y++; 
 
x is now 5 and y is 6, because x is assigned before assignment and y incremented 
after. 
 
            document.write(“Postfix increment” + “<br/>”);          

var y = 5; 
document.write("before:<br/>" +  y = " +  y + "<br/>");                    
document.write("x = y++" + "</br>"); 
var x = y++;                  

      document.write("after<br/> x = " + x + " y = " + y + "<br/>"); 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Postfix decrement operation:  decrements after operation 
 
First the variable on the left is assigned  to the variable on the right and then the 
variable on the right is decremented. 
 
var y = 5 
var x = y--; 
 

 Before after 

Y 5 6 

X ? 5 

 before after 
y 5 4 

x ? 5 

before 

 y=5 

x = y++ 

after 

x = 6 y = 6 
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x is now 5 and y is 6, because x is assigned before assignment and y decremented 
after. 

 document.write(“Postfix decrement” + “<br/>”);          
 var y = 5; 
document.write(“before:<br/>” +  y = “ +  y + “<br/>”);                    
document.write(“x = y--” + “</br>”); 
var x = y--;                  

      document.write("after<br/> x = " + x + " y = " + y + "<br/>"); 

 
 
 
 
 
 
to do 
try all the above increment and decrement prefix and postfix operations. 
 
LESSON 1 QUESTION 4 
 
Fill in the values for x and y. Assume all statements continuous. Each answer 
depends on the previous answer. 
 

  X Y 

y = 5; -- 5 

x = y++;     

x = y--;     

x = ++y     

x = --y     

 
SHIFT OPERATORS 
 
Shift operators let you multiply or divide by powers of 2.  
 
left shift operator <<       multiplies by powers of 2 
 
The left shift operator  <<  lets you multiply by a power of 2 when you shift left N 
bits.  

befote 

 y=5 

x = ++y 

after 

x = 6 y = 6 
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variable = variable << N bits to shift left;   

 
            var x = 5; 
              var y = 2; 
         document.write("x = " + x + "<br/>"); 
             document.write(“x = x << “ +y) 
         x = x << y;  // shift x left 
             document.write("x = " + x + "<br/>"); 

 

To shift bits left you put an extra 0 on the right hand side of your binary number. 
In the diagram below the Red represents the left most bit, that will be lost when 
we shift right. Green represents the shifted bits and violet represents the added 
right bit after we shift right.  Example shift 0101 left by 1 bit. 
 

After Before 
0101 1010 

 
 
right shift operator >> 
 
The right shift operator >> lets you divide by a power of 2 when you shift right N 
bits.  

variable = variable >>  N bits to shift right signed  
 

            var x = 20; 
              var y = 2; 
         document.write("x = " + x + "<br/>"); 
             document.write(“x = x >> “ +y) 
         x = x >> y;  // shift x right 
             document.write("x = " + x + "<br/>"); 
 

To shift bits right you put an extra bit on the left hand side of your binary number 
and remove the right most bit.  The extra bit on the left is a 0 if the left most bit is 
0 and is 1 if the left most bit is 1. This is called signed extension. This means if you 
divide a negative number by 2 then the answer must still be negative.  
 

Before after 

0101 1010 
 

5 

x = x << 2 

20 

5 

x = x >>2 

5 
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unsigned right shift operator >>> 
  
The unsigned right shift operator >>> which means the left most added bit will 
always be 0.  
 

variable = variable >>>  number bits to shift right unsigned ; 
 
 x = -1 

      document.write("x = " + x + "<br/>");       
      x = x >>> 1;  // shift x left by 1 bit 

 document.write("x = " + x + "<br/>"); 

 
Example shifting bits right 
 
Example shift  0101 right by 1 bit. Blue represents the sign bit. Red represents the 
right most bit that will be lost when we shift right. Green represents the shifted 
bits and violet represents the signed extended bit after we shift right. When we 
shift right the right most bit is lost. We cannot represent fractions with integer 
data types. When we shift right it appears the values are truncated to a smaller 
vale 5/2 = 2.5 = 2. (2 is smaller than 3) -5/2 = -3.(3 is smaller than =-2).  
Example: shifting  0101 right by 1 bit and shifting  1101 right by 1 bit: using 4 bit 
resolution. 
 

positive number signed  
shift right 

negative number 
signed shift right 

negative number 
unsigned shift right 

Before after before after before after 

0101 0010 1011 1101 0101 0010 

 
 
 
 
LESSON 1 QUESTION 5 
 
Use the above chart and calculate the results for the following operations.    
Fill in the boxes: 
 

x = -1 

x = 2147483647 
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     shift left  signed  
shift right 

 unsigned 
shift right 

 comple
ment 

            

      1011 << 1  1011 >> 1  1011 >>>1  ~1011 

Binary:            

Decimal:            

 

 
Skill testing questions: 
1. When we shift right where does the most right binary bit go ? 
2. Why are the left shift and right shift bitwise operators so important ? 
 
Example using left shift operator 
 

 

left shift  operator multiply by powers of 2 

 

var x = 5 

var y = 3 

x = x << y                                                   5 * 2 * 2 * 2 = 40           

 

 

todo: 
try other values of x and y 
 
Example using right shift operator 
 

 

right shift  operator divides by powers of 2 

 

var x = 40 

var y = 3 

x = x >> y                                                   40 / 2 / 2 / 2  = 5           

 

 

todo: 
 
try other values of x and y 
 

40 

5 
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LESSON 1 QUESTION 6 
 
Write a JavaScript  that initializes a variable to a positive number. Use all the shift 
operators to shift by 2 and print out the results. Next initialize the variable to a 
negative number. Use all the shift operators to shift by 2 and print out the results. 
Test if the shifted numbers are even or odd and print out the result of the test. 
Print out the results using document.write(). Put everything in your Lesson1.html 
file. 
 
LESSON 1 QUESTION7 
 
Write a JavaScript that takes a positive number and shift left 2 bits and print out 
the results. Take the same positive number and shift right 2 bits and print out the 
results. Change the positive number to a negative number.  Take the negative 
number and shift left 2 bits and print out the results. Take the same negative 
number and shift right 2 bits and print out the results. . Print out the results using 
document.write(). Put everything in your Lesson1.html file. 
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shortcut operators 
 
Short cut operators allow you to save typing in adding numbers etc. 
 
        var x = 5;   // 13 
        document.write(“x = “ + x + "<br/>"); 
        x += 5 
        document.write("x += 5 = " + x + "<br/>"); 
 

Operator Statement 
x = 5 

Equivalent result value 
(x = 5) 

result value 
(x = 13) 

+= x += 5; x = x + 5;  10  

-= x -= 5; x = x - 5;  5  
*= x *= 5; x = x * 5; 25  

**= ** X=x**5 625  

%= x % = 5; x = x % 5; 0  
/= x /= 5; x = x / 5; 0  

^= x ^= 5; x = x ^ 5; 0  
&= x &= 5; x = x & 5; 0  

|= x |= 5; x = x | 5; 0  
 >>>= x >>>= 2 x = x >>> 2 0  

<<= x <<= 2; x = x << 2; 0  

>>= x>>=2 x = x >> 2; 0  
 
Precedence 
 
Precedence tells the compiler which operations are to be performed first. Round 
brackets (  ) are used to force which expressions to be evaluated first. If round 
brackets are not used then the compiler must decide for you. The compiler makes 
it decision by using a precedence table that indicates which operators are to be 
performed first. Associativity is a term that states in which order the operations 
are to be evaluated, either from left to right or from right to left. Operators in an 
expression having the same level precedence are evaluated to the associativity 
direction accordingly to the following Precedence table: 
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operator level associativity op level associativity 

[ ] . (method call) 1 left to right & 8 left to right 

! ~ ++ -- (cast) 2 right to left ^ 9 left to right 

* / % 3 left to right | 10 left to right 

+ - 4 left to right && 11 left to right 

<< >> >>> 5 left to right || 12 left to right 

< <= > >= 
instanceof 

6 left to right ?: 13 left to right 

= = != 7 left to right , 15 left to right 

       = += -= *= /= %= &= |= ^= <<= >>= >>>= 14 right to left 

 
Examples forcing precedence and using precedence are as follows 
 

var a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4; 
var x = a + b * c + d;  
 

What is the value of x ? 
Which operations are done first ? // b * c then + a + b  
 

var x = (a+b) * (c + d);  
 
What is the value of x ? 
Which operations are done first ? // a + b then c + d   //  
 
LESSON 1 QUESTION 8 
 
Design your own mathematical equation using all the arithmetic operators. Assign 
values to all of your variables, don't use any round brackets. Print out the results. 
Put round brackets in your mathematical equation and print out the results 
Compare both answers print out if they are the same or not. Print out the results 
using document.write(). Put everything in your Lesson1.html file 
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Unary Operator (-) 
 
This operator negates a variables value. This means if the variable was positive it 
is now negative 
 

x = - x; // make x negative 
 
Unary Operator (+) 
 
This operator actual does nothing to the value of a variable. 
 

x = +x; // does nothing 
 
to do: 
 

Try using the unary operators – and +  
 
String Operators 
 

Join two strings together 
 
The catenation operator +  is used to join two strings together. 
 
            // join two strings together 

var  s = "join  " + "me";  
document.write(s + "<br/>"); 

 
s is now “join me” 

var s1 = "hello"; 
var s2 = "goodbye"; 
var s3 = s1 + s2;                         
document.write(s3 + "<br/>"); 

 
The value of s3 is now “hellogoodbye”; 
You can also insert a space between the two strings two separate the two words. 
 

s3 = s1 + " " + s2;                                        
 

join me 

hellogoodbye 

Hello goodbye 
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now s3 is “hello goodbye”; 
If you try to join numbers strings together you will get 
 

var s4 = "3" + "4"; 
 
s4 is now "34" not "7" ! because they are strings 
 
If we just use numbers then we get 7: 
 

var x = 3 + 4; 
 
Now we got 7 !           
 
JavaScript is smart it knows how to interpret values automatically 
 
Length of a string  
  
             var s = "tomorrow" 
             var len =  s.length;                          
 
 
convert string to  upper case 
 
        s = s + toUpperCase()       

 

 

 

 

 

convert string to  lower case 
 
        s = s + toLowerCase()       

 

 

 

 

get character at a index 
 

        c = s.charAt(0) 

 

 

34 

7 

8 

TOMORROW 

tomorrow 

t 
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get part of a string using length of substring 
 
substr(start_index, length) 
 
where: 
      start_index is the start of a string 
      length is length of sub string  
 
var s2 = s1.substr(0,3)      
 
 
get part of a string using index 
 
substring(start_index, end_ index-1) 
 
where: 
      start_index is the start of a string 
      end index is the end of the substring - 1  
 
var s3 = s1.substring(0,3)        
 
 
trim a string 
 
take the spaces before and after a string 
 
var s2 = ‘      happy    ‘ 
 
before trim:               ‘      happy    ‘ 
 
var s3 = s2.trim() 
 
after trim:                  ‘happy’ 
 
 
 

tom 

tom 
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replacing  characters in a string returns a new string 
 
new string = replace(find, replace) 
 
var s4 = “hello world” 
 
var s5 = s4.replace( “world”, “JavaScript”); 
 
 
split a string into words: 
 
var s5 = “I like JavaScript” 
 
var words = s5.split(“ “); 
 
 
 
join  words back to a string 
 
var s6 = “ “.join(words)                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[“I”,”like”,”Javascript”] 

Hello Javascript 

Hello World 

“I like Javascript” 
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JavaScript Lesson 2 Programming Statements 
 
CONTROL STATEMENTS 
 
Control statements controls program execution flow. Control statements test 
conditions that decide which programming statements get executed. There are 
control statements that direct which programming statements get  executed and 
there are control statements called loops that cause programming statements to 
repeat themselves until a condition is false. The following chart lists all the control 
statements.  
 

Statement Description 

If execute programming statements if test condition is true 

if else executes programming statements if a test condition is true and executes a different 
group of programming statements if test condition is false. 

while continually executes a group of programming statements if test condition is true 

do while continually executes a group of programming statements at least once  

else if many test conditions are evaluated and executes the programming statements for the 
first test condition that is true. 

switch executes compare programming statements associated with a  constant that matches a 
variable  

 

if statement  
 
The if statement is used with conditions to make a decision in a program flow. An 
if expression contains one or more conditions that are evaluated as true or false.  
When the if expression is true then the statements belonging to the if statement 
is executed. When the if expression is false then program flow is directed to the 
next program statement. If an if statement has more than one statement them 
the statements belonging to the if  expressions must be enclosed by curly 
brackets. An if statement allows you to make a choice in program execution 
direction. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

if(x == 0) 

y = x; 

T 

F 
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definition one statement more than one 
statement 

if(condition) 
 
       true statement 
  

if (x==0) 
{ 
      y = x; 
} 

if (x==0) 
      { 
      y = x; 
      x=x+1; 
      } 

 
 

An if statement is also used with the logical operators to test the evaluated result. 
The if statement will execute the statement right after it if the evaluation of the 
two conditions is true. 
 

if ((condition 1)  logical_operator (condition 2)) 
{ 
       true statement 
} 

 
if ((x == 5) && (y==5)) 
{ 
      x = 3; 
} 
        

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

if (!(x==5) 
{ 
        x = 3; 

      } 

if ((x == 5) || (y==5)) 
{ 
      x = 3; 
} 
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Skill Testing Question: 
What is the difference between x = 5 and x==5 ?        
answer: The  assigns the other compares 
 

 

if - else statement 
 
An if statement may have an optional else statement. The else statement 
executes the alternative false condition. Curly brackets are also needed if more 
than one statement belongs to the else statements.  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Description Statement 

if(condition) 
       true statement  
else 
      false  statement 

if (x==0) 
     { 
     y = x; 
     x=x+1; 
     } 
else 
     x=1; 

 

 

 
 

      if(x==0) 

x = 1; 
y = x; 
x = x + y; 

 

T F 
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nested if-else statements 
 
If-else statements may be nested.  Nested means an if-else statement inside an if-
else statement. 
In this case the else belongs to the balanced if.  
In case of confusion to determine which else belongs to which if use curly 
brackets. 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Definition example 

true statement(s) 
if (condition) 
     true statement 
else 
    false statement(s 

if (x == 2) 
{  
if(x == y) 
   y = 2; 
else 
   y = x++; 
} 

else 
y = x; 

 

 

if 

      if(x==2) 

y = x; 

T F 

      if(x==y) 

y = x++; y = 2; 

 

T F 
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LESSON 2 QUESTION 1  

 
Write a JavaScript that initializes 3 integer variables with different values 

between 1 and 10. Print out the name and value of the largest value variable. 
Call your file L2Ex6.htm. 

 
 

 
LESSON 2 QUESTION 2 

 
Write a JavaScript that initializes 3 integer variables with different values 

between 1 and 10. Print out the name and value of the variable of the 
largest value and smallest value. Call your file L2Ex7.htm. 

 
 

 

while statement 
 

The while loop tests the condition at the top of the loop. If the expression 
is true the statement inside the while loop is executed. When the while 

expression is false the program exits the loop. You must be careful and 
make sure that the test condition is initialized before entering the loop. It is 

beneficial to initialize your test condition right in the condition. You use the 
while loop when you do not know how many items you have. If the test 

condition is false before entering the loop then the while loop statements 
will never get executed. 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

i++ 

i <  10 

F 

T 
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Definition Example Output 

while(condition) 
{ 
repeat statement(s) 
} 

var I = 0; // initialize 
 
// loop while I is less than num 
while(I < 5) 

{ 
document.write(I + "<br />"); 
I++; 
} 

 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 

 

Todo:  

(1) make while loop print out 1 to 5 
(2) make while lop  print out 5 to 1 

 
 

do while 
 
A do while loop tests the expression at the bottom of the loop. The statements 
inside the do while loop are executed at least once. The repeat statements are 
executed before the test condition. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Definition Example Output 

do 
{ 
repeat statement(s) 
while (condition ); 
} 

var I = 0; // initialize 
 
do 

{ 
document.write(I + "<br />"); 
I++; 
} while ( I < 5) 

 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 

T 

i <  5 

i++ 

F 
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Todo:  

(1) make do while loop print out 1 to 5 
(2) make do while loop  print out 5 to 1 

 
 

for statement 
 
The four statement is used when you know how many items you want. For 
example to read a known number of items from a file. 
 

Definition and Code Output 

for(initializing expression; testing condition ;incrementing expression) 
statement 

 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 
for( i = 0; i < 5; i++) 

{ 

document.write(i + "<br />");} 

} 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

T 

i <  10 

i = 0; 

F 

i++ 

Initialize 

Index Counter 

Test 

Condition 

Increment 

numItems++; 

x = x + numItems; 
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Todo:  

(1) make for loop print out 1 to 5 
(2) make for loop  print out 5 to 1 

 
 

Skill testing questions 
 

What is the difference between a while loop and a do while loop.  
When would you use a while loop.   

When would you use a do while loop ?   
When would you use a for loop? 

 
A do while loop executes the loop statements at least once, where a while 

loop may never execute the loop statements. You use a do while loop when 
you want the loop statements to be executed at least once. You use a for 

loop when you know how many items you have. 

 
 

 
break statements 

 
The break statement lets you get out of a for, while or do statement. 

 
// loop till break condition encountered  
var i = 0; 
 
while(x < 10) 

{ 
document.write(i + " " ); 
if(i==5)break; // exit loop if true  
i=i+1; 
} 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0   1   2   3   4   5 
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continue statement  
 
The continue statement is used with for, while, do to continue to the next 
iteration of a loop and skip statements you do not want to evaluate for certain 
iterations. 

 
var x = 0; 
 
// loop till i greater than 10 
for(i = 0; i < 10; i++) 
{ 
if ((i >= 3) && (i <= 4)) continue; // test to skip 
x=x+i; // this statement skipped if condition true 
document.write(i + " " ); 
} 
 
 
 
 

 

0  1   2   5   6   7  8  9  10 

i++ 

T 

F 

i <  10 

if(i==5) 

       break; 
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Skill testing questions 
 
What is the difference between a break statement and a continue statement ?  
 
Answer: The break statement lets you exit the loop early and the continue 
statement lets you skip executing statements in the loop. 
if else-if statements 
 
The if else-if statements can be sequenced to choose a certain condition. As soon 
it finds a condition true it executes the statements associated with that if 
statement. If the value you are looking for is not found then program execution is 
directed to the else statement. 
 

if(condition)  if(x == y) 
true statement z=1; 

else if(condition)  else if(x < z) 
true statement z = 2; 

else if (condition)  else if(x > y) 
true statement x = 3; 

else   else 
default statement; x = 4; 
  

T 

F 

i <  10 

x = x + i 

if(i>=3)&&(i <= 4) 

continue; 
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switch statement 
 
To avoid typing in many else-if statements then the switch statement is used. The 
switch expression must be evaluated to a common Java  data type, like byte, char 
or  int. The constant expression must be a constant value and not a variable 
name.  
 
The break statements stops the program execution from going to the next case. 
Without the break statements, you will get unexpected results. Sometimes it is 
desirable to omit the case statements and breaks. By using this technique you 
can test for multiple conditions. If no case statement matches then program flow 
is directed to the default statement. The switch statement does not work for all 
data types. 
 
 

T 

F 

F 

F 

T 

T 

 

(x == y) z = 1; 

z = 2; 

z = 3 

x = 4 

(x <  z) 

(x > y) 
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Definition Example 

switch( expression) 
{ 
case constant 1: 
statement(s) 
break; 
case constant 2: 
statement(s) 
break; 
case constant N:  
statement(s) 
break; 
default:  
statement(s) 
break; 
} 

 

var x = 5 
switch(x) 
{ 
case 0 :  

{ 
document.write(“ first item is 0”); 
break; 
} 

case 1: 
case 2: 

{ 
document.write(“ got items 1 or 2”); 
default: break; 
} 

default: 
              break; 
} 

 

Skill testing question 
 
In the switch statement code example above why does case 1  not have a break 
statement ?  
Answer: Because we want to trap for two conditions: when  x == 1 and x == 2 
 

LESSON 2 EXERCISE 3 
 

Write a JavaScript that adds all the numbers between 1 and 10 and 
calculates and print out the sum and average.  

 
 
LESSON 2 QUESTION 4 

 
 Make a Guessing game 
 
Make a guessing game that allows the  user  to guess a number  between 1 and 
100. Ask the user to guess a number between 1 and 100 and compare to a 
random number between 1 and 100. If they guess too high tell them "Too High". 
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If they guess too low tell them they guess "Too Low". If they guess correct tell 
them "Congratulations you are Correct! ".   Keep track  how many tries they took 
to guess, but limit the number of tries per game to 10.  At the end of each game 
ask the user if they want to play another game. After all games have been played 
print out the average number of tries for all games played. Store the sum of the 
tries per game and divide by the number of games played.  Play up to a maximum 
of 10 games. 
 
Use a constant for the maximum number to guess 100. 

 
const MAX_NUMBER = 100; 

 
You will also need to  generate random numbers to guess.  
You can use this code to generate a random number: 
 

var number = Math.floor(Math.random() * (max - min + 1)) + min; 
 
Where max is the const MAX_NUMBER  to represent the maximum number to 
guess 100  and min can be 0. 
 
Also use a constant for the maximum number of tries to play 10. 

 
const  MAX_TRIES = 10; 

 
You can use a prompt box to guess a number and alert box to print out the results.   
parseInt converts the entered string digits  to a number. 
 
      var guess = parseInt(prompt("Enter a number between 1 and 100: ")); 
 
      alert("guess too low") 
 
 
 

You should have something like this: 
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JavaScript Lesson 3 Arrays 
 
 
ARRAYS 
 
An Array is a sequential group of variable values placed right after each other that 
you can access under a common name.  
 

object1 object2 object3 object4 object5 

 
 
The values can be anything numbers, strings, images, controls etc. Here an array 
of temperatures for some hours in a day. 
 

75.7 76.9 78.8 81 79.5 

 
 
To make a JavaScript array you first declare an array of a certain size 
 

var array_name  = new Array(size); 
 
var myArray = new Array(5); 

 

This creates an empty array with no values in it. 
 
We now have an array with space to hold 5 values. Each value is known as an 
element of the array. 
 

element 1 element 2 element 3 element 4 element 5 

 
You access each array element  by specifying an index. An index specifies the 
location of the object that you want to access. In JavaScript array Index's start at 
index 0. 
 

indexes: 0 1 2 3 4 
values: value1 value2 value3 value4 value5 
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Assigning and Accessing  values in an array: 
 
To store an value in an array you enclose the desired index in square [] brackets at 
the end of the array names and assign a value. 
 

array_name[index]=value; 
 
myArray[0]=5; 

 
You have now assigned a value  to the object located at index 0 of the array. You 
can read back this value from the array as follows: 

 
value = array_name[index]; 
 
value = myArray[0]; 

 
You have now read back  a value  from the object located at index 0 of the array. 
 
 
LESSON 3 EXERCISE 1 
 
Write a Java script that creates an array of 5 elements. Assign one of your favorite 
words to each element in the array, then print out all the elements in the array 
one by one using the array and a index. Put all your code in a file called 
Homework3.html. 
 
Initializing Arrays 
 
You can initialize arrays when you create them by specifying a list of values rather 
than a size. 
 

var colors = new Array(initialization_list); 
var colors = new Array("red","green","blue"); 

 
"red" "green" "blue" 
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You can also initialize arrays using square brackets []  
 
               var numbers = [1,2,3,4,5] 

 
1 2 3 4 5 

 
You can also make an empty array and inset values into it using index’s  
 
             var names = []; 
 
             names[0] = ‘Tom’; 
             names[1] = ‘Mary’; 
             names[2] = ‘Sue’; 
             names[3] = ‘Dave’; 
             names[4] = ‘George’; 

 
Using this approach allows you to quickly add new values to the array.  
 

‘Tom’ ‘Mary’ ‘Sue’ ‘Sue’ George’; 
 
Length of a 1 dimensional array 
 
An array has the length property to return the number of elements in the array.  

 
arrayName.length 
var len = numbers.length;  // 5 

 
Looping through 1 dimensional array 
 
You can use a for loop to print out the elements in an array, 
 
 
        // printing 1 dimensional array 
        arr = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] 
 
        for (let i = 0; i < arr.length; i++) 
        { 
            document.write(arr[i] + " "); 
        } 
 
        document.write("<br />"); 

 

1 2 3 4 5 
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using forEach loop 
 
You can also use a forEach loop. A forEach will iterate through the array  element 
by element 
 
A forEach loop uses a call back function that provides value for each iteration. 
 
 
        // for each loop 
        arr.forEach(function (value) { 
            document.write(value + " "); 
        }); 
 
        document.write("<br />"); 
 
 
 

A forEach loop can also provide an index as well 
 
        // for each loop with index 
        arr.forEach(function (value,index) { 
            document.write(index + ": " + value + " "); 
        }); 
 
        document.write("<br />"); 
 
 
 
 
forEach using the arrow operator 
 
The arrow operator  just provides a shorter syntax that does not use the function 
keyword, but still has the value  and index parameters. 
 

// for each loop using arrow 
        arr.forEach(value => { 
            document.write(value + " "); 
        }); 
 
        document.write("<br />"); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

0: 1 1: 2 2: 3 3: 4 4: 5 

1 2 3 4 5 
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        // for each loop with index using arrow 
        arr.forEach((value, index) => { 
            document.write(index + ": " + value + " "); 
        }); 
 
        document.write("<br />"); 

 
 
 
 
 
Two dimensional arrays are arrays with more than 1 row and have rows and 
columns. 
 
 
 
 

object1 object2 object3 
object4 object5 object6 

object7 object8 object9 

 
 
To create a two dimensional array you first need to make an array to hold the 
rows. 

var my2dArray = new Array(3); 

 
Next you have to make an array for each row. These arrays will represent he 
columns of the two-dimensional  array. 

 
my2dArray[0] = new Array(3); 
my2dArray[1] = new Array(3); 
my2dArray[2] = new Array(3); 

 
Making an empty 2d array using square brackets [ ] 
 

var my2dArray = [ ]; 
my2dArray[0] = [ ] 
my2dArray[1] = [ ] 
my2dArray[2] = [ ] 

rows 

column

s 

0: 1 1: 2 2: 3 3: 4 4: 5 
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accessing values in a 2d Array 
 
You need to use double square brackets [][] to access values in the two 
dimensional array.  The first square bracket is used to specify the row index, the 
second square bracket is used to specify the column. 
 
To write a value to a  element in the 2d array.  
 

array_name[row_index][column_index] = value; 
my2dArray[0][0] = "happy"; 

 
To read values from  a 2d array, again we use two square brackets. 
 

value = array_name[row_index][column_index]; 
             value = my2dArray[0][0]; 
 
             document.write(value  + “<br/n”) 
 
 

You use the length properties to get the number of row. 
 

   var rows = my2dArray.length; 

 
You can also use the length property to get the number of columns in each row. 
 
                var  columns = my2dArray[0].length; 

 
The [0] means row 1 
 
Print out rows  and columns 
 
                 document.write(“rows: “ + rows +  “ columns: “+ columns); 

 
 
 
 
 
 

happy 

rows: 3 columns: 3 
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Filling a 2 dimensional array with values: 
 
We can fill  our 2 dimensional array with a formula before printing out. 
 
    // 2d formula 
        for (let i = 0; i < my2dArray.length; i++) { 
            for (let j = 0; j < my2dArray[i].length; j++) { 
                my2dArray[i][j] = (i * 3) + (j+1); 
            } 
        } 
 
Printing a 2 dimensional array 
 
We can then print out the 2 dimensional array using for loops: 
We use the length property to get the number of rows and we use the length 
property to get the number of columns for a specified row. 
 
   // printing 2 dimensional array 
        var arr2d = [[1, 2, 3], [4, 5, 6], [7, 8, 9]]  
 
        for (let i = 0; i < arr2d.length; i++) { 
            for (let j = 0; j < arr2d[i].length; j++) { 
                document.write(arr2d[i][j] + " "); 
            } 
            document.write("<br />"); 
        } 
        document.write("<br />"); 
 
                                             

 
 
 
 
 
LESSON 3 EXERCISE 2 
 
Write a Java script that creates a 2 d arrays  of 3 rows and 4 columns  elements. 
Assign one of your favorite works to each element in the array. Each row should 
represent a different category of  words or numbers.   
 
 
 
 

1 2 3 

4 5 6 

7 8 9 
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Initializing 2 dimensional arrays  
 
You use nested square brackets to initialize a 2 dimensional array 
 
var arr2d = [[1,2,3],[4,5,6],[7,8,9]]  
 
Todo 
 
Print out the initialized 2 dimensional array using 2 nested for loops. 
 
 
You should get something like this: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Array Properties 
 
An array is also an object in JavaScript. An array has the length property to find 
out the size of the array.  

 
arrayName.length 

 
The following Java script statement get the number of elements in the myArray. 
 

var len = myArray.length; 
 

When you use the length property on a 2 dimensional array it tells you how many 
rows you have. To get the number of columns you have to specify which row.  
 

var len = my2dArray[0].length; 
 
 
 

1 2 3 

4 5 6 

7 8 9 
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The Array object has the following properties. 
 

Property Description 

constructor Specifies the function that creates an object’s prototype. 

index For an array created by a regular expression match, the zero-based 
index of the match in the string. 

input For an array created by a regular expression match, reflects the original string against 
which the regular expression was matched. 

length Reflects the number of elements in an array 

prototype Allows the addition of properties to all objects. 

 
Array Methods 
 
An array object has the following methods. Methods act on the properties of an 
object. You can use the array methods to do all sorts of things with an array.  
 
Array methods 

Method Description 

concat Joins two arrays and returns a new array. 

indexOf Returns the first index at which a given element can be found in the 
array, or - 1 if not found 

Join Joins all elements of an array into a string. 

pop Removes the last element from an array and returns that element. 

push Adds one or more elements to the end of an array and returns the new 
length of the array. 

reverse  Transposes the elements of an array: the first array element becomes 
the last and the last becomes the first. 

Shift Removes the first element from an array and returns that element 

Slice slices out a piece of an array and returns a new array array.slice 

Splice splice adds new items to an array, removes elements from array 
returns a new array 

Sort Sorts the elements of an array. 

toString Returns a string representing the array and its elements. Overrides the 
Object.toString method. 

Unshift Adds one or more elements to the front of an array and returns the 
new length of the array. 

 
 
Array Method Examples 
 
    // testing array methods 
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    // make two arrays 
    var a1 = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]; 
    var a2 = [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]; 
    var a3; 
 
    // print arrays 
    document.write("a1: " + a1 + "<br/>"); 
    document.write("a2: " + a2 + "<br/>"); 

 
        //concat 
        //Joins two arrays and returns a new array. 
        document.write("Concat arrays a1 and a2 int a3" + "<br />"); 
        var a3 = a1.concat(a2); 
        document.write("a3: " + a3 + "<br/>"); 
        
 
 
 
 
 
         //indexOf 
        //Returns the first index at which a given element can be found in the array,  
        // or - 1 if not found 
        var index = a1.indexOf(7); 
        document.write("a1.indexOf(7): " + index + "<br />"); 
        var index = a1.indexOf(5); 
        document.write("a1.indexOf(5): " + index + "<br />"); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        //join 
        //joins all elements of an array into a string. 
        document.write("join elements of array a1 into string s using a '|'" + "<br />"); 
        var s = a1.join('|'); 
        document.write("s: " + s + "<br/>"); 
 
 
 
 
 
   

a1: 1,2,3,4,5 

a2: 5,6,7,8,9 

Concat arrays a1 and a2 int a3 

a3: 1,2,3,4,5,5,6,7,8,9 

a1: 1,2,3,4,5 

a1.indexOf(7): -1 

a1.indexOf(5): 4 

a1: 1,2,3,4,5 

join elements of array a1 into a 

string s using a '|' 

s: 1|2|3|4|5 
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        //pop 
        //Removes the last element from an array and returns that element. 
        var x = a1.pop() 
        document.write("pop last element in the array a1" + "<br />"); 
        document.write("x: " + x + " a1: " + a1 + "<br/>"); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        //push 
        //Adds one or more elements to the end of an array and returns the new 
        //length of the array 
        a1.push(6); 
        document.write("push element 6 at end of the array a1" + "<br />"); 
        document.write(" a1: " + a1 + "<br/>"); 
 
 
 
 
 
         
 
 
        //reverse 
        //reverses all the elements of an array: the first array element becomes 
        //the last and the last becomes the first. 
        a1.reverse(); 
        document.write("reverse array a1" + "<br />"); 
        document.write(" a1: " + a1 + "<br/>"); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a1: 1,2,3,4,5 

pop last element in the array a1 

x: 5 a1: 1,2,3,4 

a1: 1,2,3,4 

a1: 1,2,3,4 

push element 6 at end of the array a1 

a1: 1,2,3,4,6 

a1: 1,2,3,4,6 

reverse array a1 

a1: 6,4,3,2,1 
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        //shift 
        //Removes the first element from an array and returns that element 
        var x = a1.shift() 
        document.write("shift first element in the array a1" + "<br />"); 
        document.write("x: " + x + " a1: " + a1 + "<br/>"); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         
 
         //slice 
        // slices out a piece of an array and returns a new array 
        // array.slice(start_index, last_index-1) 
        a1 = a1.slice(1,4); 
        document.write("a1 = a1.slice(1,4);" + "<br />"); 
        document.write(" a1: " + a1 + "<br/>"); 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 
 
        // splice adds new items to an array. 
        // removes elements from array 
        // returns a new array 
        // array.splice(start index, delete count, elements to add,...) 
 
        // example 1 just insert new elements 
        a1.splice(1,0,5,6,7); 
        document.write("a1 = a1.splice(1,0,5,6,7);" + "<br />"); 
        document.write(" a1: " + a1 + "<br/>"); 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a1: 6,4,3,2,1 

shift first element in the array a1 

x: 6 a1: 4,3,2,1 

a1: 4,3,2,1 

a1 = a1.slice(1,4); 

a1: 3,2,1 

a1: 3,2,1 

a1 = a1.splice(1,0,5,6,7); 

a1: 3,5,6,7,2,1 
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        // example 2 insert new elements remove old elements 
        a1.splice(1, 2, 8, 9); 
        document.write("a1 = a1.splice(1, 2, 8,9);" + "<br />"); 
        document.write(" a1: " + a1 + "<br/>"); 
         
 
 
 
 
 
         
        //sort 
        //Sorts the elements of an array. 
        a1.sort() 
        document.write("sorts array a1" + "<br />"); 
        document.write(" a1: " + a1 + "<br/>"); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        // toString 
        // Returns a string representing the array and its elements.Overrides the 
        //Object.toString method. 
        s = a1.toString(); 
        document.write("a1.toString() " + s + "<br />"); 
 
        
 
 
 
        // Unshift 
        // Adds one or more elements to the front of an array and returns the 
        // new length of the array. 
        var len = a1.unshift(5); 
       document.write("a1.unshift(0) " + a1 +  "length= " + lena1 + "<br />"); 
 
 
 

a1.toString() 1,2,3,7,8,9 

a1: 3,8,9,7,2,1 

sorts array a1 

a1: 1,2,3,7,8,9 

a1: 1,2,3,7,8,9 

a1.unshift(5) 5,1,2,3,7,8,9  length = 7 

a1: 3,5,6,7,2,1 

a1 = a1.splice(1, 2, 8,9); 

a1: 3,8,9,7,2,1 
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LESSON 3 EXERCISE 3 
 
Write a Java script that uses some on the properties and methods of the Array 
Object.  
 
(1) make 2 arrays a1 and a2 of same length like 5 
(2) fill with 5 different numbers each 
(3) remove the last value of a1 and put into the front of a2 
(4) take the last value of a2 and out into the front of a1 
(5) repeat for the length of the arrays 
(6) concatenate the arrays and then reverse them all on 1 line into a3 
(7) slice a3 into two arrays a1 and a2 of equal length 
(8) remove the first value of a1 and put into the end of a2 
(9) take the first value of a2 and out into the end of a1 
(10) repeat for the length of the arrays 
(11) splice a2 into the middle of a1 
(12) print out a1 
 
 
Call your program homework3.html 
 
You should get something like this: 
 
before 

a1: 1,2,3,4,5 

a2: 6,7,8,9,10 

 

after 

a1: 6,7,8,9,10 

a2: 1,2,3,4,5 

a3: 5,4,3,2,1,10,9,8,7,6 

 

before 

a1: 5,4,3,2,1 

a2: 10,9,8,7,6 
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after 

a1: 10,9,8,7,6 

a2: 5,4,3,2,1 

a1: 10,9,5,4,3,2,1,8,7,6 
 
 
CUSTOM ARRAYS   (optional) 
 

To make your own custom array you first must make a function that will take a 
series of values as arguments.  You do not need to declare any parameters in this 
function. 

function initializeArray() 
    { 
    this.length = initializeArray.arguments.length 
    for (var i=0; i < this.length; i++) 
         this[i]= initializeArray.arguments[i] 

        } 

An array object will be made out of this function. The array object length will be 
set to the number of argument values being sent to the function. The array object 
will then be initialized to the received argument values.  A function is considered 
an object and the arguments property belongs to the function 

initializeArray.arguments 

 

The length property belongs to the arguments property 

initializeArray.arguments.length 

 
The array function object gets its length initializes to the number of arguments 
received: 
 

this.length = initializeArray.arguments.length 
 
In the for loop the elements of the array are initialized to the received arguments, 
the this keyword is used meaning assign the values to the array object. 
 

this[i]= initializeArray.arguments[i] 
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Once you have wrote your array function, you next create an object of that 
function, by using the new keyword. The new keyword allocates memory for your 
array object and the initializeArray function is initialized with the following value 
passed to it. 
 

var  myArray = new initializeArray("value1","value2","value3","value4"); 

 
The length of the array object is set to the lengths of the arguments passed to the 
initializeArray function which is in this case is length 4.  The array object is 
initialized to the values passed to it. Here is the function again , picture that the 
function will receive 4 arguments, that will initialize the elements of the array. 
The this keyword means the currently accessed object which is in this case the 
array function. 

 
function initializeArray() 
    { 
    this.length = initializeArray.arguments.length 
    for (var i=0; i < this.length; i++) 
         this[i]= initializeArray.arguments[i] 

        } 

Java script is an automatic language where things are done for you. This is good 
thing on a programmer’s viewpoint because they are relieved of doing tedious 
tasks. This can be a bad thing on an understanding viewpoint because all these 
things are done for you.  

You may not understand completely how everything is done because a lot of the 
steps are hidden from you. You should accept the automatic nature of Java script.  
Instead you should concentrate more on getting your programming tasks done.  

 
To print out the value’s stored in the array we use array indexes. Each array index 
locates a  stored array value. All array indexes start at 0. This means the first 
stored array value is located at index 0. To access a value stored in an array you 
just use the array name and an desired  index enclosed in square brackets. The 
following statement prints out the value stored at index 0 to the web browser 
screen. 
 

document.write(myArray[0]); 
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LESSON 3 EXERCISE 4 (optional) 
 
Make your own array and pass different values to the array and print out the 
contents of your array to the screen. Call your code into file Homework3.html. 
 
creating an empty array (optional) 
 
You may need to make an empty array where values will be stored later. We first 
write a  function called makeArray()  that receives a value to be the size of the 
array object and initialize all the values to a default value, in our case a empty 
string. In this situation you pass the size of the array to a function that will 
initialize the values to default values. 
  

var  array1 = new makeArray(5); 
 
 

Here is the makeArray function notice again we use the this keyword to assign the 
values to the array object. This points to the object that is currently being 
accessed.  
 

function makeArray(size) 
    { 
    this.length = size; 
    for ( i=0; i<this.length; i++) 
        this[i] = ""; 
   } 

 
To fill an array with values all you need to do is assign a value to the array location 
 

array[0] = “value1”; 

 
To get the value from an array location you assign the value at the array location 
to a variable 
 

var name = array[0];  
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LESSON 3 EXERCISE 5 (optional) 
 
Write a Java script to create an empty array. Initialize the array with your favorite 
values and call your array display function from the previous exercise to print out 
the values. Call your program L5Ex7.htm. 
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JavaScript Lesson 4 functions 
 
A function  groups together many JavaScript  programming statements  together  
under a common name to perform a specific task. The programming statements 
listed in the function are executed sequentially one by one. 
 
Defining functions 
 
To define a function you start with the function keyword, the function name and 
open and closed round brackets () to receive values called parameters.  A function 
may have 0 to many parameters.  All programming statements belonging to the 
function are enclosed by open and closed curly brackets {}.  The programming 
statements belonging to the function are placed inside the curly brackets. 
 

function functionName (parameters) 

 {  

function programming statements  

} 
    

Functions are defined between<script> tags in the header section of the html file 
Here is a function  called displayMessage  used to print out "I like JavaScript" on 
the web browser  
screen. 
 

   <script> 
 
        function displayMessage() { 
            document.write("I like JavaScript") 
        } 
 
   </script> 

 

Calling functions 
 
To execute the function we call it by its name. We call the function also in script 
tags <script> usually placed inside the body tags.  
 

    <script> 
        displayMessage() 
    </script> 
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Here is the complete program to print put out I like JavaScript  in the web browser 
screen. 
 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
    <title>Lesson 3 Introduction to JavaScript</title> 
    <script> 
 
        function displayMessage() { 
            document.write("I like JavaScript"); 
        } 
 
    </script> 
</head> 
<body> 
    <script> 
 
        displayMessage(); 
 
    </script> 
</body> 
</html> 
 

Todo 
 
Put the above code in your html file called lesson4.html and run it.  You should 
get something like this. 
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Functions that receive values 
 
We can send a value to function using arguments. The function receive the values 
in its parameters. Parameters are received values that act like variables to be 
used by the function. Here is a function called displayName that receives a name 
as a parameter 
 

        function displayName(name) { 
            document.write("My name is: " + name); 
        } 
 
 

You would call the displayName function with a name like this: 
 
        

           displayName("Tom"); 
 
 

To do: 
 
Add the displayName function to your lesson4.html file and run it in your web 
browser. 
Use document.write("<br/>"); to add a new line 
 
You should get something like this: 
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Function that return a value: 
 
This function returns a value but does not receives a value. We can have this 
function return a random number from 1 to 100. The Math.random() JavaScript 
function is used to generate a random number between 0 and 1. The return 
statement is used to return the generated random number to the caller. 
 
     // return a random number 1 to 100 
        function randomNumber() { 
 
            return Math.floor(Math.random() * 100)+1; 
        } 
 

When you call this function  you assign the return value from the function to 

another value like this: 
 
 
         var number = randomNumber(); 
         document.write(number) 
 
 

 

To do:  

Call the randomNumber function, assign the value to a variable then print out the 

value. You should get something like this: 
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Function that receives values  and return a value: 
 
We now have a function that receive values and returns a value. The receive 
values are received by parameters that act like a variable. We now specify the 
minimum value and maximum value range for our Radom number generator 
function. We use the formula (max - min + 1) + min to calculate the random 
number between a minimum and a maximum range. 
 

        // return a random number between min ad max 
        function randomNumberRange(min, max) { 
 
            return Math.floor(Math.random() * (max - min + 1)) + min; 
        } 

 
We call this function with 2 input values. The assigned values are called 
arguments. You call the function like this.  
 
 

         var numberRange = randomNumberRange(10, 80); 
 
 
 

To do:  
 
call the randomNumber function with a minimum and a maximum range,  assign 
the value to a variable then print out the value. you should get something like this 
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Local variables 
 
Variables defined in a function using var or let are known as local variables. Let is 
preferred over var inside functions. Here is a function that receives a value, has a 
local variable ‘sum’  then does a calculation using the local variable ‘sum’, and 
then returns the result from the local variable. 
 

// function using a local variable 
        function add(a,b) { 
 
            let sum = a + b; 
            return sum, 
        } 

 

You would call the function like this: 

 
var value = add(10, 20) 
document.write(value) 

 

to do: 

 

Try the above code in your lessomn3 html file, you should get something like this: 
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Global variables 
 
Variables declared outside and before a function definition  are known as Global 
variables’. Global variables should be avoided because that are very dangerous to 
use. Unfortunately the are many instances where global variable are necessary 
because of convenience. Any variable declared anywhere without a var or let is 
considered a global variable. This means a global variable can also be declared 
inside any function. 
 
Here is an example of using a global variable 
 
      // example using global variable 
        var firstname = "Tom"; 
        var lastname = "Smith"; 
 
        // function that uses a global variable 
        function fullName() { 
            return firstname + "," + lastname; 
        } 

 

Global variables are usually declared without the var, but var is preferable to use 
since the variables is declared before the function definition. 
We call the function like this: 
 
   var name = fullName(); 
     document.write(name) 
 
 

The fullName function would receive the first and last name from the global 
variable first and last. 
 
todo 

 

Code the above function using global variables and try out in your lesson4 html 
file. 
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You should get something like this. 
 

 
 
Lesson4 Function Homework part 1 
 
Question 1 
Make a function that receive 2 values and a arithmetic operator like +,-.*,/. Does 
the calculation and return s the result. Print out the value  
 
Question 2 
Make a function that receive s a temperature in centigrade degrees and convert 
to Fahrenheit and returns the result. Use formula (C × 9/5) + 32 = F 
Print out the value  
 
Question 3 
Make a function that receive s a temperature in Fahrenheit degrees  and converts 
to centigrade degrees  and return s the result. Use formula  

 (F − 32) × 5/9 = C 

Print out the value  
 

Question 4 
Make a function called isPrime(x) that tests if a number is print. In a loop divide 
the number between 2 to number-1 (or 2 to square root of number+1. If the 
remainder is 0 then the number is not prime. For square root use: 
 
                   x = parseInt(Math.sqrt(n)); 
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 If the number can be divided by any of the divisors then the number is not prime, 
else it is prime.  
 
Using your isPrime  function print out the first 10 prime numbers. 
 
Your program should run like this: 
The first  10 prime numbers are: 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, and 29 
 
 
Function expressions 
 
Function expressions assign a function to a variable 
 
        // function expressions 
        var sub = function (a, b) { 
            return a - b; 
        } 

 
You can then use the variable to call the function with arguments, get the result 
from the function and then print out the result. 

 

var result = sub(20, 10); 
document.write(result) 

 

When you call a function expression using the function variable you must use 
curly brackets to enclose the arguments  or else you will just get the function 
definition rather than calling the function. 

 

 

 

 

 

to do: 

Try out the above function expression. You should get something like this. 

 

 

 

 

function (a, b) { return a, b; } 

10 
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Arrow function expressions 
 
Arrow function expressions have a  more compact syntax using an arrow  
 

   // arrow function expressions 
        var mult = (a, b) => a * b; 

 

The syntax is a little  strange to understand the first time, but as you use it, 
becomes more understandable. 
 

(a,b) are the input parameters 

=>  introduces  a function expression to follow 

a  * b is the function statement body where the result value is returned 

 

You would use if just like the preceding function expression. 
 

      var result = mult(20, 10); 
      document.write(result) 

 

If you have more than 1 statement in the function body  then you have to use 
curly brackets and a return statement 
 
    var div = (a, b) => { 
            if (b != 0) 
                return a / b; 
            else 
                return 0; 
        } 

 
You would still run like this: 
 
    var result = div(20, 10); 
     document.write(result + “<BR/>”) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 
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arrow function with no input parameters 
 
If you do not have any input parameter than you can write  
 

var message = () => "Hello"; 
 
 
 

You would run like this 
 

document.write(message()) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

to do: 
 

Try the above arrow function expression that has no input parameter then run it. 
Next change the return message in the arrow function expression to “Goodbye” 
then run again. You should get something like this: 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Arrow function with only one parameter 
 
if you have only 1 input parameter you can omit the round bracket and write as 
follows  
 

        var inc = x => x + 1 

 

you would run like this: 
 
        document.write(inc(5)) 
 

Hello 

Hello 

Goodbye 
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to do: 
try the above arrow function expression that has only 1 input parameter then run 
it again with a different input argument like 10. You should get something like this: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lesson4 Function Homework part 2 

 

Question 6 
Repeat questions 1 to 5 using function expression 
 
Question 7 
Repeat questions 1 to 5 using function arrow expression 
 
 
Passing the function results to another function 
 
We can give the  result value of a function to another function. This is  similar as 
passing a value to a function. 
Using the full name function and the display name function we can print out the 
name of a person. 
 

// passing results of function to another function 
            displayName(fullName()) 
 

 
 

6 

11 

6 
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Todo: 
run the above code and you should get something like this: 
 

 
  

Todo: 
Change the fullName function to receive 2 input parameters, first name and last 
name.  Rename the fullName function to makeFullName. Now you can specify the 
name like this rather than using the global variable for the name: 
 
   displayName(makeFullName("Bill", "Jones")); 

 

Repeat above but makeFullName to an arrow function instead 

 

passing functions to other functions 
 
You can pass a function to another function this is because  JavaScript parameters 
accept variables and functions. The following calculate function 
receives a function  f and two value parameters a and b. 
 

  
        // function that receives another function 
        function fcalculate(f, a, b) 
        { 
            return f(a, b); 
        } 
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The calculate function is expecting an arithmetic function like add, sub, mul or 
divide and 2 operands a and b. 
We would run like this: 
 

// function that receives another function 
        var result = fcalculate(add, 3, 4); 
        document.write(result); 
        document.write("<br/>"); 
        var result = fcalculate(sub, 3, 4); 
        document.write(result); 
        document.write("<br/>"); 
        var result = fcalculate(mult, 3, 4); 
        document.write(result); 
        document.write("<br/>"); 
        var result = fcalculate(div, 3, 4); 
        document.write(result); 
        document.write("<br/>"); 
 

 
You will get something like this: 
 

 

 

Lesson4 Function Homework part 3 
 
Question 8 
Call the fcalculate function using arrow functions for add, sub, mul and divide. 
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Question 9 
Make a temperature function that receives a ctof or a ftoc function and a input 
temperature to convert and returns the converted temperature depending in the 
function  given to it. 
 
Closure 
 
A  closure gives you access to an outer function’s variables from an inner function.  
A inner  function is a function declared inside a function. 
 
Closure example 1 on local variables 
 
Our first example has an outer function that assigns somebody’s name  as a local 
variable and a inner function that can print out the name that was declared in the 
outer function. 
 
    // closure inner functions 
        function outer() { 
            var name = 'Tom Smith'; // name is a local variable created by outer function 
            function inner() { // inner function, a closure 
                document.write(name); // use variable name from outer function 
            } 
            inner();   // call inner function from outer function 
        } // end outer function 
        outer(); // call outer function 
 

An inner functions has access to the variables of outer functions due to closure.  
Using closure the  inner function can access the variable name declared in the 
outer function.   When we run the program w3e get this: 
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Closure example 2  on functions 
 
In the following closure example  the inner function is returned from the outer 
function before being executed. 
 
    // another closure example 
        function outer() { 
 
            // name is a local variable created by outer function 
            var name = 'Tom Smith';             
 
            function inner() {// inner function, a closure 
                document.write(name); // use variable name from outer function 
            } 
            return inner; // return inner function from outer function 
        } 
 
        // get return value from outer function which is the inner function 
        var innerFunc = outer();  
 
        innerFunc(); // call inner function from outer function 
 

This example works identical to the first example, because  variable innerFunc is a 
reference to the instance of the function inner that is created when outer 
function  is run. The instance of inner  maintains a reference to its lexical 
environment due to closure. The variable name exists in the outer function.  For 
this reason, when  variable innerFunc is invoked, the variable name remains 
available for use, and "Bill Smith" is printed out to the screen. 
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Closure example 3 on parameters 
 
In this example the outer function  makes available to the inner function its x  
parameter. 
 

         // closure example 3 - adder 
        function adder(x) { 
            return function (y) { 
                return x + y;  // adds y parameter to the x parameter from adder 
                               // remembers the x value due to closure 
            } 
        } 
 
        var add2 = adder(2); 
        var add3 = adder(3); 
 
        document.write(add2(5));  // 7 
        document.write("<br/>"); 
        document.write(add3(5)); // 8 
        document.write("<br/>"); 

We have defined a function  Adder(x), that takes in a single argument x, and 
returns a new function that takes a single argument y, and returns the sum of x 
and y. 

We then create 2 functions add2  that adds 2 to its argument of 5 and  ad3 that 
adds 3 to its argument of 5. Both add2 and add3 are both closures. They share the 
same function body definition, but store different lexical environments. In add2's 
lexical environment, x is 2 with result 7  while in add3’s  lexical environment for x 
is 3 with result 8. When you run the above program you get this: 
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Lesson4 Function Homework  part 4 Closures 
 
Question 10 
 
Make a outer function called calculate that receives an operation 
+,-,*,/.  If the operation is ‘+’ return a add function that receives a x and y value. 
Compete for the other operations -,* and /. 
Using the return function add two values together and print out the result. 
Do the above for other operations, -,* and /. 
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JavaScript Lesson5 JavaScript  Objects 
 
Objects are group of name and value pairs. For example a car may have make, 
model, year and price, 
The name and value pairs for a car could be: 
make: ‘ford’ 
model: ‘mustang’ 
year: 2010 
price: 15000 
 
We make a JavaScript car object like this: 
 
    var car = { make: 'ford', model: 'mustang', year: 2010, price: 15000 }; 
 
 

Each name value pair is called a property. 
 
We can retrieve individual values from the object like this: 
 

 
        // retrieve values 
        var make = car['make']; 
        var model = car['model']; 
        var year = car['year']; 
        var price = car['price']; 
 

We can also retrieve individual values from the object using the dot operator like 
this: 
 

    // alternate retrieve values 
        var make = car.make; 
        var model = car.model; 
        var year = car.year; 
        var price = car.price; 

 

We then can print the individual retrieved values like this: 
 

        // print values 
        document.write("make: " + make + "<br/>"); 
        document.write("model: " + model + "<br/>"); 
        document.write("year: " + year + "<br/>"); 
        document.write("price: " + price + "<br/>"); 
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We can change the values of the object like this 
 
        // change values 
        var make = car['make']='GM'; 
        var model = car['model']='rover'; 
        var year = car['year']=2012; 
        var price = car['price']=23000; 
        

We can also change values like this using the dot operator 
 

        // alternate change values 
        car.make = 'GM'; 
        car.model = 'rover'; 
        car.year = 2012; 
        car.price = 23000; 
 
 

We printing out an object using a for loop 
 

     // print out car object 
        for (p in car) { 
            document.write(p + ":" + car[p]); 
            document.write("<br/>") 
        } 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

make:GM 

model:rover 

year:2012 

price:23000 

make: ford 

model: mustang 

year: 2010 

price: 15000 
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Unfortunately you cannot print out the object by using assigned variable like this 
 

document.write(car) 
 

 
all you get is this message , informing the variable car is a object. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

making an empty object and assigning properties to it 
 
Start with an empty object {} and fill it with property values: 
 

// fill empty object 
        car = {}; 
        car['make'] = 'BMW'; 
        car['model'] = 'climber'; 
        car['year'] = 2016; 
        car['price'] = 45000; 
 

We  then print out the property and values using a for loop: 
 
 

        // print out car object 
        for (p in car) { 
            document.write(p + ":" + car[p]); 
            document.write("<br/>") 
        } 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[object Object] 

make:BMW 

model:climber 

year:2016 

price:45000 
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Adding a method to a object 
 
Functions belonging to object definition are  known as methods. Method in a 
object are used to return values or change values. We will make a toString() 
method so that we can return the properties and values as a string. 
 

        // car object with a toString() method 
        car = { 
            make: 'ford', 
            model: 'mustang', 
            year: 2012, 
            price: 15000, 
            toString: function() 
                { 
                return "make: " + this.make + " model: " + this.model  

+ " year: " + this.year + " price: " + this.price; 
            } 
        }; 

 

The this keyword specifies which object we are referring to. We will have many 
car object but we need to know which object to print out the properties of. The 
this keyword reference to the current object you are accessing and also to the 
current object you are accessing when the program is running.  
 
Using the toString() method we can now easily printout the property names an 
values by calling the toString() method from the car object reference. 
 

        document.write(car.toString()); 
        document.write("<br/>") 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We can also call the toString automatically just by using the car object reference. 
 

           document.write(car); 
         document.write("<br/>") 

 

 

 

make: ford model: mustang year: 2012 price: 15000 

make: ford model: mustang year: 2012 price: 15000 
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Lesson5 Homework part 1  
 
Question 1 
 
(1) make a person object that has name, address, phone and email.  
(2) Add a toString method, 
(3) assign values to the object  using variables not hardcoded values, 
(4) print out the Person object using the toString method. 
 
creating  JavaScript objects with functions 
 
Functions allow you to easily create objects dynamically from values, so that you 
can make many objects with different  values using the same object function 
definition. Note: In JavaScript functions are considered objects. The function act 
like a definition in how the object is to be made.  The function name should start 
with a capital letter.  
 

// function to define a Car 
        function Car(make, model,year,price) { 
 
            this.make = make; 
            this.model = model; 
            this.year = year; 
            this.price = price 
        }; 
 
 

We use the this keyword to distinguish which make is a property and which make 
is the parameter, the this keyword the property and without the keyword this 
means the input parameter 
 
The Car object is actually made by calling  car function proceed by keyword new. 
The  keyword new allocates memory for the car object. Using the new keyword 
and the car function definition we can make many car objects having different 
values.  
 

           // create car object from function definition 
        var car = new Car("Toyota", "Corolla", 2018, 25000); 
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Once we have our car object we can print out the values 
 

        // print values of car object 
        document.write(car['make'] + "<br/>"); 
        document.write(car['model'] + "<br/>"); 
        document.write(car['year'] + "<br/>"); 
        document.write(car['price'] + "<br/>"); 
 

You should get something like this: 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Adding methods to a object  function definition 
 
We can add our toString() method to our object function definition as well. 
 

       // function to define a Car 
        function Car(make, model, year, price) { 
 
            this.make = make; 
            this.model = model; 
            this.year = year; 
            this.price = price 
            this.toString = function () { 
                return "make: " + this.make + " model: " + this.model  
                     + " year: " + this.year + " price: " + this.price; 
            } 
        }; 

 

 
Again we can print out the car details using the toString method. 
 

        document.write(car.toString()) 
 
 

 
 

Toyota 

Corolla 

2018 

25000 
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We can also just use the car variable because the toString method is automatically 
called. 
 

        document.write(car) 

 

we get something like this 
 

 

 

 

Array of Objects 
 
We will now store our car objects in an array. 
Step 1:  make an empty cars array We can make many objects from  a Car 
function definition and store each object in a array  

 

   var cars = []; 
 

 
Step 2 assign car object to the array 
 

        cars[0] = new Car("Toyota", "Corolla", 2018, 25000); 
        cars[1] = new Car("Ford", "Mustang", 2012, 15000); 
        cars[2] = new Car("BMW", "Climber", 2015, 45000); 

 
Step 3: print out the car objects stores in the array 
 

        // print out array of car objects 
        for (let car in cars) { 
            document.write(cars[car] + "<br/>"); 
        } 

  

You should get something like this: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

make: Toyota model: Corolla year: 2018 price: 25000 

make: Toyota model: Corolla year: 2018 price: 25000 

make: Ford model: Mustang year: 2012 price: 15000 

make: BMW model: Climber year: 2015 price: 45000 
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Lesson5 Objects Homework 
 
Question 2 
 
(1) define  a Person object using a function that has name, age, email  and phone 
and a toString  function. 
(1)  Make a array to hold many person objects 
(2) using your person function definition assign 3 person objects to the array 
(3) print out the person objects stored in the array using a for loop and the person 
toString method  
 
Assigning properties and methods to existing Objects 
 
You can assign properties and methods to existing object instances using the dot 
operator or by using square brackets 
 
Example  

First Make 2 car instances 

// make 2 car objects 
var car1 = new Car("Toyota", "Corolla", 2018, 25000); 
var car2 = new Car("Ford", "Mustang", 2012, 15000); 

Then add a speed property to car 1 object 
 

//add a speed property 
       car1.speed = 56; 
 
   // print out speed property 
       document.write(car1.speed + "<br/>"); 
 
 
 
 
         
 

document.write(car2.speed + "<br/>"); 
 
 

 
 

56 

undefined 
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Notice car1 has the speed property but car2 does not,  it is undefined. This 
because the speed property was added to car1 only. 
We can also add a method to the car object as follows. 
 

// add a method 
        car1.changeSpeed = function(s) 
        { 
            this.speed = s; // assign a new speed 
        } 
 
       // change speed 
       car1.changeSpeed(100); 
 
        // print out speed property 
        document.write(car1.speed + "<br/>"); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

        document.write(car2.speed + "<br/>"); 
 

 

 

 

 
Notice car1 has the speed property but car2 does not,  it is undefined. This 
because the speed property  and changeSpeed() method was added to car1 only. 
We would like to add the speed property and changeSpeed method to both car 
instances, 

Using object prototypes 

Using the object Prototypes allow you to add properties and methods  to all 
instances of an abject, Without  prototypes then only the specified instance gets 
updated. 

 

100 

undefined 
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Here is the syntax to add a property to a object definition using a prototype 

function_name.prototype.new_property_name = value 

Here is the example to add a property to a object definition using a prototype 

Car.prototype.speed = 26; 

Here is the syntax to add a method to a object definition using a prototype 

function_name.prototype.new_mrthod_name = new function_definition 

Here is the example to add a method to a object definition using a prototype        

  Car.prototype.changeSpeed = function (s) { 
            this.speed = s; // assign a new speed 
        } 

The prototype is an object that is associated with every functions and objects by 
default in JavaScript. The function's prototype property is accessible and 
modifiable using  object's prototype property The internal prototype object is 
inaccessible..  

The prototype  allows additional properties can be attached to it which will be 
shared across all the instances of the object definition..  

Using the prototype we can have all our car objects to have a speed. We assign 
the value 26 to the speed 
 

  // using prototype 
 
        //add speed property 
        Car.prototype.speed = 26; 
 

We then make 2 car objects. 
 

          // make 2 car objects 
        var car1 = new Car("Toyota", "Corolla", 2018, 25000); 
        var car2 = new Car("Ford", "Mustang", 2012, 15000); 
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When we print the speed of the two car object they both say 26. 
 
 

        // print out speed property 
        document.write(car1.speed + "<br/>"); 
 
 
 
         
 
 
 

document.write(car2.speed + "<br/>"); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We can also add a change speed function to the Car function as follows: 
 
 

        // add a changeSpeed method 
        Car.prototype.changeSpeed = function (s) { 
            this.speed = s; // assign a new speed 
        } 
 
 

We now change the speed of each car individually: 
 

 
        // change speed 
        car1.changeSpeed(100); 
        car2.changeSpeed(150); 
 
 

When we print out the speed of each car they are both different because we are 
changing the speed of each individual object. 
 
 

        // print out speed property 
        document.write(car1.speed + "<br/>"); 
 
 
 
 
 
         

100 

26 

26 
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 document.write(car2.speed + "<br/>"); 

 

 

 

 

 
deleting a property or a  function in an object 
 
You can delete a property  or  function in an object using the object reference and 
the delete keyword. 
You would delete the make property of the car1 object like this: 
 

delete car1.make  

 

When we print out the car1 properties a we would get this 
 

 

 

 

 

 

We can also delete functions using the delete keyword. We  need   To delete the 
toString function so we can add our own toString method using  a prototype.  
 
   
 

 delete car1.toString 

 

If we do not delete the toString() function then it will be always called first. Then 
add a new toString function containing the speed using a prototype like this: 
 
         

        Car.prototype.toString = function () { 
            return "make: " + this.make + " model: " + this.model 
               + " year: " + this.year + " price: " + this.price + " speed" + this.speed; 
        } 

 

 

 
 

150 

year:2018 

price:25000 

speed:300 

toString:function () { return "make: " + this.make + " model: " + this.model + " 

year: " + this.year + " price: " + this.price; } 

changeSpeed:function (s) { this.speed = s; } 
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Todo   
 
Make a car1 object again, delete the toString method and add a new one using a 
prototype and the print out the car1 using the newly added toString function. 
Next make a new function Car that receives a speed parameter and has a speed 
property, a changeSpeed function and a toString function that also prints out the 
speed. Make some cars and print out using the toString() function. Next change 
the speed using the changeSpeed function, then print out the cars again.  
 
Modifying and Deleting prototype properties and functions 
 
To modify a prototype property or function just change it. 
To delete a prototype property or function you use the delete keyword the 
function name  the dot operator and the property or function name.  
 
To delete the speed prototype you would type: 
 

delete Car.prototype.speed; 
 

 
To delete the prototype toString() function you would type: 

 
delete Car.prototype.toString 

 

 

 

Lesson5 Objects Homework  

 
Question 3 
 
Make 2 Person objects from Question 2  where the Person object has a  name,  
age phone and email. Add a salary property using a prototype initialized to some 
value, then print out the salaries from each Person object. 
Add a changeSalary method  using a prototype to the Person object. For each 
person object change the salaries and the print them out. 
Delete the toString function in your object and make a new toString function 
using a prototype. Using the new toString function print out the person. 
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Question 4 
 
To the Person function of Question 3 add a salary property, a  changeSalary 
function and a toString() function that prints out name,  age phone, email and 
salary. Make some persons and change the salaries using the changeSalary 
function. Finally print out the persons using the toString method. 
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JavaScript Lesson 6 classes 
 
JavaScript classes are a newer replacement for defining JavaScript objects. A class 
is used to define a JavaScript object. A class groups together variables (properties) 
to store data and methods to do operations on the data like addling and 
subtraction. 
 
A class starts with the class keyword and a name, and has a constructor to define 
and initialize the properties. A class also has methods to do operations on the 
properties. 
 
A class name should start with a capital letter to distinguish a class name from a 
object  variable name. 
class syntax: 
 

class class_name 
{ 
           constructor(property list) 

{ 
initialize properties 
} 

           methods(parameter list) 
{ 
Programming statements 
} 

} 
 

Car  class example having make, model, year and price properties: 
 

    // define Car class 
        class Car { 
            // receive property values 
            constructor(make, model, year, price) { 
 
                // initialize properties 
                this.make = make; 
                this.model = model; 
                this.year = year; 
                this.price = price 
            } 

        } 
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We make a car object using the new keyword, the  class name Car and supply 
property values.  
 

     // make car 
         var car = new Car("Toyota", "Corolla", 2018, 25000); 
 

The car variable is a reference to the created car object. A reference points to the 
memory location where the object resides. An object is the allocated memory for 
the properties defined in the class. Objects are made from class definitions. When 
we make an object from a class definition this is known as instantiating. The car 
variable is also known as an instance variable.  
 
 

Using the car object variable we can print out the property values. 
 

        // print car values 
        document.write(car['make'] + "<br/>"); 
        document.write(car['model'] + "<br/>"); 
        document.write(car['year'] + "<br/>"); 
        document.write(car['price'] + "<br/>"); 
 
 
 
 
 
         
 
 
 

 
We can also print out the car variable itself. JavaScript tells us that the car 
variable is an object.  
 

// print out car object 
        document.write(car) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We can also print out the car object using a for loop. Where the loop index is a 
property  

Toyota 
Corolla 
2018 
25000 

[object Object] 
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        // print out car properties 
        for (let p in car) { 
            document.write(p + ":" + car[p]); 
            document.write("<br/>") 
        } 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

We can also add the toString method, so that we can return a string 
representation of the car. 
 
                     // define Car class with a toString method 

        class Car { 
 
            // receive property values 
            constructor(make, model, year, price) { 
 
                // initialize properties 
                this.make = make; 
                this.model = model; 
                this.year = year; 
                this.price = price 
            } 
 
            toString() { 
                return "make: " + this.make + " model: " + this.model 
                    + " year: " + this.year + " price: " + this.price; 
            } 
 
        } 

 

 
We make the car object again, so we can use the toString method 
 

        // make car 
        var car = new Car("Toyota", "Corolla", 2018, 25000); 
 

make:Toyota 

model:Corolla 

year:2018 

price:25000 
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We can now print out the car object using the toString method. The toString 
methods is called automatically for us. 
 

        // print out car object 
        document.write(car) 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Lesson6 classes Homework  
 
Question 1 
(1) make a person class that has name, address, phone and email.  
(2) add a toString method, 
(3) make a Person object 
(4) print out the object using the toString method. 
 
getters and setters 
 
getters and setters allow you to access the objects properties indirectly through 
methods  rather than accessing directly.  The idea is that the internal properties 
are protect bud unauthorized changes and also the storage mechanism are 
hidden from the user  called encapsulation. 
 

          // retrieve make 
            getMake() { 
                return this.make; 
            } 
 
            // assign make 
            setMake(make) { 
                this.make = make; 
            }Example using 

 
 
 
 
 

make: Toyota model: Corolla year: 2018 price: 25000 
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Example using getters and setters: 
 
 // make car 

        var car = new Car("Toyota", "Corolla", 2018, 25000); 
 
        // print out car object 
        document.write(car + "<br/>") 
 
        // print make 
        document.write(car.getMake() + "<br/>"); 
 
        // assign a new make 
        car.setMake("Mazda") 
 
        // print out car object 
        document.write(car + "<br/>") 
 

 

Todo: 
 
Add all the getters and setters to the Car class, make, model, year and price, and 
then run our getters and setters example, 
 

private and public properties and methods 

 
Properties  and methods in a class are public by default, this means any code can 
use them.  You can list the properties as fields before the class constructor like 
this. Listing the fields before the constructor indicates public access property. The 
field’s may be initialized or not. 
 

// define Car class with a toString method 
              class Car2 { 
 
              // public fields 

make; 
model; 
year; 
price; 
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            // receive property values 
            constructor(make, model, year, price) { 
 
                // initialize properties 
                this.make = make; 
                this.model = model; 
                this.year = year; 
                this.price = price 
            } 
 
            toString() { 
                return "make: " + this.make + " model: " + this.model 
                    + " year: " + this.year + " price: " + this.price; 
            } 
        } 

 
You can now make a Car object and print out the properties directly: 

 
    // make car 
        var car = new Car("Toyota", "Corolla", 2018, 25000); 
 
        // print out properties 
        document.write("make: " + car.make + "<br/>"); 
        document.write("model: " + car.model + "<br/>"); 
        document.write("year: " + car.year + "<br/>"); 
        document.write("price: " + car.price + "<br/>"); 

 

 

 

 

 

 

private properties and methods 
 
The properties and methods may also be declared as private by placing a # in 
front of the field name and/or method name. You cannot access private field 
properties outside the class, In this situation we need to use the getters and 
setters previously described. Here is the complete Car class with private 
properties. You need to put the #on both fields and properties to make them 
private as follows. 

make: Toyota 

model: Corolla 

year: 2018 

price: 25000 
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                      // define Car class with a toString method 
        class Car { 
 
            // private properties 
            #make; 
            #model; 
            #year; 
            #price; 
 
            // receive property values 
            constructor(make, model, year, price) { 
 
                // initialize properties 
                this.#make = make; 
                this.#model = model; 
                this.#year = year; 
                this.#price = price 
            } 
 
            // retrieve name 
            getMake() { 
                return this.#make; 
            } 
 
            // assign make 
            setMake(make) { 
                this.#make = make; 
            } 

 
                         toString() { 

                return "make: " + this.#make + " model: " + this.#model 
                    + " year: " + this.#year + " price: " + this.#price; 
            } 
 
        } 
 
        // make car 
        var car = new Car("Toyota", "Corolla", 2018, 25000); 
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If we try to print out the Car properties they are now undefined because they are 
now private.        
 

        // print out properties 
        document.write("make: " + car.make + "<br/>"); 
        document.write("model: " + car.model + "<br/>"); 
        document.write("year: " + car.year + "<br/>"); 
        document.write("price: " + car.price + "<br/>"); 

 
 
 
 
 
 
         
 
 
 
 
 

But we can use a getter to print out a property 
 

        // print make 
        document.write(car.getMake() + "<br/>"); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We can still call the toString() method 
 

// print out car object 
        document.write(car + "<br/>") 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Lastly we can use a setter to change the make. 
 
 

        // assign a new make 
        car.setMake("Mazda") 
 
        // print out car object 
        document.write(car + "<br/>") 

make: undefined 

model: undefined 

year: undefined 

price: undefined 

Toyota 

make: Toyota model: Corolla year: 2018 price: 25000 
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Static methods properties 
 
Static refers to properties and methods that are defined on the class level not the 
instance level. Static properties are shared between all instances of the same 
class. It is one property that is available to all instances of the class. You use the 
static keyword to denote a static properly or a static method. 
In our Car class we can have a property called numCars that counts how many car 
instances we have. 
 
            static numCars = 0 

 

In the constructor every time a car is instantiated we increment the numCars 
count. 
When you access a static property or method you must use the class name. 
 
   Car.numCars++; 

 
We also have a static getCarNum method to retrieve the number of car instances 
created. Static methods can only access static properties where non static 
methods called instance methods can access instance properties and static 
properties. 
 

        // retrieve number of cars 
            static getNumCars() { 
                return Car.numCars; 
            } 

 

Again we use the Car class name to access the static numCar property. 
Here is the complete code using the static numCars property and the static 
getNumcars method. 
 
 
 
 
 

make: Mazda model: Corolla year: 2018 price: 25000 
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// define Car class with a static methods 
        class Car { 
 
            // private fields 
            #make; 
            #model; 
            #year; 
            #price; 
 
            static numCars = 0; 
 
            // receive property values 
            constructor(make, model, year, price) { 
 
                // initialize properties 
                this.make = make; 
                this.model = model; 
                this.year = year; 
                this.price = price 
                Car.numCars++; // count card 
            } 
 
            // retrieve number of cars 
            static getNumCars() { 
                return Car.numCars; 
            } 
 
            // retrieve name 
            getMake() { 
                return this.make; 
            } 
 
            // assign make 
            setMake(make) { 
                this.make = make; 
            } 
 
 
            toString() { 
                return "make: " + this.make + " model: " + this.model 
                    + " year: " + this.year + " price: " + this.price; 
            } 
 
        } 
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        // make car 
        var car1 = new Car("Toyota", "Corolla", 2018, 25000); 
 
        // print out car object 
        document.write(car1 + "<br/>") 
 
        // make car 
        var car2 = new Car('ford', 'mustang', 2010, 15000); 
 
        // print out car object 
        document.write(car1 + "<br/>") 
 
        // print out number of cars 
        document.write("Number of Cars: " + Car.getNumCars()); 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Lesson6 classes Homework  
 
Question 2 
 
(1) make a Person2 class that has private name, address, phone and email 
properties. 
(2) make a static property that counts the number of persons created. 
(3) make a static unction that retrieves the number of persons created 
from the static numPersons property 
(4) count persons in the constructor 
(5) add a toString method, 
(6)  make 2 person objects 
(7) print out the objects using the toString method. 
(8) print out the number of person objects created using the static 
getNumPersons method 
 
 

make: Toyota model: Corolla year: 2018 price: 

25000 

make: Toyota model: Corolla year: 2018 price: 

25000 

Number of Cars: 2 
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Inheritance 
 
Inheritance allows one class to use the public properties and methods from 
another class. 
This makes it very convenient to make new classes. The new classes are known as  
subclass, derived class or child class. The original class is called parent, super or 
base class. The new class is to hold unique things but the original class is used to 
hold common things. For example from a car class we can make a sports car, 
luxury car or a racing car. The following diagram  shows the inheritance hierarchy 
where the arrows is pointing to the super class from the derived classes 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The super class has all the common properties and methods that each derived 
class can use. The derived class holds all the unique properties and methods. 
The common things about a car are make, model year and price, 
The unique thing about a sports car is that it has a roof or not. 
The unique things about a luxury car is the extra features like a wide screen Lcd. 
The unique thing about a racing car is the fuel it uses (High Octane) 
Here is the super class car class again to refresh your memory. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Car 

(super class) 

SportsCar 

(derived class) 

LuxuryCar 

(derived class) 

RacingCar 

(derived class) 
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    // define Car super class  
        class Car { 
 
            // receive property values and initialize 
            constructor(make, model, year, price) { 
                // initialize properties 
                this.make = make; 
                this.model = model; 
                this.year = year; 
                this.price = price            
            } 
 
            // return string representation of a Car 
            toString() { 
                return "make: " + this.make + " model: " + this.model 
                    + " year: " + this.year + " price: " + this.price; 
            } 
 
        } 
 

To make a derived class we use the extends keyword. Here is a Luxury Car derived 
class using the extends keyword so that is can uses the variables and methods 
from the Car class. 
 

class LuxuryCar extends Car { 
 
              // receive property values 
              constructor(make, model, year, price, luxuryItem) { 
 
                 // initialize properties of car class by calling Car constructor 
                 super(make, model, year, price); 

                // initialize luxury item 
                this.luxuryItem = luxuryItem; 
            } 
 
            // return string representation of a Car 
            toString() { 
                return super.toString() + " luxury item: " + this.luxuryItem; 
            } 

 
        } 
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We have defined the LuxuryCar class like this 
 

class LuxuryCar extends Car { 

 

Our constructor has received the make, model, year, price and luxuryItem 
parameters 

 

     // receive property values 
                       constructor(make, model, year, price, luxuryItem) { 

 

we have sent make, model, year, price to the Car class by calling its constructor 
with the super keyword. 
 

                 // initialize properties of car class by calling Car constructor 
                 super(make, model, year, price); 
 

We then define luxuryItem property and initialize it from the luxuryItem 
parameter received in the constructor  
 

              // initialize luxury item 
                 this.luxuryItem = luxuryItem; 
 

for the toString method we have called the ToString method from the car class 
using the super keyword and then print out the luxury item keyword. 
 
           // return string representation of a Car 
            toString() { 
                return super.toString() + " luxury item: " + this.luxuryItem; 
    
            } 
 
 

We make the LuxuryItem car like this 
 

         // make luxury car 
         var luxuryCar = new LuxuryCar("Toyota", "Corolla", 2018, 75000,"Lcd TV"); 
 
 

and then call the toString like this 
 

        // print out car object 
         document.write(luxuryCar + "<br/>") 
 
 
 make: Toyota model: Corolla year: 2018 price: 25000 luxury item: Lcd TV 
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todo 
 
Complete the SportsCar and RacingCar derived classes 
Print out the car details by calling the toString method of each 
Next make an array of the three derived classes. 
Using the array and a loo0p call the toString method of each derived class stored 
in the array. 
 

Lesson6 classes Homework inheritance 
 
Question 3 
 
(1) from  your person class that has private name, address, phone and email 
properties make a Student derived class that has a private property studentId. 
 
(2) make getters and setters for the studentId property 
 
 
(3) make a toString methods that calls the Person toString method using the 
super keyword. 
 
(4) make a student object and print out the student using the toString method. 
 
(5) print only the properties of the person and student class using the  getters of 
the person and Student classes. Only using the students instance value,   
 
(6) using the  setters of the person and student class assign new values to all the 
properties  using the student instance variables.  
 
 (7) call the toString method from the student instance variable to print out the 
new values  
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JavaScript Lesson 7 events 
 
HTML Elements generate events that JavaScript code can  listen for and process in 
a JavaScript event handler function when they occur. 
Common Html elements are 

 

Object Description 

Button rectangular shape with a name that a mouse clicks on to activate 

CheckBox  user clicks on a small rectangle to select on it 

Hidden Object send data to another user using form 

Radio Button select only one button from a group of buttons 

Reset button clear a form 

Select select an item from a list of items 

Submit send out form data 

Text allow user to enter one line of data  

Password allow data to enter data bur echi0s back ***** 

Textarea allow user to enter multiple line’s of data 

 

Common html generated events are: 
 
HTML element event Description 

Onchange An HTML element has been changed 

Onclick The user clicks an HTML element 

Onmouseover The user moves the mouse over an HTML element 

Onmouseout The user moves the mouse away from an HTML element 

Onkeydown The user pushes a keyboard key 

Onload The browser has finished loading the page 

 

Generating events using html element tags 
 
Event handler attributes,  are added  to html elements in the HTML tag to 
generate an specific event.  A JavaScript  event handler function is called when 
the event fires. 
 

<element event="event handler JavaScript code;"> 
 

Here is an example of a html  button element that uses the event attribute onclick 
that will call the JavaScript handleButtonClick function when somebody clicks on 
the button. Note: The event name is case  insensitive (but should use lower case) 
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Button 
 

 
  
  <input name="btn1" type="button" value="press me" onclick="handleButtonClick();" /> 
 

The JavaScript code can be placed in a script tag  or alternately the JavaScript 
code can be placed in a js file.  
 

         <script> 

 

// handle button click 

        function handleButtonClick() { 

            alert("Thankyou for clicking me!") 

        } 

 

</script> 

 
When the button is clicked the handleButtonClick() is called then the alert 
window pops up that says “thank you for clicking me”. 
 
 

 
 
 

Here is our complete  html  code that up generate button events  and handle’s 
them 
 

 

<!-- Lesson7.html --> 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
    <title>JavaScript Lesson7 Events</title> 
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    <script> 
 
        // handle button click 
        function handleButtonClick() { 
            alert("Thankyou for clicking me!") 
        } 
 
    </script>     
</head> 
<body> 
 
    <input type="button" value ="press me" onclick="handleButtonClick();" /> 
 
</body> 
</html> 

 
To do 
 
Type the above code in a html file called lesson7.html and run it. You will get 
something like this. 
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Adding an eventListener  to an html element using JavaScript code 
 
You can also add event to a html  element using JavaScript code rather than in a 
html element tag. This is also known as registering an event.  To add an event 
using JavaScript code we  use the addEventListener method available to every 
html element. 
 
The syntax of the addEventListener method is as follows: 
 

element.addEventListener(event, function, useCapture); 

 

where: 

event – is  the event to listen for 

function – is the name of the function 

useCapture -  is a boolean value specifying whether to use event bubbling or event 

capturing. Event bubbling is the default value because useCapturing is false.  This 

parameter is optional. 

  

Event bubbling and capturing are two ways of event propagation when an event 
occurs in an element and inside another element, where  both elements have 
registered a handle for that event. The event propagation mode determines in 
which order the elements receive the event. 

With bubbling, the event is first captured and handled by the innermost element 
and then propagated to outer elements. 

With capturing, the event is first captured by the outermost element and 
propagated to the inner elements. 

 

Example: 

 
<div> 

    <ul> 

        <li></li> 

    </ul> 

</div> 

In the structure above, assume that a click event occurred in the li element. 

http://www.quirksmode.org/js/events_order.html
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In capturing model, the event will be handled by the div first (click event handlers 
in the div will fire first), then in the ul, then at the last in the target element, li. 

In the bubbling model, the opposite will happen: the event will be first handled 
by the li, then by the ul, and at last by the div element. 

To use the addEventListener method each html element must have an id like this: 
 

   <input type="button" name="btn1" id="btn1" value="press me"/> 
 

The html element id  is used to identify the html element.  Using the 
getElementById  function We can get a reference to the html element  and then  
attach an event Listener to it A reference points to the html element  location 
where it resides in the web browser when you run your program. 
 

         // get a reference to a button html element using it's id 
        var button2 = document.getElementById("btn2"); 

 
Once we have a reference to the html element we register the event using the 
addEventListener method using the event name ‘click’ and event handler function 
name. 
 

        // add eventListener to a button html element 
        button2.addEventListener("click", handleButtonClick); 
\ 

Note: The event name is case sensitive (use lower case) 
Here is our test program to register an event listener to a html button element 

 
<!-- Lesson7.html --> 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
    <title>JavaScript Lesson7 Events</title> 
 
    <script> 
        // handle button click event 
        function handleButtonClick() { 
            alert("Thankyou for clicking me!") 
        } 
 

                    </script>     
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</head> 
<body> 
 

<input name="btn1" type="button" value="press me"  
     onclick="handleButtonClick();" /> 

 
        <input type="button" name="btn2" id="btn2" value="press me" /> 
 
    <script> 
 
        // get a reference to a button html element using it's id 
        var button2 = document.getElementById("btn2"); 
 
        // add eventListener to a button html element 
        button2.addEventListener("click", handleButtonClick); 
 
    </script> 
</body> 
</html> 

 

Using  the addEventListener method is a lot of extra work, the html element must 
have an id. Also you need to get a reference to the html element using the 
document.getElementById method. 
 
You also need to put the JavaScript code after the html code, or else you cannot 
get a reference to the html element, you will get a null reference instead.  
 
To do 
 
Add the addEventListener code to your lesson7.html file, and run it.  You should 
get the same result as before, 
 
 
List of All JavaScript Events 
 
Note: The addEventListener listener  method uses the event names not the 
attribute event names. 
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WINDOW EVENTS 
 

Attribute Event Event name Description 

onblur   blur Fires the moment that the element loses focus 

onchange   change Fires the moment when the value of the element is 
changed 

oncontextmenu   contextmenu Script to be run when a context menu is triggered 

onfocus   focus Fires the moment when the element gets focus 

oninput   input Script to be run when an element gets user input 

oninvalid    invalid Script to be run when an element is invalid 

onreset   reset Fires when the Reset button in a form is clicked 

onsearch   search Fires when the user writes something in a search field 
 (for <input="search">) 

onselect   select Fires after some text has been selected in an element 

onsubmit   submit script  

onbeforeprint   beforeprint Script to be run before the document is printed 

onbeforeunload   beforeunload Script to be run when the document is about to be 
unloaded 

onerror   error Script to be run when an error occurs 

onhashchange   hashchange Script to be run when there has been changes to the 
anchor part of the a URL 

onload   load Fires after the page is finished loading 

onmessage   message Script to be run when the message is triggered 

 
 

 

HTML ELEMENT EVENTS 
 

Attribute Event Event name Description 

onblur   blur Fires the moment that the element loses focus 

onchange   change Fires the moment when the value of the element is 
changed 

oncontextmenu   contextmenu Script to be run when a context menu is triggered 

onfocus   focus Fires the moment when the element gets focus 

oninput   input Script to be run when an element gets user input 

oninvalid    invalid Script to be run when an element is invalid 

onreset   reset Fires when the Reset button in a form is clicked 

onsearch   search Fires when the user writes something in a search field 
 (for <input="search">) 

onselect   select Fires after some text has been selected in an element 

onsubmit   submit Fires when a form is submitted 
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MOUSE EVENTS 
 

Attribute event Event name Description 

onClick click Fires on a mouse click on the element 

onDblclick dblclick Fires on a mouse double-click on the element 

onMousedown mousedown Fires when a mouse button is pressed down on an 
element 

onMouseup mouseup Fires when a mouse button is released over an element 

onMousemove mousemove Fires when the mouse pointer is moving over an element 

onMouseover mouseover Fires when the mouse pointer moves over an element 

onMouseout mouseout Fires when the mouse pointer moves out of an element 

onWheel wheel Fires when the mouse wheel rolls up or down over an 
element 

 

KEYBOARD EVENTS 
 
Attribute event Event name Description 

onkeydown keydown Fires when a user is pressing a key 

onkeypress keypress Fires when a user presses a key 

onkeyup keyup Fires when a user releases a key 

 

Using JavaScript to access html element values 
 
We assume most html elements have the name and value attributes. Each 
individual html element will have its own properties for accessing values. We will 
be using id attributes because we do not always will have a form element to 
locate the html element. 
 
Checkbox    

 
A Checkbox lets the user select or deselect a choice. 
 
The Checkbox has the following html attributes: 
 

Attribute Description 

Name the name lets you reference the object 

Value used to select or deselect the checkbox. select is  “on”  and 
deselect is  “off” 

Onclick Used to register the event handler function. 
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Here is an input tag using a type checkbox that has a onclick attribute that will call 
handleCheckBoxClick() handler function when the checkbox is clicked. 
 
<input type="checkbox" name="chk1" id="chk1" value="off" onclick="handleCheckBoxClick();"> 

 

The Checkbox has the checked property that is true if the check box is checked 
otherwise false. 
 

<script> 
 

        function handleCheckBoxClick() { 
 
            var checkBox1 = document.getElementById("chk1"); 
            if (checkBox1.checked) { 
                alert("check box clicked") 
            } 
             
        } 
 

</script> 
 

Todo:  
Type in the Checkbox code into your Lesson7 html file and run it. 

 
Radio Button 
 

 
 

Radio buttons let the uses make a selection from a choice of options.  Radio 
buttons are grouped together. You can only select one of the buttons in the group. 
When one radio button is selected the other ones in the group are deselected. 
A radio button element have two attributes: name and value 
 

Attribute Description 

Name the group name this radio button belongs to 

Value identifies the radio button which is selected 
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A Radio Button has the following event handlers 
 

Event Description 

OnBlur Radio Button  has lost focus 

OnClick Radio Button  has been clicked on 

OnFocus Radio Button has got focus 
     

Here are the Properties of the Radio Button Element 
 

Property Description 

Checked Lets you programmatically select a radio button  

defaultChecked Reflects the CHECKED attribute property of the individual Radio button 

Form Specifies the form containing the checkbox object. 

Name Reflects the NAME attribute. 

Type Reflects the TYPE attribute. 

Value Reflects the VALUE attribute. 

 
 

Here we make 3 radio buttons each having the name “buttongroup1” where each 
radio button has its own id. Each radio button has a onclick attribute that will call 
handleRadioButtonClick() handler function when the checkbox is clicked. 
 

 
<!-- Radio Button --> 
    <input type="radio" name="btngroup1" id="rd1" value="rd1" 
onclick="handleRadioButtonClick();"> 
    <input type="radio" name="btngroup1" id="rd2" value="rd2" 
onclick="handleRadioButtonClick();"> 

<input type="radio" name="btngroup1" id="rd3" value="rd3" 
onclick="handleRadioButtonClick();"> 

 

Note: When using the name attribute you cannot test each individual radio 
button to see if it is selected. You must use the group name to test which radio 
button is selected. The group name will have a value that will indicate which radio 
button is selected. You can test which radio button  is selected by testing the 
value property 
 
If  you are using the id attribute then you can test each radio button individually if 
it is checked.  
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       <script> 
 
        // handle radio button click event 
        function handleRadioButtonClick() { 
 
            // check if btngroup1 selected 
            var rd1 = document.getElementById("rd1"); 
 
            if (rd1.checked) { 
                alert("radio button 1 clicked") 
            } 
 
            // check if radio button2 selected 
            var rd2 = document.getElementById("rd2"); 
            if (rd2.checked) { 
                alert("radio button 2 clicked") 
            } 
 
            // check if radio button2 selected 
            var rd3 = document.getElementById("rd3"); 
            if (rd3.checked) { 
                alert("radio button 3 clicked") 
            } 
        } 
 
    </script> 

 

 

clear all radio buttons 
 

With this code we get all the radio buttons by name and then set each radio button  

checked to false. 

 
   var radioBtns = document.getElementsByName("btngroup1"); 
   for(var i=0;i< radioBtns.length;i++) 
     { 
      radioBtns[i].checked = false; 
     } 

 

Todo:  
Type in the RadioButton code into your Lesson7 html file and run it. 
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Textbox and Password 

 

 
 

A text object is an html form element that the user types in a text or number 
value.  A password object is like a text box object except the characters  entered 
are displayed as *******. Password objects have many uses. You may want the 
user to enter data but not echo the contents back to the screen. 
 
 

The text box and Password has the following html attributes: 
 

Attribute Description 

Type text box form element 

Name specific name that text box object can be referenced 

Value optional entered value that will be displayed 

Size the number of characters that will be displayed 

 

A textbox and Password  has the following event handlers 
 

Event Description 

onBlur text box has lost focus 

onChange text box has lost focus and values has been changed 

onFocus text box has got focus 

onSelect text of text box selected  

 
 

Here is an input tag using a TextBox  having on onchange event attribute that 
calls the handleTextBoxChange() event handler. 
 

<input type="text" name="text1" id="text1" value="" placeholder="Enter your name" 
onchange="handleTextBoxChange()">  
 

The value property is used to  read and write values from/to the text box 
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  <script> 
 
        // handle text box change event 
        function handleTextBoxChange() { 
 
            var text1 = document.getElementById("text1"); 
            alert("Hello " + text1.value); 
            text1.value = "Got It!"; 
        } 

</script> 

 

Todo:  
Type in the TextBox code into your Lesson7 html file and run it. Then try a 
Password element as well. 
 
TextArea 
A text area is like a text box object except you can have more than 1 row of lines 
A Textarea has the following attributes: 
 

Attribute description 

name specific name that text object can be referenced 

rows number of lines 

cols number of characters for rows 

texttodisplay initial text to display 

 

A textarea has the following event handlers 
 

Event description 

onBlur text box has lost focus 
onChange text box has lost focus and values has been 

changed 
onFocus text box has got focus 

onSelect text of text box selected  
onKeyDown key down 

onKeyPress hey pressed 
onKeyUp key released 
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Once a text box object has been defined using html the object properties can 

be accessed using Java Script 
 

Property description 

default value Reflects the VALUE attribute. 

form Specifies the form containing the Text object.name 

name Reflects the NAME attribute. 

value Reflects the current value of the Text object’s field. 

 

A textarea has the following methods: 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
An textarea tag using is as follows having on onchange event attribute that calls 
the handleTextAreaChange() event handler. 
 

 

<textarea name="area1" id="area1" rows="10" cols = "40"      
   onclick="handleTextAreaChange();"> </textarea> 

     

Where we have specifies the rows as 10 and the cols as 40. 
The text goes in between the <textarea> </textarea> tags like this: 
 
<textarea name="area1" id="area1" rows="10" cols = "40"  
       onchange="handleTextAreaChange();"> I am a TextArea </textarea> 

 

The value property is used to  read and write values from/to the text box 
 
    <script> 
 
        // handle check box click event 
        function handleTextAreaChange() { 
 
            // get text from textarea1 and print out 
            var area1 = document.getElementById("area1").value; 
            var text1 = area1.value; 

Method description 

blur Removes focus from the object. 

focus Gives focus to the object. 

handleEvent Invokes the handler for the specified event. 

select Selects the input area of the object. 
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            alert(text1); 
 
            // get text from textarea2 and print out 
            var text2 = document.getElementById("area2").value; 
            alert(text2) 
        } 
 
    </script> 
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Select – Options  Box 

 
A select element enables the user to select choices from a scrolling list or drop 
down box. 
 

A select html element  has the following attributes: 
 

Attribute Description 

Name specific name that text object can be referenced 

Size number of available options to display in the list 

Multiple select option will be displayed as a scrolling list, more than one 
selection may be selected at a time. otherwise the object will be 
displayed as a drop down list box. 

 

 

The select html element has the following event handlers: 
 
onBlur select box has lost focus 

onChange select box has lost focus and values have been changed 

onFocus select box has got focus 

 

Here are the properties of the Select object 
 

Property Description 

Form Specifies the form containing the selection list. 

Length Reflects the number of options in the selection list. 

Name Reflects the NAME attribute. 

Options Reflects the OPTION tags. 

selectedIndex Reflects the index of the selected option (or the first selected 
option, if multiple options are selected). 

Type Specifies that the object is represents a selection list and whether it can have one 
or more selected options. 

 

Here are the methods of the Select object 
 
Method Description 

Blur Removes focus from the selection list. 

Focus Gives focus to the selection list. 

handleEvent Invokes the handler for the specified event. 
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Options 
 
Options are the actual selections to be displayed within the select object, they are 
defined by using the <option> tag as follows: 
 

<option value =”option value”  selected>  text to display  
 

An option has a value and a text which both can be different values. 
 

attribute description Property 

Value specifies return value for the option Value 

Selected default option to select default selected 

text to display text to display in list Text 

 

option array properties  
 
The options are stored in an array. Each option has the following properties 
 

Property Description 

Length the number of options selected 

Options array of select object options 

selectedIndex  returns the index of the first selected object index start at 0 

Selected returns true if option is selected 

defaultSelected returns selected option 

Index returns index for option 

Length number of options in select object 

Name name attribute of option 

Text displayed text 

Value returns value attribute 

 
 

Two Types of Select Boxes: 
(1) drop down list box 
(2) multiple selection list box 
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drop down list box 
 
We make a list of fruits   
 

 
 

 

 
  <select name="fruits" id="fruits"  
     onchange="handleSelectSingleChange();"> 
        <option value="oranges">oranges</option> 
        <option value="apples">apples</option> 
        <option value="lemons">lemons</option> 
        <option value="grapes">grapes</option> 
    </select> 

 

We use the onchange attribute that calls the handleSelectSingleChange handler 
when an item is selected resulting is a selection change, 
In the handleSelectSingleChange handler function we get a reference to the fruits 
select box and use the options array, the selectedIndex property to select the 
options and then use the value property of the option to get the selected value. 
 

    <script> 
 
        // handle check box click event 
        function handleSelectSingleChange() { 
 
            // point to fruits select 
            var fruits = document.getElementById("fruits"); 
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            // get selected item 
            var index = fruits.selectedIndex; 
            var item = fruits.options[index].value; 
            alert(item); 
        } 

</script> 
 

 
 

 

Setting a default option 
 
Use the selected attribute to set a default selection rather than the first one. 
 

  

 
    <select name="fruits" id="fruits"     

    onchange="handleSelectSingleChange();"> 
        <option value="oranges">oranges</option> 
        <option value="apples">apples</option> 
        <option value="lemons" selected >lemons</option> 
        <option value="grapes">grapes</option> 

</select> 
 
The option value is optional but the text todisplay should be present or else the 
item in the select box will be a blank. The value and text are separate values.  
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   <!-- drop down list box with empty option --> 
<h3>drop down list box with empty option </h3> 
 
<select name="fruits" id="fruits"      
 onchange="handleSelectSingleChange();"> 

        <option value="oranges"> </option> 
        <option value="apples">apples </option> 
        <option value="lemons">lemons </option> 
        <option value="grapes">grapes </option> 
    </select> 

 
 

Add a item to a list box  
 
We use the document.createElement function to create a option object  opt that 
we can add to our list box. We then add the test and value to the option object. 
Finally we add the option object to the list box. 
 

var list1 = document.getElementById("list1"); 
var opt = document.createElement("option"); 
opt.text = text 
opt.value = value 
list1.add(opt); 

 
 

Remove an item from a list box 
 
To remove an item from a list box we use the remove method from the list box 
and the selected indexes so it knows which one to remove. 
 

var list1 = document.getElementById("list1"); 
let index = list1.selectedIndex 
list1.remove(index); 

 
todo 
 
In your handleSelectSingleChange() function add some more items 
And remove an existing item to your fruits list box. 
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multiple selection list box 
 
A multiple selection list box lets you select more than one item using the ctrl key 
and mouse clicks. To make a multiple selects list box we use the multiple 
attribute of the select element.  
 
We now make a select box where you can select more than 1 animal. 
 

 
 
Use the ctrl key and mouse clicks to select multiple items in a list box. 
 
    <h3>multiple selection list box</h3> 
 
        <select name="animals" id="animals" multiple                       
                     onchange=”handleSelectMultipleChange();” > 
            <option value="cat">cat 
            <option value="dog">dog 
            <option value="tiger">tiger 
        </select> 

 

To find out with items are selected we iterate through the select box  options 
array and choose items that have been selected. 
 
<script> 
 
        // handle check box click event 
        function handleSelectMultipleChange() { 
 
            // store selections 
            var selectedValues = ""; 
            var selectedText = ""; 
 
            // point to animals select 
            var animals = document.getElementById("animals"); 
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            // loop through options array 
            for (let i = 0; i < animals.options.length; i++) { 
          
                // find selected items 
                if (animals.options[i].selected) { 
 
                    selectedValues += animals.options[i].value + " "; 
                    selectedText += animals.options[i].text + " "; 
 
                } 
 
                // display results 
            alert("selected values: " + selectedValues + "\n"  
                  + "selected text: " + selectedText); 
        } 
 

</script> 
 

 
  

 

Lesson 7 Homework Question 1 
 
Write a JavaScript program that has 2 multiple select boxes side by side. Make 
the first one is filled with items of your choice and the second one is empty.  
Make 2 buttons one with two  arrows >> that will be used to move items from the 
first list box to the second list box. Make another button with  two arrows << that 
will be used to move items from the second list box to the first list box. Make a 
text box where you can enter items. Use a radio button  that can select which list 
box to add item to. Use a check button for each list box when selected will clear 
the list box. 
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Use tables to align your controls. You can use tables like this 
 

  <table> 
        <tr> 
            <td> 
                <select name="list1" id="list1" multiple> 
                    <option value="cat">cat</option> 
                    <option value="dog">dog</option> 
                    <option value="tiger">tiger</option> 
                </select> 
            </td> 
   </table> 

 

You can even put tables inside tables. 
  
Hints: 
Add an item from a list box like this: 
 

var opt = document.createElement("option"); 
opt.text = text 
opt.value = value 
list1.add(opt); 
remove an item from a list box like this 
list1.remove(list1.selectedIndex); 

 
clear a list box like this: 

 
list1.options.length = 0; 

 
Put all your code in a file called homework7.html 
You should get something like this 
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. 
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Lesson 8 Forms and Validation 
 
Form use control elements like text boxes,  checkbox, radio buttons, select boxes  
to send data to a server or another web page. A Form is not needed if data does 
not need to be sent.  If a form is used it can be used to obtain data from the 
controls and also validate the data. 
 
All Form Element objects are put into a Form Object represented by the <form> 
tag. 
 
Form tag syntax: 
 
             <form name="form_name" method="send_method" action="url"> 

 

Form tag example: 
 

<form name="orderform" method="post" 

action="http:\\students@cstutoring.com"> 

The attributes of the Form tag are as follows: 
 

attribute Description 

Name name of the form 

Method send by "POST" or "GET"  

Action URL to go to and send data to 

Enctype how data is to be formatted to be sent 

 
The Form Object has the following  Event handlers  
 

Event Description 

onReset reset/clears all controls inside form 

onSubmit submits form data to the action url 

 
 

A Form object has the following Properties which are identical to the HTML form 
tag attributes: 
 

Property Description 

Action Reflects the ACTION attribute. 

Elements An array reflecting all the elements in a form. 

Encoding Reflects the ENCTYPE attribute. 
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Length Reflects the number of elements on a form. 

Method Reflects the METHOD attribute. 

Name Reflects the NAME attribute. 

Target Reflects the TARGET attribute. 

 
 

A Form object has the following methods 
 

Method Description 

handleEvent Invokes the handler for the specified event. 

Reset Simulates a mouse click on a reset button for the calling form. 
The reset method clears all the elements in the form 

Submit The submit method submits the form to the server. 

 

 
Login Form Example: 
 
We can make a login form that will send logon data to a server or to anther web 
page.  We will login with somebody’s name and email. Since we do not have a 
server we can send the login data to another web page for display. We will send 
the login data to a home page for displaying. 
 
Here is our login form: 
 

<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
    <title>Login Form</title> 
</head> 
 
    <body> 
        <h2> Login Form: </h2> 
        <form name="loginform" method="get" action="home.html"> 
            <p> Name:&nbsp;<input type="text" name="name" size=20></p> 
            <p> Email: <input type="text" name="email" size=20></p> 
            <p><input type="submit" value="Login"> 
             <input type="reset" value="Clear"> 
            </p> 
        </form> 
    </body> 
</html> 
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To do: 
 
Copy or type in the login form code and run it. 
 
Home Page 
 
Next we make a home page to display the received data. 
 
We use the window.location object search function to read the data received 
from the login form. 
 
The  data sent from the loginForm is sent by name value pairs like this 
 
http://localhost/home.html?name=Tom+Smith&email=tom%40mail.com 

 

The question mark? means query data to follow 
Name- value pairs like name=tom are separated by ampersands & 
The name and value is separated by a equal sign = 
Punctuation is replaced by % sign and a numeric code 
Note: A space has been replaced by a + and the @ sign has been replaced by %40  
 
Here is the code to read the data from the login page and display in the home 
page. 
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<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
    <meta charset="utf-8" /> 
    <title>Home.html</title> 
</head> 
<body> 
 
    <h2>Home Page</h2> 
 
    <script> 
 
        var query = window.location.search; 
        document.write(query); 
 
    </script> 
</body> 
</html> 
 

TO DO: 
 
Put the above code in a html file and run it you will get something like this: 
 

 
 
The next thing we have to do is parse the search string and separate it into name 
value pairs for display. 
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The query string encodes the following letters into the following codes 
 

sp ! # $ % & ' ( ) * + , / : ; = ? @ [ ]  
%20 %21 %23 %24 %25 %26 %27 %28 %29 %2A %2B %2C %2F %3A %3B %3D %3F %40 %5B %5D 

 
Example: 
 
Tom, Smith 
 
Is converted to 
 
Tom%2C+Smith 
 
 
We would also have to decode the codes back to letters 
 
Tom, Smith 
 
Note: The + is converted separately into a space 
 
Here us the home.html file updated: 
 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
    <meta charset="utf-8" /> 
    <title>Home.html</title> 
</head> 
<body> 
 
    <h2>Home Page</h2> 
 
    <script> 
 
        // get search string 
        query = window.location.search; 
        document.write(query + "<br/><br/>"); 
 
        s = query.substr(1); // remove ? 
        pairs = s.split('&'); // split on '& 
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        results = {}; // make result object 
 
        // for each pair 
        for (let i=0; i < pairs.length;i++) 
        { 
            // split into name and value pairs 
            p = pairs[i].split('='); 
 
      // remove '+' 
            p[1] = p[1].replace(/\+/g, " "); 
 
            // store decoded results 
            results[p[0]] = decodeURIComponent(p[1]); 
        } 
 
        // print out results 
        for(let p in results) 
        { 
            document.write(p + ":" + results[p] + "<br/>"); 
        } 
       
    </script> 
</body> 
</html> 

 

How the code works: 
 

We start with: 
 

?name= Tom+Smith&email=tom%40mail.com 
 

We first remove the question mark ? mark from the query string 
 

name= Tom+Smith&email==tom%40mail.com 
 
 

We split on the ‘&’ and the result is an array of name value pairs: 
 
  ["name= Tom+Smith ", "email=tom%40mail.com "] 
 

We make an empty object {} to store the name value pairs as an object 
We then loop through each item in the pairs array 
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for each pair we now split on the ‘=’ 
 

["name", " Tom+Smith "] 
 

We then replace any ‘+’ with a space 
 

p[1] = p[1].replace(/\+/g, " ") 
             

We then store the name  and the decoded value in our object 
 

results[p[0]] = decodeURIComponent(p[1]); 
 

And end up with the JavaScript object: 
 

{name:” Tom+Smith”} 
 

To do 
 
Type in the above code and run it. 
Then make a parseQuery  function to parse the query string and return an object 
of name value pairs. Put the parseQuery function in the head tag. Call the 
parseQuery function from the script tag in the body tag. 
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Form Validation 
 
The form tag can call a validation function to validate the form input data using 
the onSubmit event attribute. If the validation function return true then the 
action url is called. If the validation function returns false then no action is taken. 
 
                    onSubmit="return validate(this)"     
 
Note: this refers to the form object 
 
Here is the validation function that receives a form object that can use to validate 
the form input data. 
 
      // function to validate form 
        function validate(frm) { 
 
            // validate name 
            if (frm.name.value.length == 0) { 
                alert("Please Enter a name") 
                return false; 
            } 
 
            // validate email 
            if (frm.email.value.length == 0) { 
                alert("Please Enter a email") 
                return false; 
            } 
 
            return true; 
        } 

 

From the frm object we can get the value from the name and email text boxes 
using their control name and value property. 
 
                frm.name.value 
 

Alternately you can use the form name, textbox name and value property instead 
 

     document.loginform.name.value; 
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 Using the length property we can validate if they contain data, 
 
            frm.name.value.length == 0 

 
 If the name or email do not contain data we display an alert box and  return false 
and remain on  the login page.  
 

 
 

If the data is valid we proceed to the home page. 
 
To do: 
 
Add the validate function in a script tag to the head tag of the login page. 
 
You need to update the form tag to include the onsubmit event attribute that call 
the validate function. 
 
   <form name="loginform" method="get" action="home.html"  
        onsubmit="return validate(this);"> 
 

Todo: 
 
Test with valid and invalid data. 
 
Here is the complete Login page with validation: 
 
<!-- Login.html --> 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
    <title>Login Form</title> 
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    <script> 
 
        // function to validate form 
        function validate(frm) { 
 
            // validate name 
            if (frm.name.value.length == 0) { 
                alert("Please Enter a name") 
                return false; 
            } 
 
            // validate email 
            if (frm.email.value.length == 0) { 
                alert("Please Enter a email") 
                return false; 
            } 
 
            return true; 
        } 
 
    </script> 
 
</head> 
    <body> 
        <h2> Login Form: </h2> 
        <form name="loginform" method="get" action="home.html"  
           onsubmit="return validate(this);"> 
            <p> Name:&nbsp;<input type="text" name="name" size=20></p> 
            <p> Email: <input type="text" name="email" size=20></p> 
            <p><input type="submit" value="Login"> 
               <input type="reset" value="Clear"> 
            </p> 
        </form> 
    </body> 
</html> 

 

Hidden fields 
 
Hidden object lets you send out additional information to your server or another 
web page that the user does not know about. Hidden objects send out 
information as a name and value pair. 
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Hidden tag syntax: 
 
<input type=”hidden” name=”hiddenName”  value=”data”> 

 
Hidden tag example: 

 
<input type=”hidden” name=”h1” value=”secret message”> 

 
The hidden tag element has two attributes:  name and value: 
 

Attribute description 

Name the name lets you reference the object 

Value select equals “on” or “off” 

 

Here are the Properties of the Hidden Object 
 

Property Description 

Form Specifies the form containing the Hidden object. 

Name Reflects the NAME attribute. 

Type Reflects the TYPE attribute. 

Value Reflects the VALUE attribute. 

 
 
To do 
 

Add a hidden tag to your login form that will send out the login date when they 
submit the form. In the home page display the login date. 
 
In the validate function you can add the Date like this by making a Date object like 
this. 
 
            // add login date 
            frm.logindate.value = new Date(); 

When you login successfully you will get something like this: 
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Links  and Anchors 
 
LINK and ANCHOR OBJECTS  
 
Link and anchor objects are used to direct the user to another web page in the 
current web site or to another web site. Link and anchor objects are created in 
HTML.  
 
An Anchor represents where the web page will be directed to. An anchor is a 
hypertext target. The following is an anchor <a> tag. 
 

<a name = "anchorName" > anchor text </a> 
 

<a name = "top" > we are at the top </a> 
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Links are used to jump to targets. Links contain a hypertext reference (href)  that 
allow you to go to other WEB pages or parts of WEB pages in your current WEB 
page. Links are included inside <a> tags.  
 
There are four types of links. 

 
(1) links to anchors that use the # sign and the anchor name. 
 

<a href="#anchorName" > link text </a> 
 
<a href="#top" > go to the top </a> 

 

(2) relative links that are links inside your WEB site 
 

<a href=webpage > link text </a 
 

<a href="more.htm">click here to know more</a> 
 

(3) absolute links refer to other WEB sites. 
 

<a href="url" > link text </a> 
 

<a href="http://www.cstutoring.htm">click here to know more</a> 
 

(4) links to anchors in other web pages that use the # sign and the anchor 
name. 
 

<a href="url#anchorName" > anchor text </a> 
 
<a href="www.cstutoring.com/index.htm#top" > go to the top </a> 

 

Each WEB site will have a collection of WEB pages all interconnected by links.  
 
To do 
 
In the home page make a link that will link back to the login page, 
 
You should get something like this: 
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Adding an image 
 
We can add an image to a web page using the img tag. Images make your web 
page more exciting and appealing. 
 
Here is the image tag definition syntax: 
 
<img src="image file name" name="element name" alt="image description"  

          width="width of image" height="height of image">  

 

Here is an image tag example: 

 
<img src="login.jpg" name="loginimg"  alt="login" height="100" 
width="100" /> 
 
 

Note: if you want to preserve the image aspect ratio just specify height or width 
but not both. 
 

The alt attribute is used to display a message if the image cannot be loaded, 
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Here are the image tag attributes 
 

attribute Value Description 

alt Text Specifies an alternate text for an image 

Crossorigin 
anonymous  
use-credentials 

Allow images from third-party sites that allow 
cross-origin access to be used with canvas 

Height Pixels Specifies the height of an image 

ismap Ismap Specifies an image as a server-side image map 

Loading 
eager 
lazy 

Specifies whether a browser should load an 
image immediately or to defer loading of images 
until some conditions are met 

longdesc URL 
Specifies a URL to a detailed description of an 
image 

referrerpolicy 

no-referrer 
no-referrer-when-
downgrade 
origin 
origin-when-cross-origin 
unsafe-url 

Specifies which referrer information to use 
when fetching an image 

Sizes Sizes Specifies image sizes for different page layouts 

src URL Specifies the path to the image 

Srcset URL-list  
Specifies a list of image files to use in different 
situations 

usemap #mapname Specifies an image as a client-side image map 

Width Pixels Specifies the width of an image 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.w3schools.com/tags/att_img_src.asp
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Here is an example of our login.html web page showing the login image: 
 

 
 

 

Todo 
 
Download an image from Google images and then right click on it and select "save 
image as", then navigate to your folder where your html  web pages are  and save 
the image.. 
Next add the image tag to your login form. You should get the above.  
 
 
Images with links 
 
We can enclose an image in an <a> link tag, so when you click on the image the 
webpage goes to the <a>link href url.  
 
    <a href="login.html"><img src="home.jpg" name="loginimg"   
                alt="home" width="200" height="200"></a> 
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Here is an example of an image displaying a home image as a <a> link: 
 

 
 

Todo 
Down load a home image from the internet and save it in the same place where 
your html files are. Then add the <img> tag  to the <a> tag. You should get the 
above. 
 
Changing images 
 
Using OnMouseOver and OnMouseOut mouse events we can change an image 
when the mouse is over an image and revert back to the image with the 
mouseout event. 
The onmouseover or onmouseout events will call an JavaScript function to change 
the image use using the image name and src attribute's. 
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        // change an image with another image 
        function changeImage(imgname, imgsrc) { 
            imgname.src = imgsrc; 
        } 
 

we would call the change Image event handler like this: 
 
<img src="login.jpg" name="loginimg" alt="login" height="100" width="100"  
             OnMouseOver="changeImage(loginimg,'earth.jpg')" 
             OnMouseOut="changeImage(loginimg,'login.jpg')" 
             /> 

 
The login image has been changed to a globe when the mouse is placed over the 
login image. 
 

 
 

Todo  

 

Download another image from the internet and then use the onmouseover and 
onmouseout events and the JavaScript changeImage function to your home page, 
When the mouse is over the image it will  change the image. When the  mouse 
leaves the image, then revert back to the original image. You should get 
something like above.  
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Using an image object 
 
USING IMAGE OBJECT 
 
There is a built-in in image object that can store all the information about an 
image. Here are the properties of the Image object. They are identical to the Html 
<img> tag attributes  

 
 

Property Description 

Border Reflects the BORDER attribute. 

Complete Boolean value indicating whether the web browser has 
completed its attempt to load the image. 

Height Reflects the HEIGHT attribute. 

hspace. Reflects the HSPACE attribute 

Lowsrc Reflects the LOWSRC attribute. 

Name Reflects the NAME attribute. 

Src Reflects the SRC attribute. 

Vspace Reflects the VSPACE attribute. 

Width Reflects the WIDTH attribute. 
. 

 

Using the image object we can make and store images in an array to be displayed 
later. We also have an imageIndex variable to keep track of which image to 
display. 
 
We will put the images in the home page. 
 

     // image array 
        var images = [] 
 
        // add image objects 
        images[0] = new Image(); 
        images[1] = new Image(); 
        images[2] = new Image(); 
 
        // set image index 
        var imageIndex = 1; 
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We also need to make a loadImage function to load the image files into the image 
objects. 
 

      // load images into image array 
        function loadImages() { 
            images[0].src = "mountain.jpg"; 
            images[1].src = "river.jpg"; 
            images[2].src = "sunset.jpg"; 
 
            setInterval(rotateImages, 1000); 
        } 

 

We will load the images when the page loads in the <body> tag 
 
 <body onload="loadImages();"> 
 
We will display the first image in an image tag that has a name attribute so we 
can change the image dynamically using JavaScript code. 
 
     <img src="mountain.jpg" name="image" width="300" height="200"> 

 
We will need to make a function that will display a different image each time it is 
called that will use the imageIndex variable to select which image to display. 
\ 
   // rotate images 
        function rotateImages() { 
 
            // get image at index 
            let image = images[imageIndex]; 
        
            imageIndex++; // next image 
 
            // start at first image 
            if (imageIndex == images.length)  
                { 
                 imageIndex = 0; 
                } 
 
            // display selected image 
            document.image.src = image.src; 
        } 

 

We will display each image  in succession using a timer object. 
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A timer object is used to call a function at regular intervals by generating a timer 
event. Using the timer setInterval function we can generate a timer event 
repeatedly for a specified time delay in milliseconds. 1 sec = 1000 milliseconds 
 

setInterval (function_name,time_delay in milliseconds); 
 
Here are the JavaScript Timer event functions 
 

Function description Syntax 

setInterval repeats a function  at every 
given timing event. 
The setInterval() method 
returns an intervalID which is 
a positive integer 

setInterval(function, milliseconds); 
 

setTimeout to execute a function only one 
time for a specified time 

setTimeout(function, milliseconds); 
 

clearInterval 
 

Stops the timer using the 
intervalID returned by the 
setInterval function. 

clearInterval(intervalID); 
 

   

 

We will call the rotateImages function every 1 sec which is 1000 millisecnds. 
 
            setInterval(rotateImages, 1000); 
 
 

We will start the timer in our loadImages function when the web page loads. 
 

  // load images into image array 
        function loadImages() { 
            images[0].src = "mountain.jpg"; 
            images[1].src = "river.jpg"; 
            images[2].src = "sunset.jpg"; 
 
            setInterval(rotateImages, 1000); 
        } 
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Todo 
 
Add the image array and populate with image objects and set the imageIndex 
variable to 1 .  
Next make the loadImages function and call it when we load the home page. 
Put a img tag in the body tag to display images. 
Next make the rotateImages function. Put all JavaScript functions in the script tag 
in the head tag. Run your program you should get something like this.  
 

 
 

Your complete home page  code should now be like this: 
 
<!-- Home.html --> 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
    <meta charset="utf-8" /> 
    <title>Home.html</title> 
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    <script> 
 
        // image array 
        var images = [] 
 
        // add image objects 
        images[0] = new Image(); 
        images[1] = new Image(); 
        images[2] = new Image(); 
 
        // set image index 
        var imageIndex = 1; 
 
        // load images into image array 
        function loadImages() { 
            images[0].src = "mountain.jpg"; 
            images[1].src = "river.jpg"; 
            images[2].src = "sunset.jpg"; 
 
            setInterval(rotateImages, 1000); 
        } 
 
        // rotate images 
        function rotateImages() { 
 
            // get image at index 
            let image = images[imageIndex]; 
 
            imageIndex++; // next image 
 
            // start at first image 
            if (imageIndex == images.length) imageIndex = 0; 
 
            // display selected image 
            document.image.src = image.src; 
        } 
 
    </script> 
</head> 
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<body onload="loadImages();"> 
 
    <h2>Home Page</h2> 
 
    <script> 
        query = window.location.search; 
 
        if (query.length > 0) { 
            document.write(query + "<br/><br/>"); 
 
            s = query.substr(1); // remove ? 
            pairs = s.split('&'); // split on '& 
            results = {}; // make result object 
 
            // for each pair 
            for (let i = 0; i < pairs.length; i++) { 
                // split into name and value pairs 
                p = pairs[i].split('='); 
 
                // store decoded results 
                p[1] = p[1].replace(/\+/g, " ") 
                results[p[0]] = decodeURIComponent(p[1]); 
            } 
 
            // print out results 
            for (let p in results) { 
                document.write(p + ":" + results[p] + "<br/>"); 
            } 
        } 
 
    </script> 
    <br /> 
 
    <div> 
        <img src="mountain.jpg" name="image" width="300" height="200"> 
    </div> 
 
    <!-- <a href="login.html">Back to Login</a>--> 
    <a href="login.html"><img src="home.jpg" alt="home" width="200" height="200"></a> 
 
</body> 
</html> 
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Cookies 

 
Cookies can be used to store information on a users web browser folder when 
they visit a web site. The information is stored in a file called cookies.txt. Each 
piece of information or called a “cookie" and is stored per line.  
 
Here is an example of a Cookie file: 
 
# Netscape HTTP Cookie File 
# http://www.netscape.com/newsref/std/cookie_spec.html 
# This is a generated file!  Do not edit. 
 
www.goto.com FALSE /d/search/p FALSE 1234716095 UserID 6773283BAF6D1A3D 
secure.webconnect.net FALSE /cgi-bin FALSE 1234031210 0873 990417142441218310021001 
secure.webconnect.net FALSE /cgi-bin FALSE 1234031210 0872 990417142428211410011001 
secure.webconnect.net FALSE /cgi-bin FALSE 1234031187 0874 990417143250935410021001 

 
 
The user of the web browser is known as the client. The place where web pages 
are stored and sent from are known as servers. When you go to another web 
page in a web site all the information about the previous web page is lost. Cookies 
can be used to store information when going between web pages in a web site or 
retrieve previous stored cookies. 
 
Cookie elements 
 
The elements of a cookie are used to store and retrieve information from the 
client web page 
 

element Description 

name the name identifies the cookie 

value the value of the cookie, the value is the information stored in the cookie 

expires how long the cookie lives? if there is no expiration date the cookie will expire after 
the web browser exits 

domain each cookie must be have a domain entry .com, .edu to be valid 
exact server address http://www.cstutoring.com 

Path optional path, if missing the set to the path of the page that set the cookie 

Secure if true a cookie is presented to a server considered to be secure 

 
 

http://www.cstutoring.com/
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Creating Cookies 
 
Before you can use a cookie you have to create it, this is known as "baking it".  A 
cookie only requires a cookie name and value. To read a cookie is called  "eating 
the cookie". When you no longer need a cookie you should remove it.  
 
To create a cookie you supply it with a name and value and how many days you 
want it to last known as the expiry date. Note: Cookies can only be used if the 
web browser is set to accept cookies.  
 
        // make cookie 
        function makeCookie(name, value, days) { 
            const d = new Date(); 
            d.setTime(d.getTime() + (days * 24 * 60 * 60 * 1000)); 
            let expires = "expires=" + d.toUTCString(); 
            document.cookie = name + "=" + value + "; " + expires + "; path=/"; 
        } 
 

Search for a Cookie 
 
You find a cookie buy its name. Each cookie is separated by a semicolon‘:’ and 
each name value pair separated by a equal sign ‘=’. We just basically split on the 
semicolon ‘;’ and equal sign to find the name and value. 
 
The document.cookie string is name value pairs separated by semicolons ‘;’ 
 
_ga=GA1.1.1194247203.1602004220; _uetvid=e598a240c55711ebaecaf3553d5de19b; username=kk; user=Tom Smith 
  

     // search for cookie 
        function searchCookie(name) { 
            cookies = document.cookie.split(';'); 
            for (let i = 0; i < cookies.length; i++) { 
                let cookie = cookies[i]; 
                pair = cookie.split("=") 
                if (pair[0].trim() === name) { 
                    return pair[1].trim() 
                } 
            } 
            return null; 
        }         
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Delete a Cookie 
 
To delete a cookie we first check if the cookie exists and then rewrite the cookie 
with expiry date set to 0. The cookie only delete after you close the web browser. 
 

       // delete cookie 
        function removeCookie(name) { 
            var value = searchCookie(name); 
            if (value != null) 
                document.cookie = name + "=" + value + "; expires=0"; 

        To display the cookies we just split on the semicolons ‘;‘ 
 

        // display cookies 
        function displayCookies() { 
            var first = 0; 
            var index = document.cookie.indexOf(";", first); 
 
            while (index >= 0) { 
                document.write(document.cookie.substring(first, index) + "<br>"); 
                first = index + 1; 
                index = document.cookie.indexOf(";", first); 
            } 
 
   document.write(document.cookie.substring(first, document.cookie.length) + "<br>"); 
        } 
 

Cookie Test Program 
 
Here is a small web page that counts how many times you visit it and also displays 
the cookies stored in the web browser. When the count reached 10 the cookie is 
deleted. The cookie will only delete when the web browser closes. This program 
may only work locally on Firefox and Internet Explorer. If you locally run this file in 
the Chrome, Edge and Opera browsers. "document.cookie" does not work. 
 
<!-- testCookie.html --> 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
    <script> 
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        // make cookie 
        function makeCookie(name, value, days) { 
            const d = new Date(); 
            d.setTime(d.getTime() + (days * 24 * 60 * 60 * 1000)); 
            let expires = "expires=" + d.toUTCString(); 
            document.cookie = name + "=" + value + "; " + expires + "; path=/"; 
        } 
 
        // search for cookie 
        function searchCookie(name) { 
            cookies = document.cookie.split(';'); 
            for (let i = 0; i < cookies.length; i++) { 
                let cookie = cookies[i]; 
                pair = cookie.split("=") 
                if (pair[0].trim() === name) { 
                    return pair[1].trim() 
                } 
            } 
            return null; 
        } 
 
        // delete cookie 
        function removeCookie(name) { 
            var value = searchCookie(name); 
            if (value != null) 
                document.cookie = name + "=" + value + "; expires=''"; 
        } 
        // display cookies 
        function displayCookies() { 
 
            document.write("<h3>Cookies</h3>") 
            var first = 0; 
            var index = document.cookie.indexOf(";", first); 
 
            while (index >= 0) { 
                document.write(document.cookie.substring(first, index) + "<br>"); 
                first = index + 1; 
                index = document.cookie.indexOf(";", first); 
            } 
 
    document.write(document.cookie.substring(first, document.cookie.length) + "<br>"); 
        } 
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    </script> 
</head> 
<body> 
    <script> 
 
        // get counter value 
        let counter = searchCookie("counter"); 
 
        // increment counter value 
        if (counter != null) { 
      document.write("<h2>You have visited this web page " + counter + " times</h2>"); 
 
            displayCookies(); 
 
            if (parseInt(counter) < 10) { 
                makeCookie("counter", parseInt(counter) + 1, 30); 
            } 
            else { 
                removeCookie("counter"); 
            } 
        } 
 
        // set counter to 1 
        else { 
            document.write("<h2>This is your first visit</h2>") 
            makeCookie("counter", 1, 30); 
        } 
    </script> 
</body> 
</html> 

 
Todo: 
 
Type in or paste in the above  and store in an html file called testCookie.html  and 
run it. You will something like this: 
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Lesson 8 homework Question 2 
 
In your Login page keep track if a user returns. For new users store the names in a 
'user' cookie.  For returning user print out their name in a greeting. You should get 
something like this: 
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Lesson 9 Working with JSON  
 
JSON  is used to send  text strings with properties and values to other web pages. 
 
JSON stands for:  JavaScript Object Notation 
 
JSON syntax  is similar to JavaScript object syntax. 
 
JSON syntax can be a text string enclosed in single quotes or  written as an object 
without single quotes,  When JSON syntax is enclosed in single quotes then it is a 
JSON string. A JSON string must be converted to a JavaScript object, When JSON is 
not enclosed in single quotes then it is a JSON object that becomes a JavaScript 
object automatically..  
 
JSON string example: 
 

var json_car = '{ "make": "ford", "model": "mustang", "year": 2010, 
"price": 15000 }'; 
 

 

You can print out the json_car  string like this 
 
        document.write(json_car + "<br/>"); 
 

 

todo 
 
Make a html page called Lesson 9.html. In a <script> tag located in the <body> tag 
type in the above JSON string. Then print out the json_car string using the above 
document.write statement.  
 
You can print out the json_car  string like this 
 
        document.write(json_car + "<br/>"); 
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You will get something like this: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JSON object example: 
 
var json_car_obj = { "make": "ford", "model": "mustang", "year": 2010, "price": 15000 }; 
 

The big difference is that  JSON is really a text string and the JSON object is an 
JavaScript object. It can get very confusing which is the JSON text string and which 
is the JSON  object. The only clue we have is that the JSON text string is enclosed 
in single quotes '' or is a variable representing a string. 
 
Without the single quotes it would be a JSON object that JavaScript automatically 
converts to a JavaScript object. (A little confusing don’t you think so?) 
 

 

You can print out the JSON car object like this: 

 
   document.write(json_car_obj + "<br/>"); 
 

 
to do: 
 
In  the same <script> tag located in the <body> tag type in the above JSON subject, 
then print out the json_car_obj using the above document.write statement 
 
You will get something like this: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

[object Object] 

{ "make": "ford", "model": "mustang", "year": 2010, "price": 15000 } 
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In order to use the JSON string in JavaScript code it needs  to be converted to a 
JavaScript object 
 
The JSON.parse() function will converts a JSON string to a JavaScript object, 
 
     var car = JSON.parse(json_car); 
 
         

We can now print out the JavaScript object like this: 
 
 

document.write(car + "<br/>"); 

 

todo: 
 
Convert the json_car string to a javascript object. And print out. You will get 
something like this, 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The JavaScript object can also be converted back to a JSON string using the 
JSON.stringify() function 
 

json_car = JSON.stringify(car) 
 

We can then print out the JSON string as follows 
 
    document.write(json_car + "<br/>"); 
 

to do: 
 
Convert the json_car object to a JSON string and print out. You will get something 
like this, 
 

 

 

[object Object] 

{ "make": "ford", "model": "mustang", "year": 2010, "price": 15000 } 
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Note:  The JSON.stringify() function can be uses to print out the contents of any 
JavaScript function, The stringify function comes in very handy to trouble shoot 
JavaScript programs. 
 
JSON nested objects 
 
JSON nested objects allow a property to represent another  JSON string in curly 
brackets that will represent another JSON object. 
.  
In this example we have a car property  to represent a car object. 
 
   var json_nested_car = '{"car": { "make": "ford", "model": "mustang", "year": 2010, "price": 15000 }}'; 

 
 

We can print out the json_car string like this      
 
 document.write(json_nested_car + "<br/>"); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We can convert the json_nested_car string to a JavaScript object like this 
 
        var nested_carobj = JSON.parse(json_nestedcar); 
 

 
We can print out the JavaScript object like this 
 
        document.write(nested_carobj + "<br/>"); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[object Object] 

{"car": { "make": "ford", "model": "mustang", "year": 2010, "price": 15000 }} 
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We can print out the make of the car like this using the car property and nested 
make property 
 
        document.write(nested_carobj.car + "<br/>"); ???????????????? 
 
 
        document.write(nested_carobj.car.make + "<br/>"); 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Todo: try other properties of the car 
 
Finally we can stringify the JavaScript nested_carobj object back the a JSON string  
and print out like this: 
 
     json_nestedcar = JSON.stringify(nestedcarobj); 
 
     document.write(json_carobj + "<br/>"); 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here we just stringify the car object itself 
 
     json_car = JSON.stringify(nestedcarobj.car); 
 
     document.write(json_carobj + "<br/>"); 
 

 

 

 

 

 

ford 

{"car": { "make": "ford", "model": "mustang", "year": 2010, "price": 15000 }} 

 

{ "make": "ford", "model": "mustang", "year": 2010, "price": 15000 } 
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This really seems like a lot of work to do, Fortunately JavaScript will automatically 
convert the JSON syntax without a string to a JavaScript object because the syntax 
is identical except the properties are quoted with double quotes. 
 
        // make JavaScript object with json syntax 
        var nested_carobj = 
        { 
            "car": { "make": "ford", "model": "mustang", "year": 2010, "price": 15000 } 
        }; 
 
 

We can then print out the car make like before: 
 
        document.write(nested_carobj.car.make + "<br/>"); 
 

 

 

 

 

 

To do: 

 

Also print out  model, price and year. 

 

 

JSON containing Array 

 

An array stores a sequence of values, like a list of car makes. 

 
   // JavaScript arrays 
        var car_makes = ['ford', 'BMW', 'toyota']; 
 
 

We can print out the car make from the array of car makes 
 
        // print our array of JavaScript arrays 
        for (let car_make in car_makes) { 
 
            document.write(car_makes[car_make] + "<br/>"); 
        } 
 

 

 

 

ford 

ford 

GM 

BMW 
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We then make another JSON object that has property car_dealer and array of car 
makes. 
 
    // array of car makes in a json object 
        dealer_cars = { 
            "dealer": "Super Cars", 
            "car_makes": ["Ford", "BMW", "Fiat"] 
        } 
 
 

We can now print out the values in the JSON array using the object name 
dealer_cars and the array name car_makes. 
 
        // print our array of JavaScript arrays 
        document.write(dealer_cars.dealer + "<br/>");); 
        for (let car_make in dealer_cars.car_makes) { 
 
            document.write(dealer_cars.car_makes[car_make] + "<br/>"); 
        } 
 

 

 

S 

 

 

 

To do: 

 

Add car model price and year arrays and print out model, price and year. 

 

 

Array of JSON objects 

 

We can also  make  array of JSON car objects where the array name is cars 

 
       // json array of car objects 
        var carobjs = 
        { 
            "cars": 
                [ 
                { "make": "ford", "model": "mustang", "year": 2010, "price": 15000 }, 
                { "make": "GM", "model": "rover", "year": 2012, "price": 25000 }, 
                { "make": "BMW", "model": "stringray", "year": 2018, "price": 35000 } 
                ] 
 
        }; 

Super cars: 

ford 

GM 

BMW 
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We can iterate thorough the whole array printing out the car make. We must use 
carobjs.cars to access the array. 
 
        for (carobj in carobjs.cars) { 
            document.write(carobjs.cars[carobj].make + "<br/>"); 
        } 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Todo: 

Also print out mode, year and price. 

 

 

JSON HOMEWORK QUESTION 1 

 

Make an JSON Array of person objects having name, age, email and phone 

and print them out in a loop. 

 

 

Reading JSON Files using a <script> tag 

 

JSON strings is usually stored in files. The JavaScript  code will then read in the 

JSON data an  store data in a JavaScript object. 

 

There are many ways to read in a JavaScript file 

 

(1) using a script tag 

(2) reading off a  web server 

 

In this section we will reading a JSON file using a script tag. 

 

We first put our JSON object in a file called cars.js We use the js extension 

because an html file cannot read a JSON file extension directly. It really thinks its 

reading JavaScript code. 

 

 

 

ford 

GM 

BMW 
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We then load the cars.js file using a script tag 
 

<script src="cars.js"></script>  
 
 

We then make another script tag to print out the cars makes in a loop. 
 
    <script> 
 
        document.write("reading json from file<br/>"); 
 
        // print out cars 
        for (let car in cars.cars) { 
            document.write(cars.cars[car].make + "<br/>"); 
        } 
 
    </script> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Todo: 

 

Also print out model, year and price. 

 

Print out in a html table like this: 
  

make model year price 

ford mustang 2010 15000 

GM rover 2012 25000 

BMW stringray 2018 35000 

var cars = { 
    "cars": 
        [ 
            { "make": "ford", "model": "mustang", "year": 2010, "price": 15000 }, 
            { "make": "GM", "model": "rover", "year": 2012, "price": 25000 }, 
            { "make": "BMW", "model": "stringray", "year": 2018, "price": 35000 } 
        ] 
}; 

 

ford 

GM 

BMW 
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Use this code to print out html table: 

 
<div id="divcars"></div> 
 
<script> 
        var html = "<table border='1'>"; 
 
        html += "<tr><th>make</th><th>model</th><th>year</th><th>price</th></tr>"; 
 
        for (let carobj in carobjs.cars) { 
 
            html += "<tr>"; 
            html += "<td>"; 
            html += carobjs.cars[carobj].make; 
            html += "</td>"; 
            html += "<td>"; 
            html += carobjs.cars[carobj].model; 
            html += "</td>"; 
            html += "<td>"; 
            html += carobjs.cars[carobj].year; 
            html += "</td>"; 
            html += "<td>"; 
            html += carobjs.cars[carobj].price; 
            html += "</td>"; 
            html += "</tr>"; 
        } 
        html += "</table>"; 
        alert(html); 
 
        document.getElementById("divcars").innerHTML = html; 
 
    </script> 
 

JSON HOMEWORK QUESTION 2 

 

(1) Make an JSON Array of person objects  stored in a file called persons.js  

having name, age, email and phone.  

 

(2) Load the file from a script tag 

 

(3) print them out in a loop. 

 

(4) display persons in a html table 
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Reading and Storing JSON  strings  using Local Storage 

 
Local Storage allows us to store information in key/value pairs directly on your 
web browser using the LocalStorage object. The LocalStorage object belongs to 
the Window object. 

Local Storage features: 

The localStorage object stores data with no expiration date. 

The data is not deleted when the browser is closed, and are available for  
 future sessions. 

The setItem method is used to store an item into local storage. 

setItem(key, value) 
 

             Parameters: 

 

key - the name of a key. 

value - The value of the key 

 

             Returns a localStorage object  

 

 

You cannot store objects in LocalStorage so you first must change to a JSON 

string using JSON.stringify. 

 

We will make an  array of  JSON car objects to store in LocalStorage. You can 

also use standard JavaScript objects as well.  

 
        // json array of car objects 
        var carobjs = 
        { 
            "cars": 
                [ 
                    { "make": "ford", "model": "mustang", "year": 2010, "price": 15000 }, 
                    { "make": "GM", "model": "rover", "year": 2012, "price": 25000 }, 
                    { "make": "BMW", "model": "stringray", "year": 2018, "price": 35000 } 
                ] 
 
        }; 
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We then save the car object to local storage using the localStorage.setItem 
method. We first convert the carsobj object to a JSON string using JSON.stingify. 
We then store the JSON string under the key “cars” 
 
        //Save car Data to Local Storage 
        localStorage.setItem("cars", JSON.stringify(carobjs)); 

 

We then can read back the car data as a JSON string using the 
localStorage.getItem  method and the key “cars” 

 
       //Read car Data from Local Storage 
        carsjson = localStorage.getItem("cars"); 
 
        

Finally we convert the JSON string car data to a JavaScript object using JSON.parse 
 
 
       // convert car data to JavaScript object 
        carsobj = JSON.parse(carsjson); 
 
 

We then print out the car data object in a loop 
 
        // print out cars make 
        for (let car in data.cars) { 
            document.write(data.cars[car].make + "<br/>"); 
        } 

 
We can remove the cars data from local storage using localStorage.removeItem 
 
    // Remove car Data from Local Storage 

localStorage.removeItem("cars"); 
 
// the cars data will now be null 
document.write(localStorage.getItem("cars")); 
 

Alternatively you can clear all local storage using localStorage.clear(); 
 
     
    // Remove All items in local storage 
    localStorage.clear(); 
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Here is the complete local storage program again: 
 
<!-- local storage --> 
    <script> 
 
        // json array of car objects 
        var carobjs = 
        { 
            "cars": 
                [ 
                    { "make": "ford", "model": "mustang", "year": 2010, "price": 15000 }, 
                    { "make": "GM", "model": "rover", "year": 2012, "price": 25000 }, 
                    { "make": "BMW", "model": "stringray", "year": 2018, "price": 35000 } 
                ] 
 
        }; 
 
        document.write("Save car Data to Local Storage<br />"); 
        document.write(JSON.stringify(carobjs) + "<br />"); 
 
        //Save car Data to Local Storage 
        localStorage.setItem("cars", JSON.stringify(carobjs)); 
 
        document.write("Read car Data from Local Storage<br />"); 
 
        //Read car Data from Local Storage 
        carsjson = localStorage.getItem("cars"); 
 
        document.write(carsjson + "<br />"); 
 
        document.write("Convert car data to JavaScript object<br />"); 
 
        // convert car data to JavaScript object 
        carsonj = JSON.parse(carsjson); 
 
        // print out cars make 
        for (let car in data.cars) { 
            document.write(data.cars[car].make + "<br/>"); 
        } 
 
 
        // Remove car Data from Local Storage 
        localStorage.removeItem("cars"); 
 

    // the cars data will now be null 
    document.write(localStorage.getItem("cars")); 

 
 
        // Remove all items in storage 
        localStorage.clear(); 
 
    </script> 
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Todo: 

Type in or copy and paste the above code and run in your web browser 

 

You should get something like this: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Todo: 

 

Also print out model, year and price from the received car objects. 

 

 

Session Storage 

The sessionStorage object let you store key/value pairs in the browser but for  
only one session. 

The data is deleted when the browser is closed.  

The sessionStorage methods are identical to the local Storage methods 

Save car Data to Local Storage 

{"cars":[{"make":"ford","model":"mustang","year":2010,"price":15000},{"ma

ke":"GM","model":"rover","year":2012,"price":25000},{"make":"BMW","mo

del":"stringray","year":2018,"price":35000}]} 

 

Read car Data from Local Storage 

{"cars":[{"make":"ford","model":"mustang","year":2010,"price":15000},{"ma

ke":"GM","model":"rover","year":2012,"price":25000},{"make":"BMW","mo

del":"stringray","year":2018,"price":35000}]} 

 

Convert car data to JavaScript object 

ford 

GM 

BMW 

null 
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Save Data to Session Storage 
 

sessionStorage.setItem("key", "value"); 

Read Data from Session Storage 
 

let lastname = sessionStorage.getItem("key"); 

Remove Data from Session Storage 
 

sessionStorage.removeItem("key"); 

Remove All (Clear session Storage) 
 

sessionStorage.clear(); 

 

 

JSON HOMEWORK QUESTION 3 

 

(1)Make an JSON Array of person objects  having name, age, email and phone.  
 
(2)Store the person array in local storage using localStorage.setItem and 
JSON.stringify. 
 
(3)read the person data back from local storage using localStorage.getItem 
 
(4)convert the person data to a person’s object using JSON.parse 
 
(5)print out the persons data object from  a loop printing values for name, age, 
phone and email. 
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Lesson 10   Reading a JSON file from  a  Web Server 

 

JavaScript uses AJAX to read files from a web server. 

 

AJAX stands for Asynchronous JavaScript And XML. 

 

Ajax allows a web browser to send and receive data to and from a web server. 

 

We will read the following  cars.json file  from a web server. 

  
{ 
  "cars": [ 
    { 
      "make": "ford", 
      "model": "mustang", 
      "year": 2010, 
      "price": 15000 
    }, 
    { 
      "make": "GM", 
      "model": "rover", 
      "year": 2012, 
      "price": 25000 
    }, 
    { 
      "make": "BMW", 
      "model": "stringray", 
      "year": 2018, 
      "price": 35000 
    } 
  ] 
} 

 

 

Todo: 

 

Put the above JSON code in a file called cars.json 
 
Using AJAX 
 
There are two ways to use AJAX on a Web browser: 
 
(1) using  XMLHttpRequest() 
 
(2) using fetch API 
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XMLHttpRequest() is an older way and fetch is a newer way. We will first 
demonstrate using XMLHttpRequest(). 
 
The web browser must connect to a server to use XMLHttpRequest or fetch. 
We will make out own server using node.js and run our test program on it 
index.html. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The folder containing the server.js file also contains the files index.html and 
cars.json that the web browser requests. 
 
Nodejs is a JavaScript server that allows a web browser  to communicate with it. 

 

You first need to install node.js. 

 

Nodejs is available for Windows, MacOS and Linux free of charge. You can down 

load from:   
 

https://nodejs.org/en/download/ 
 

We use  Windows in these course lessons.  Download the Windows Installer (.msi) 

installer file. Download either 32 bit or 64 bit depending on your computer set up, 

and  run the msi file. nodejs installs with no problems and all paths are set up for 

you automatically.  

 

If you already have nodejs installed on your computer you may want to reinstall it 

to the latest version. You should be using node.js version 10 or greater. 

 

You can check your nodejs version like this in a msdos prompt: 

 

node –v 

v10.15.3 

Nodejs 

web server 

Web Browser 

http file request 

File data 

https://nodejs.org/en/download/
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Nodejs uses many modules that you can install to add additional features to your 

server program. Nodejs has a package manager called NPM  that is used to install 

additional node.js modules.  The NPM package manager  is installed on your 

computer when you install Node.js  We will use our node js server to run a html 

page file to reads a json file and display on a web page, 

 

using  XMLHttpRequest() 
 
A XMLHttpRequest()  is used  on a web browser to issue HTTP requests to a web server 

in order to exchange data between the web site and a server. 

 

Here is the steps to use XMLHttpRequest()  
 

(1)  Create XMLHttpRequest object 

 
var xhr = new XMLHttpRequest(); 

 

(2) Configure the XMLHttpRequest: object 

 

 
 xhr.open(method, URL, [async, user, password]) 

 

where: 

method – HTTP-method. Usually "GET" or "POST". 

URL – the URL to request, a string, can be URL object. 

async – if false, then the request is synchronous, else is asynchronous 

user, password – login and password for basic HTTP authorization (if required) 

 

A request made via XMLHttpRequest can fetch the data in one of two ways, 
asynchronously or synchronously as indicated by the async argument. If this 
argument is true or not specified, the XMLHttpRequest is processed 
asynchronously, otherwise the process is handled synchronously 
A asynchronous request does not wait for data and the program continues 
without waiting for the data. A asynchronous request relies on a callback, to 
signal when the data is ready. A synchronous requests waits for the  data to be 
ready before proceeding.  We are using an asynchronous request so we rely on a 
call back to receive the data when it is ready.. 
 

https://javascript.info/url
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(3) Send request to server. 

 xhr.send([body]) 

This method opens the connection and sends the request to server. The optional 

body parameter contains the request body. 

Get method  requests do not have a body and the body argument would be null. 

POST  method request uses a  body to send the data to the server.  

 
(4) Listen to xhr events for response. 

abort 

Fired when a request has been aborted, for example because the program called 

XMLHttpRequest.abort(). Also available via the onabort event handler property.  

error 

Fired when the request encountered an error. Also available via the onerror event 

handler property.  

load 

Fired when an XMLHttpRequest transaction completes successfully. Also available via 

the onload event handler property.  

loadend 

Fired when a request has completed, whether successfully (after load) or unsuccessfully 

(after abort or error). Also available via the onloadend event handler property.  

loadstart 

Fired when a request has started to load data. Also available via the onloadstart event 

handler property.  

progress 

Fired periodically when a request receives more data. Also available via the onprogress 

event handler property.  

 

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/XMLHttpRequest/error_event
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/XMLHttpRequest/load_event
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/XMLHttpRequest/loadend_event
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/XMLHttpRequest/loadstart_event
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/XMLHttpRequest/progress_event
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readystatechange 

Fired whenever the readyState property changes. Also available via the 

onreadystatechange event handler property.  

timeout 

Fired when progress is terminated due to preset time expiring. Also available via the 

ontimeout event handler property.  

 

We are using the readystatechange event 

Once the server has responded, we can receive the result in the following 
XMLHttpRequest object properties: 

status - HTTP status code (a number): 200, 404, 403 and so on, can be 0 in case of a 

non-HTTP failure 

. 

statusText - HTTP status message (a string): usually OK for 200, Not Found for 404, 

Forbidden for 403 and so on. 

 

Ready states 

XMLHttpRequest changes between states as it progresses. The current state is 
accessible as xhr.readyState. 

Here are ready state codes: 

UNSENT = 0; // initial state 

OPENED = 1; // open called 

HEADERS_RECEIVED = 2; // response headers received 

LOADING = 3; // response is loading (a data packet is received) 

DONE = 4; // request complete 

An XMLHttpRequest object travels them in the order 0 → 1 → 2 → 3 → … → 3 → 
4. State 3 repeats every time a data packet is received over the network. 

We can track them using readystatechange event: 

 

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/XMLHttpRequest/readystatechange_event
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/XMLHttpRequest/readyState
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/XMLHttpRequest/timeout_event
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/XMLHttpRequest/readystatechange_event
https://javascript.info/xmlhttprequest#ready-states
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Here is the code description to do a use XMLHttpRequest() to fetch the cars.json 
file from a web server and display in a HTML table. 
 
We first make a XMLHttpRequest() object 
 

var xhr = new XMLHttpRequest(); // make request object 
 
Next we set the mime type to application/json 
 

xhr.overrideMimeType("application/json"); 
 
 

We use the GET method to request the cars.json file  
 

xhr.open("GET", filename, true); // true = asynchronous request 
 
 

We use the readystatechange event and assign a function to the 
onreadystatechange event handler to call the function when data is ready, When 
the ready state is 4 meaning done and the status is 200 (OK) data is ready an valid, 
We then call our callback function to display the json data in a table. 
 
            // wait for data 
            xhr.onreadystatechange = function () { 
 
                // data ready 200 = OK 
                if (xhr.readyState === 4 && xhr.status == "200") { 
                    callback(xhr.responseText); 
                } 
            } 
 
  

Since the open method is asynchronous the send request method is called right 
away. 
 

xhr.send(null); // send request to server,  null means no request value 

 
 
Here is the complete code using XMLHttpRequest() 
 
<h3>reading cars.json file from webserver using XMLHttpRequet</h3> 
 
    <div id="xhr_request"></div> 
 
    <script> 
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        // read json file using XMLHttpRequest 
        function readJSONFile(filename, callback) { 
 
            var xhr = new XMLHttpRequest(); // make request object 
            xhr.overrideMimeType("application/json"); // data request is json 
            xhr.open("GET", filename, true); // true = asynchronous request 
 
            // wait for data 
            xhr.onreadystatechange = function () { 
 
                // data ready 200 = OK 
                if (xhr.readyState === 4 && xhr.status == "200") { 
                    callback(xhr.responseText); 
                } 
            } 
            xhr.send(null); // send request to server,  null means no request value 
        } 
 
        // call read JSON file function 
        readJSONFile("http://127.0.0.1:8125/cars.json", function (jsonString) { 
            var data = JSON.parse(jsonString); // convert JSON string to a JavaScript object 
 
            let html = "<table border='1'>" 
            html += "<tr><th>Make</th><th>Model</th><th>Year</th><th>Price</th><tr>" 
            for (let p in data.cars) { 
                let car = data.cars[p]; 
                html += "<tr><td>" + car.make + "</td><td>" + car.model  
                    + "</td><td>" + car.year 
                    + "</td><td>" + car.price + "</td><tr>"; 
            } 
            document.getElementById("xhr_request").innerHTML = html; 
        }); 
 
    </script> 

 

 

To do 

 

Put the above  code in an html file called index.html 

 

(2) Using fetch 

 
 

The Fetch API is a modern interface that allows you to make HTTP requests to servers from A 

web browsers. fetch() allows you to make HTTP requests similar to XMLHttpRequest.  

 

The Fetch API is much simpler and cleaner and  uses Promise to deliver more flexible features 

to make requests to servers from the web browsers. 
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By definition, a promise is an object that encapsulates the result of an 
asynchronous operation. 

 

A promise object has a state that can be one of the following: 

 Pending 
 Fulfilled with a value 
 Rejected for a reason 

In the beginning, the state of a promise is pending, indicating that the 
asynchronous operation is in progress. Depending on the result of the 
asynchronous operation, the state changes to either fulfilled or rejected. 

The fulfilled state indicates that the asynchronous operation was completed 
successfully: 

The rejected state indicates that the asynchronous operation failed. 

A Promise has the following methods: 

catch() 

Appends a rejection handler callback to the promise, and returns a new promise resolving 

to the return value of the callback if it is called, or to its original fulfillment value if the 

promise is instead fulfilled. 

then() 

Appends fulfillment and rejection handlers to the promise, and returns a new promise 

resolving to the return value of the called handler, or to its original settled value if the 

promise was not handled (i.e. if the relevant handler onFulfilled or onRejected is not 

a function). 

finally() 

Appends a handler to the promise, and returns a new promise that is resolved when the 

original promise is resolved. The handler is called when the promise is settled, whether 

fulfilled or rejected 

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/Promise/catch
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/Promise/then
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/Promise/finally
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The then method  is used to extract  valid  data and the catch method is called to 
report an error. 
 
Then only returns if there is valid data and catch is only returns if there is an error. 
Since each method returns a Promise then they can be chained like this, 
 

then().then(),catch() 

Sending a Request 

The fetch() method requires only one parameter which is the URL of the resource 
that you want to fetch: 

 let response = fetch(url); 

The fetch() method returns a Promise so you can use the then() and catch() 
methods to handle it: 

fetch(url) 

    .then(response => { 

        // handle the response 

    }) 

    .catch(error => { 

        // handle the error 

    }); 
) 

When the request completes, the resource is available. At this time, the promise 
will resolve into a Response object. 

The Response object is the API wrapper for the fetched resource. The Response 
object has a number of useful properties and methods to inspect the response. 

Reading the Response 

If the contents of the response are in the raw text format, you can use the text() 
method. The text() method returns a Promise that resolves with the complete 
contents of the fetched resource: 

fetch(url) 

    .then(response => response.text()) 

    .then(data => alert(data)); 
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If the contents of the response are in json format, you can use the json() method. 
The json() method returns a Promise that resolves with the complete contents of 
the fetched resource: 

fetch(url) 

    .then(response => response.text()) 

    .then(data => alert(data)); 

 

Here is our fetch code the reads the cars.json file from the server and stores in a 
html table displayed in a div tag. 
 
    <h3>reading cars.json file from webserver using fetch</h3> 
 
    <div id="fetch"></div> 
 
  // fetch cars.json file from web server 
        fetch('http://127.0.0.1:8125/cars.json') 
            .then(function (response) { 
                // read json and convert to javascript object 
                return response.json();  
            }) 
            .then(function (data) { 
                // process cars data as an object, make html table 
                let html = "<table border='1'>" 
                html += "<tr><th>Make</th><th>Model</th><th>Year</th><th>Price</th><tr>" 
 
                // for each car 
                for (let p in data.cars) { 
                    let car = data.cars[p]; 
                    html += "<tr><td>" + car.make + "</td><td>"  
                         + car.model + "</td><td>" + car.year 
                         + "</td><td>" + car.price + "</td><tr>"; 
                } 
 
                // display table data in a div 
                document.getElementById("fetch").innerHTML = html; 
            }) 
 
            // report an error 
            .catch(function () { 
                alert('Error fetch'); 
            }); 
 

To do 

Add the above  code  to your html file called index.html 
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We can also use the arrow => function instead, which is basically the same code 
but uses arrow => syntax instead, Arrow functions allow us to write shorter 
function syntax: 

let myFunction = (a, b) => a * b; 

 

instead of 
 

let myFunction = function(a,b) 

{ 

a * b; 

} 
 
 
 

Using fetch arrow function: 
 
 
<h3>reading cars.json file from webserver using fetch arrow</h3> 
 
    <div id="fetch_arrow"></div> 
 
    <script> 
 
        // using fetch arrow 
        fetch('http://127.0.0.1:8125/cars.json') 
            .then(res => res.json()) // receive json convert to javascript object 
            .then(data => { 
 
                // process cars data as an object, make html table 
                let html = "<table border='1'>" 
                html += "<tr><th>Make</th><th>Model</th><th>Year</th><th>Price</th><tr>" 
 
                // for each car 
                for (let p in data.cars) { 
                    let car = data.cars[p]; 
                    html += "<tr><td>" + car.make + "</td><td>"  
                        + car.model + "</td><td>" + car.year 
                        + "</td><td>" + car.price + "</td><tr>"; 
                } 
 
                // display table data in a div 
                document.getElementById("fetch_arrow").innerHTML = html; 
            }) 
            .catch(err => alert(err));  // report an error 
 
        </script> 

To do 

Add the above  code  to your html file called index.html 
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Here is the complete index.html file 
 

<!-- index.html --> 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
    <meta charset="utf-8" /> 
    <title>index.html</title> 
</head> 
<body> 
 
    <h3>reading cars.json file from webserver using XMLHttpRequet</h3> 
 
    <div id="xhr_request"></div> 
 
    <script> 
 
        // read json file using XMLHttpRequest 
        function readJSONFile(file, callback) { 
 
            var xhr = new XMLHttpRequest();// make request object 
            xhr.overrideMimeType("application/json"); // data request is json 
            xhr.open("GET", file, true); // true = asynchrounous request 
 
            // wait for data 
            xhr.onreadystatechange = function () { 
 
                // data ready 200 = OK 
                if (xhr.readyState === 4 && xhr.status == "200") { 
                    callback(xhr.responseText); 
                } 
            } 
            xhr.send(null); // send request to server,  null means no request value 
        } 
 
        // call read JSON file function 
        readJSONFile("http://127.0.0.1:8125/cars.json", function (jsonString) { 
            var data = JSON.parse(jsonString); // convert JSON to a javascript object 
 
            // make html table string 
            let html = "<table border='1'>" 
            html += "<tr><th>Make</th><th>Model</th><th>Year</th><th>Price</th><tr>" 
 
            // for each car 
            for (let p in data.cars) { 
                let car = data.cars[p]; 
                html += "<tr><td>" + car.make + "</td><td>"  
                    + car.model + "</td><td>" + car.year 
                    + "</td><td>" + car.price + "</td><tr>"; 
            } 
            // display table data in a div 
            document.getElementById("xhr_request").innerHTML = html; 
        }); 
 
    </script> 
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    <h3>reading cars.json file from webserver using fetch</h3> 
 
    <div id="fetch"></div> 
 
    <script> 
 
        // fetch cars.json file from web server 
        fetch('http://127.0.0.1:8125/cars.json') 
            .then(function (response) { 
                // read json and convert to JavaScript object 
                return response.json();  
            }) 
            .then(function (data) { 
                // process cars data as an object, make html table 
                let html = "<table border='1'>" 
                html += "<tr><th>Make</th><th>Model</th><th>Year</th><th>Price</th><tr>" 
 
                // for each car 
                for (let p in data.cars) { 
                    let car = data.cars[p]; 
                    html += "<tr><td>" + car.make + "</td><td>"  
                        + car.model + "</td><td>" + car.year 
                        + "</td><td>" + car.price + "</td><tr>"; 
                } 
 
                // display table data in a div 
                document.getElementById("fetch").innerHTML = html; 
            }) 
 
            // report an error 
            .catch(function () { 
                alert('Error fetch'); 
            }); 
 
 
    </script> 
 
    <h3>reading cars.json file from webserver using fetch arrow</h3> 
 
    <div id="fetch_arrow"></div> 
 
    <script> 
 
        // using fetch arrow 
        fetch('http://127.0.0.1:8125/cars.json') 
            .then(res => res.json()) // receive json convert to JavaScript object 
            .then(data => { 
 
                // process cars data as an object, make html table 
                let html = "<table border='1'>" 
                html += "<tr><th>Make</th><th>Model</th><th>Year</th><th>Price</th><tr>" 
 
                // for each car 
                for (let p in data.cars) { 
                    let car = data.cars[p]; 
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                    html += "<tr><td>" + car.make + "</td><td>"  
                        + car.model + "</td><td>" + car.year 
                        + "</td><td>" + car.price + "</td><tr>"; 
                } 
 
                // display table data in a div 
                document.getElementById("fetch_arrow").innerHTML = html; 
            }) 
            .catch(err => alert(err));  // report an error 
 
    </script> 
 
</body> 
</html> 

 

node js server 
 
Node.js provides capabilities to create your own web server which will handle 
HTTP requests asynchronously. Our server will handle file requests and respond 
with the file data. The server resides in the same folder where our html and 
JavaScript are. This is required because the server needs to return the data to the 
web browser when it requests file data.  The server runs on your computer known 
as localhost having a base url of 127.0.0.1. 
The default path is / which will, return the html file index.html. The index.html file 
will request the cars.json file and display in an html table.   
 

We use the node.js  http.createServer  function to create the server  
 

The first this we need to do is make the path for the requested file. If the request url 

is ‘/’ then the file path is ./index.html . If the requested path is cars.json then the 

file path would be ./cars.json or any other requested file. 

 
    // get file path 
    var filePath = '.' + request.url; 
    if (filePath == './') { 
        filePath = './index.html'; 

} 
 

Next we get the extension of the file 

 
    var extname = String(path.extname(filePath)).toLowerCase(); 
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Every file extension is associated with a mime type. A mime type known as a 
Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions indicates the nature and format of a 
document, file, or assortment of bytes. 

A simplest MIME type consists of a type and a subtype  concatenated with a slash 
(/). No whitespace is allowed in a MIME type: 

 type/subtype 

The type represents the general category into which the data type falls, such as 
video or text. 

The subtype identifies the exact kind of data of the specified type the MIME type 
represents. For example, for the MIME type text, the subtype might be plain 
(plain text), html (HTML source code), 

text/plain; 

text/html 

The mime type for our cars.json file is 
 

'application/json' 
 

All mime extensions are stores in an object for easy lookup 

 
// match extension with mimetype 
    var mimeTypes = { 
        '.html': 'text/html', 
        '.js': 'text/javascript', 
        '.css': 'text/css', 
        '.json': 'application/json', 
        '.png': 'image/png', 
        '.jpg': 'image/jpg', 
        '.gif': 'image/gif' 
    }; 

 

Our content type will be our mime type chosen from the array of mime types    
 

var contentType = mimeTypes[extname] 
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Next we need to send out the response headers 
 
    // Access-Control-Allow-Origin allows us to connect to any port 
    // Content-Type is the file type we are sending ex: json 
    const headers = { 
        'Access-Control-Allow-Origin': '*', 
        'Access-Control-Allow-Methods': 'OPTIONS, POST, GET', 
        'Access-Control-Max-Age': 2592000, // 30 days 
        'Content-Type': contentType 
    }; 

 

We send out the content type and allow  Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS)  
 
Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) is an HTTP-header based mechanism that 
allows a server to indicate any origins (domain, scheme, or port) other than its 
own from which a browser should permit loading resources. 
 
For security reasons, web  browsers restrict cross-origin HTTP requests initiated 
from scripts. For example, XMLHttpRequest and the Fetch API follow the same-
origin policy. This means that a web application using those APIs can only request 
resources from the same origin the application was loaded from unless the 
response from other origins includes the right CORS headers. This allows us to 
open and rum index.html directly from a folder. 
 

The last thing we do is read the file on the server and send the file and headers to 
the web  browser. 
 
    // read the requested file 

fs.readFile(filePath, function (error, content) { 
 

            console.log("sending file: ", filePath); 
            response.writeHead(200, headers); 

         response.end(content, 'utf-8'); 
} 

 

 

Here is our  node js server: 
 
// server.js 
var http = require('http'); 
var fs = require('fs'); 
var path = require('path'); 
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// create server 
http.createServer(function (request, response) { 
    console.log('request ', request.url); 
 
    // get file path 
    var filePath = '.' + request.url; 
    if (filePath == './') { 
        filePath = './index.html'; 
    } 
 
    // print out file path 
    console.log("filepath:", filePath); 
 
    // match extension with mimetype 
    var extname = String(path.extname(filePath)).toLowerCase(); 
    console.log("extname", extname) 
 
    var mimeTypes = { 
        '.html': 'text/html', 
        '.js': 'text/javascript', 
        '.css': 'text/css', 
        '.json': 'application/json', 
        '.png': 'image/png', 
        '.jpg': 'image/jpg', 
        '.gif': 'image/gif' 
    }; 
 
    // get content type 
    var contentType = mimeTypes[extname] || 'application/octet-stream'; 
 
    // print content type 
    console.log("content type: ", contentType) 
 
    // these are the headers we are using 
    // Access-Control-Allow-Origin (CORS) allows us to connect to any port 
    // Content-Type is the file type we are sending ex: json 
    const headers = { 
        'Access-Control-Allow-Origin': '*', 
        'Access-Control-Allow-Methods': 'OPTIONS, POST, GET', 
        'Access-Control-Max-Age': 2592000, // 30 days 
        'Content-Type': contentType 
    }; 
 
    // read the requested file 
    fs.readFile(filePath, function (error, content) { 
 
        // error reading file 
        if (error) { 
            // file not found 
            if (error.code == 'ENOENT') { 
                console.log("404 error file not found" + filePath); 
                fs.readFile('./404.html', function (error, content) { 
                    response.writeHead(404, headers); 
                    response.end(content, 'utf-8'); 
                }); 
            } 
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            // internal server error 
            else { 
                console.log("500 error internal server error"); 
                response.writeHead(500); 
                response.end('error internal server error: ' + error.code + ' ..\n'); 
            } 
        } 
 
        // send file with headers 
        else { 
            console.log("sending file: ", filePath); 
            response.writeHead(200, headers); 
            response.end(content, 'utf-8'); 
        } 
    }); 
// listen on port 8125 
}).listen(8125); 
console.log('Server running at http://127.0.0.1:8125/'); 

 

todo 
 
put the above  server code in a file called server.js 
Make a file not found page  called 404.html 
Download a facicon.ico file from the internet or use one of your own 
A favicon.ico file is a small image file that the web browser displays beside the 
URL in the search address bar. 
 
In a folder called Lesson10 make sure you have the following files in it: 
 

server.js 
index.html 
cars.json 
404.html 
favicon.ico 

 
In a msdos prompt window navigate to the folder where the index.html, cars.json, 
favicon.ico and server.js is. 
 
In the msdos prompt type: 
 

node server.js 
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Next open up a web browser and type  in the  url at port 8125 

 

localhost:8125 

 

You will get something like this: 
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The output on the server msdos prompt will be this: 
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LESSON 10 JSON HOMEWORK QUESTION 1 
 
Make an JSON file of person objects  stored in a file called persons.json  having 
persons of name, age, email and phone. 
Update your index.html file to read and display the contents of your persons.json 
file. Start the server by typing  node server.js in a web browser go to 
http://localhost:8125/. You may need to put everything in a separated folder or 
call your index.html file index2.html. You can then run like this 
http://localhost:8125/index2.html. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://localhost:8125/
http://localhost:8125/
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JavaScript Lesson 11  Using jQuery 

 

JQuery is just a whole bunch of JavaScript functions you can use to make your 

JavaScript programming much easier. For some people it makes JavaScript much 

more complicated to understand but easier to code. Once you get use to jQuery 

then JavaScript programming will be much faster and easier.  

 

All jQuery functions are contained in a file called jquery.js  You can either 

download the jQuery  file from the JQuery  site and put it into your project folder 

or just include it in your in your <head> tag and link to the JQuery site as follows: 
 
<script type="text/javascript" 
src="http://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.7.1/jquery.min.js"> 

</script> 
   

jQuery depends heavily on function callbacks. Callbacks are functions that are 
called automatically when some event  happens. Callback functions do not have a 
name, because they don’t really need one and just include the function keyword 
and  function code statements. 
 
Every jQuery code webpage starts out with the ready function that has a call back 
function in its argument list that will execute when the web page is loaded. 
 
 

$(document).ready( 
        // call back function  
        function ()  
           { 
           // java code goes here 
                       alert("I like JQuery");       
           } 
); // <<< this is the closing semicolon for the ready call 

 

 

All jQuery calls start with the $ sign. The $ sign is a jQuery function that  receives  

a selector. Selectors are tag id’s, a JavaScript object or a tag name. 

In the above  situation the selector is a document object. 
 

Inside the round brackets () of the call back function is the parameter list. 

Parameters list receive and send values, in  our case the parameter list is empty, so 

it receives or sends  no values. 
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The call back code is put inside the open and closed curly brackets. In our case we 

will call an alert box saying we like JQuery. 

 
    // call back function  
     function () 

{ 
                       alert("I like JQuery");       
             } 

 

The whole call back function is passed to the $(document).ready function as an 

argument.  

 
$(document).ready( 
        // put call back function here 
        function ()  
           { 
              alert("I like JQuery"); 
           } 
); // <<< this is the closing semicolon for the statement 

 

The  ready function call statement ends with a semi colon. 

 

Note: In JavaScript parameters may include values or functions. 

 
The ready jQuery  ready function operation is similar to the onload JavaScript 
event  that is put into a body tag. 
 
When the webpage loads the ready function is called and the code inside the call 
back function will execute.  
 
In our example the ready function will call our  call back function that has the 
statement  alert("I like JQuery");. 
 
The ready function is part of jQuery, and is contained inside the jquery.js file. 
 
Many callbacks can call other callbacks. Indentation is very important to 
distinguish callbacks and to separate all the callbacks. Organization is also very 
important to avoid confusion. 
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Usually the user jQuery code is put into a separate js file. 
 
For simplicity and convenience we put all the JQuery code in a script tag in our 
Lesson 11 html file.  
 
Here is the starter JQuery code. 
 
<!-- Lesson11.html --> 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
    <meta charset="utf-8" /> 
    <title>Lesson11 JQuery</title> 
 
    <script type="text/javascript" 
src="http://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.7.1/jquery.min.js"> 
    </script> 
 
</head> 
<body> 
 
    <script> 
 
        $(document).ready( 
            // put call back function here 
            function () { 
                alert("I like JQuery"); 
           } 
        ); // <<< this is the closing semicolon for the statement 
 
    </script> 
 
</body> 
</html> 
 
Todo: 
 
Type in or copy paste the above code in an html file call Lesson11.html 
Then run the program, you should get something like this: 
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JQuery has many function to handle many things like button clicks, text box 
changes,  read  the contents of a text box, changing the contents of a div tag. etc. 
 
JQuery relies heavily on id’s to select components, so all controls must have an id 
to work with JQuery 
 
All the event handlers go in the ready callback function, because the webpage has 
been loaded and ready to receive events. 
 
JQuery starter code with HTML controls 
 
We put all the html controls at the top of the html file so that they are already 
loaded.  We put all the JQuery code in a script tag after all the html code . For the 
html controls we will use the same html controls from Lesson 7 Events.  
 
<!-- Lesson11.html --> 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
    <meta charset="utf-8" /> 
    <title>Lesson11 JQuery</title> 
 
    <script type="text/javascript" 
src="http://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.7.1/jquery.min.js"> 
    </script> 
 
</head> 
<body> 
 
    <!--accessing a button --> 
    <input name="btn1" id="btn1" type="button" value="press me" /> 
    <br /> 
 
    <!--accessing a text box--> 
    <input type="text" name="text1" id="text1" placeholder="Enter your name"> 
    <input type="password" name="pass1" id="pass1"  
           placeholder="Enter your password"> 
    <br /> 
 
    <!--accessing a check box--> 
    <input type="checkbox" name="chk1" id="chk1" value="on"> 
    <br /> 
 
    <!-- Radio Button --> 
    <input type="radio" name="radiogroup1" id="rd1" value="rd1"> 
    <input type="radio" name="radiogroup1" id="rd2" value="rd2"> 
    <input type="radio" name="radiogroup1" id="rd3" value="rd3"> 
    <br /> 
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    <!--accessing a text area--> 
    <textarea name="area1" id="area1" rows="10" cols="40"> </textarea> 
    <textarea name="area2" id="area2" rows="10" cols="40"> I am a TextArea </textarea> 
    <br /> 
 
    <!-- drop down list box --> 
    <h3>drop down list box </h3> 
    <select name="fruits" id="fruits"> 
        <option value="oranges">oranges 
        <option value="apples">apples 
        <option value="lemons">lemons 
        <option value="grapes">grapes 
    </select> 
    <br /> 
 
    <!-- drop down list box with selected option --> 
    <h3>drop down list box with selected option </h3> 
    <select name="fruits2" id="fruits2"> 
        <option value="oranges">oranges 
        <option value="apples">apples 
        <option value="lemons" selected>lemons 
        <option value="grapes">grapes 
    </select> 
 
    <!-- drop down list box with empty option --> 
    <h3>drop down list box with empty option </h3> 
    <select name="fruits3" id="fruits3" > 
        <option value="oranges"> 
        <option value="apples">apples 
        <option value="lemons">lemons 
        <option value="grapes">grapes 
    </select> 
 
    <!-- multiple selection box --> 
    <h3>multiple selection list box</h3> 
    <select name="animals" ID="animals" multiple > 
        <option value="cat">cat 
        <option value="dog">dog 
        <option value="tiger">tiger 
    </select> 
 
    <script> 
 
        $(document).ready( 
            // put call back function here 
            function () { 
                alert("I like JQuery"); 
 
            } 
 
        ); // <<< this is the closing semicolon for the ready function 
 
    </script> 
 
</body> 
</html> 
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Todo: 
 
Put all this started code in an html file called Lessom11.html. You can overwrite 
the existing code. These are  the same html controls from Lesson 7 Events. Make 
sure each control has an id. 
 
Handle Button click event 
 
We use the JQuery click() function to catch a button click event.  
 
                // handle button click 
                $("#btn1").click(function () { 
                    alert("Button clicked"); 
                }); 

 
 

 
 
 

Handle TextBox change event  
 

We use the JQuery change()  function to  catch when the TextBox contents have 
changed and the “Enter” button pressed.  The jQuery val() function is used to 
extract the text message.  We also demonstrate using the $(this) selector that 
does the same thing as  $("#tex1"). The  this keyword points to the control that 
generated the event. 
 
 
                // handle text box change 
                // read text box 
                $("#text1").change(function () { 
                    alert($("#text1").val()); 
                    alert(this.val()); 
                }); 
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Handle PasswordBox change event  
 
We use the JQuery change()  function to  catch when the Password Box contents 
have changed and the Enter button pressed.  The val() function is used to extract 
the text message.  We also demonstrate using the $(this) selector that does the same 
thing as  $("#pass1"). The  this keyword points to the control that generated the 
event. 
 
                // handle password box change 
                // read password box 
                $("#pass1").change(function () { 
                    alert($("#pass1").val()); 
                    alert($(this(.val()); 
                }); 

 

 
 

 
 
 
Handle Checkbox change event  
 
 

We use the JQuery click() function to catch a checkbox click. We use the jQuery 
functions  prop() and is() to return true if the check box is checked or false if not 
checked. 
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We also demonstrate using the $(this) selector that does the same thing as  
$("#chk1"). 
 
The  this keyword points to the control that generated the event. 
 
                // handle check box click 
                $("#chk1").click(function () { 
                    alert($("#chk1").prop("checked")); 
                    alert($("#chk1").is(":checked")); 
                    alert($(this).prop("checked")); 
                    alert($(this).is(":checked")); 
                }); 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Handle Radio Button  click event  
 

The Radio button is more difficult to process, because we have many radio 
buttons under one common name and each radio button has its own id and we 
do not know which radio button has been clicked. We use the 
$("input[name=radiogroup1]") to select the name of the radiogroup1 when a 
radio button has been clicked. We use the jQuery val() method to retrieve the 
value of the radio button selected. We use the  
$("input[name=radiogroup1]:checked") selector to select which radio button 
selected.  
 
                // handle radio button clicked 
                $("input[name=radiogroup1]").click(function () { 
                    le radioValue = $("input[name=radiogroup1]:checked").val(); 
                    alert(radioValue) 
                }); 
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Handle Text Area change event  
 
We use the query change() function to catch a text area change when the enter 
button is pressed and the text areas looses focus. We also demonstrate using the 
$(this) selector that does the same thing as  $("#chk1"). The  this keyword points to 
the control that generated the event. 
 
                // handle test area click 
                // read text area 
                $("#area1").change(function () { 
                    alert($("#area1").val()); 
                    alert($(this).val()); 
                }); 
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In this example the text area already has some text: “I am a TextArea”. We use 
the query change() function to catch when the enter button is pressed and the 
test area looses focus. We also demonstrate using the $(this) selector that does 
the same thing as  $("#chk1"). The  this keyword points to the control that 
generated the event 
 
 
                // handle test area change 
                // read text area 
                $("#area2").change(function () { 
                    alert($("#area2").val()); 
                    alert($(this).val()); 
                }); 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Handle Select Option Change Event 
 
 

We use the JQuery change function to catch the select Option Box change event. 
We are accrual able to catch multiple events because we have multiple selectors                 
$("#fruits, #fruits2, #fruits3"). Since we have multiple selectors we must use the 
$(this) selector.  We then use  the $(this).find('option:selected') to return a option 
object with the selected option. 
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                // handle select option having multiple selectors 
                $("#fruits, #fruits2, #fruits3").change(function () { 
                    // get selected option 
                    let $option = $(this).find('option:selected'); 
                    // get option values 
                    let value = $option.val(); 
                    let text = $option.text(); 
                    alert("selected option: " + value + " : " + text); 
                }); 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Handle Multiple Select Option Change Event 
 

In this situation we can select more than 1 option. The jQuery find() function will 
return array of all selected options. The jQuery $.each function will iterate 
through the jQuery options array. From each option object we can extract the 
value and text using the value and test properties of the option object. Note: 
Multiple select options do not work on FireFox for JQuery. 
 
   // handle multiple select option 
       $("#animals").change(function () { 
             // get selected options 
             let options = $(this).find('option:selected'); 
                
             // get option values in a each loop 
             let selected = ""; 
             $.each(options,function (index, option) { 
                  selected += option.value + " : " + option.text + " "; 
             }); 
 
            alert(selected); // print out option selection 
 
        }); 
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Lesson 11 Homework Question 1 

 

Write a JavaScript program that uses jQuery that has 2 multiple select boxes side 

by side. You can use the same html code from Lesson 7 Homework Question 1. 
Make the first one is filled with items of your choice and the second one is empty.  

Make 2 buttons one with two  arrows >> that will be used to move items from the 

first list box to the second list box. Make another button with  two arrows << that 

will be used to move items from the second list box to the first list box. Make a 

text box where you can enter items. Use a radio button  that can select which list 

box to add item to. Use a check button for each list box when selected will clear 

the list box. 

Use tables to align your controls. You can use tables like this 

 
  <table> 
        <tr> 
            <td> 
                <select name="list1" id="list1" multiple> 
                    <option value="cat">cat</option> 
                    <option value="dog">dog</option> 
                    <option value="tiger">tiger</option> 
                </select> 
            </td> 
   </table> 
 
You can even put tables inside tables. 
  

Hints: 

Add an item from a list box like this: 
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var opt = document.createElement("option"); 
opt.text = text 
opt.value = value 
list1.add(opt); 

remove an item from a list box like this 

list1.remove(list1.selectedIndex); 
 

clear a list box like this: 

list1.options.length = 0; 

 

 

Use jQuery to handle all event processing. 

Remember to Load in the jQuery Library in the <head> tag. 

 
    <script type="text/javascript" 
src="http://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.7.1/jquery.min.js"> 
 

Make sure all controls have id’s. 

You may want to reuse all your javascript function handlers. 

Just call then from the jQuery event handlers. 

 

 

Put all your code in a file called homework11q1.html 

You should get something like this 
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Using jQuery to Read JSON from a Web Server. 
 
jQuery can also read file from a web server either by using the ajax() function or 
using the getJSON() function. 
 
We are using out server.js from lesson11 the return a JSON for a requested JSON 
file. 
 
 
Using ajax 
 

jQuery.ajax( url [, settings ] )Returns: jqXHR  

Description: Perform an asynchronous HTTP (Ajax) request. 

o url 

Type: String  

A string containing the URL to which the request is sent. 

o settings 

Type: PlainObject  

A set of key/value pairs that configure the Ajax request. All settings are optional.  

We are using the following settings: 

       dataType: 'json', 

       success: function (data) {...} 

Here is our implementation using ajax to retrieve the json file from our server.js 
from previous lessons. Using the jQuery Ajax function, the received JSON string is 
automatically converted to a JavaScript object. We then use the jquery each() 
function  statement to put the car data in a html table. 
 
 
 

http://api.jquery.com/Types/#jqXHR
http://api.jquery.com/Types/#String
http://api.jquery.com/Types/#PlainObject
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$.ajax({ 
     type: 'GET', 
     url: 'http://127.0.0.1:8125/cars.json', 
     dataType: 'json', 
     success: function (data) { 
     let html = "<table border='1'>"; 
     html += "<tr><th>Make</th><th>Model</th><th>Year</th><th>Price</th><tr>"; 
     alert(JSON.stringify(data)) 
     $.each(data.cars, function (index, element) { 
         let car = element; 
         html += "<tr><td>" + car.make + "</td><td>" + car.model 
             + "</td><td>" + car.year 
             + "</td><td>" + car.price + "</td><tr>"; 
           }); 
 
      html += "</table>"; 
 
      // display table data in a div 
      document.getElementById("ajax").innerHTML = html; 
      } 
  }); 
 
Using getJSON 
 
The getJSON function load JSON-encoded data from the server using a GET HTTP request. 

jQuery.getJSON( url [, data ] [, success ] )  

 url 

Type: String  

A string containing the URL to which the request is sent. 

 data 

Type: PlainObject or String  

A plain object or string that is sent to the server with the request. 

 success 

Type: Function( PlainObject data, String textStatus, jqXHR jqXHR ) 

A callback function that is executed if the request succeeds. 

 

https://api.jquery.com/jquery.getjson/#jQuery-getJSON-url-data-success
http://api.jquery.com/Types/#String
http://api.jquery.com/Types/#PlainObject
http://api.jquery.com/Types/#String
http://api.jquery.com/Types/#Function
http://api.jquery.com/Types/#PlainObject
http://api.jquery.com/Types/#String
http://api.jquery.com/Types/#jqXHR
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Here is our implementation using the jQuery getJSON() function to retrieve the json 
file from our server.js from previous lessons. Using the jQuery getJSON()  function, 
the received JSON string is automatically converted to a JavaScript object. We 
then use the jquery each() function  statement to put the car data in a html table. 
 
 
    // read JSON from server 
    $.getJSON('http://127.0.0.1:8125/cars.json', function (data) { 
 
    // process cars data as an object, make html table 
    let html = "<table border='1'>"; 
    html += "<tr><th>Make</th><th>Model</th><th>Year</th><th>Price</th><tr>"; 
    $.each(data.cars, function (index, element) { 
        let car = element; 
        html += "<tr><td>" + car.make + "</td><td>" + car.model 
             + "</td><td>" + car.year 
             + "</td><td>" + car.price + "</td><tr>"; 
        }); 
 
        html += "</table>"; 
 
        // display table data in a div 
        document.getElementById("getjson").innerHTML = html; 
     }); 
 
Here is the complete implementation: 
 
<!-- index.html --> 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
    <meta charset="utf-8" /> 
    <title>index.html</title> 
 
    <script type="text/javascript" 
src="http://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.7.1/jquery.min.js"> 
    </script> 
</head> 
<body> 
 
    <h3>reading cars.json file from webserver using $.ajax </h3> 
 
    <div id="ajax"></div> 
 
    <h3>reading cars.json file from webserver using $.getJSON</h3> 
 
    <div id="getjson"></div> 
 

<script> 
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        $(document).ready( 
            function () { 
 
                // read JSON using ajax 
                $.ajax({ 
                    type: 'GET', 
                    url: 'http://127.0.0.1:8125/cars.json', 
                    dataType: 'json', 
                    success: function (data) { 
 
                        // make html table 
                        let html = "<table border='1'>"; 
                        html +=        
                    "<tr><th>Make</th><th>Model</th><th>Year</th><th>Price</th><tr>"; 
                   
                         // put each car in html table 
                         $.each(data.cars, function (index, element) { 
                            let car = element; 
                            html += "<tr><td>" + car.make + "</td><td>" + car.model 
                                + "</td><td>" + car.year 
                                + "</td><td>" + car.price + "</td><tr>"; 
                        }); 
 
                        html += "</table>";  
 
                        // display table data in a div 
                        document.getElementById("ajax").innerHTML = html; 
                    } 
                }); 
 
                // read JSON from server using getJSON 
                $.getJSON('http://127.0.0.1:8125/cars.json', function (data) { 
 
                    // make html table 
                    let html = "<table border='1'>"; 
                    html +=               
                    "<tr><th>Make</th><th>Model</th><th>Year</th><th>Price</th><tr>"; 
 
                    // put each car in html table 
                    $.each(data.cars, function (index, element) { 
                        let car = element; 
                        html += "<tr><td>" + car.make + "</td><td>" + car.model 
                            + "</td><td>" + car.year 
                            + "</td><td>" + car.price + "</td><tr>"; 
                    }); 
 
                    html += "</table>"; 
 
                    // display table data in a div 
                    document.getElementById("getjson").innerHTML = html; 
                }); 
 
            }); 
    </script> 
</body> 
</html> 
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Todo 

 
Type in or copy and paste into a file called index.html. Put the cars.json file, 
index.html and server.js file into a folder called lesson11. Start the server by 
typing  
node server.js in a web browser go to http://localhost:8125/. Alternatively you 
may want to rename your index.html file to index3.html as to keep it separately 
from the lesson10 index file. You can then run like this 
http://localhost:8125/index3.html. 
 
You should get something like this: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://localhost:8125/
http://localhost:8125/
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LESSON 11 JQUERY HOMEWORK QUESTION 2 

 

Make an JSON file of person objects  stored in a file called persons.json  having 

persons of name, age, email and phone. 

Update your index.html file to read and display the contents of your persons.json 

file. Start the server by typing  node server.js in a web browser go to 

http://localhost:8125/. You may need to put everything in a separated folder or call 

your index.html file index4.html. You can then run like this 
http://localhost:8125/index4.html instead. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://localhost:8125/
http://localhost:8125/index4.html
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Lesson12 Weather App Project 
 
We will be using the api from https://openweathermap.org/ to display weather 
condition on a web page either from your current location or from a specified city. 
 

 
 
The openweathermap api returns a JSON string for a specified city or longitude 
and latitude.  
 
To use openweathermap you need an api key that allows you to access the 
weather data. 
 

https://openweathermap.org/
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You can apply for an API key at 
https://home.openweathermap.org/users/sign_up 
 
Once you get your api key you can use it get weather data. 
 
Here is a key you can use if you do not want to sign up for a api key: 
 
6d055e39ee237af35ca066f35474e9df 

 
There are 2 ways to get weather data from openweathermap: 
 
(1) by specifying longitude and latitude  
 
api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/weather?lat={lat}&lon={lon}&appid={API key} 
 
(2)  by specifying  a city name and optional country name 
 
api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/weather?q={city name}&appid={API key} 
 
To see the response on a web browser from openweathermap you can type the 
following into a web browser to retrieve a JSON string of weather data. 
 
http://api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/weather?q=Toronto,CA&appid=6d055e39ee237af35ca066f35474e9df 

 
Example of JSON string API response 
 
{ 

  "coord": { 

    "lon": -79.4163, 

    "lat": 43.7001 

  }, 

  "weather": [ 

    { 

      "id": 601, 

      "main": "Snow", 

      "description": "snow", 

      "icon": "13d" 

    } 

  ], 

 

 

 

 

 

https://home.openweathermap.org/api_keys
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  "base": "stations", 

  "main": { 

    "temp": 272.75, 

    "feels_like": 269.94, 

    "temp_min": 271.41, 

    "temp_max": 273.82, 

    "pressure": 1022, 

    "humidity": 72 

  }, 

  "visibility": 10000, 

  "wind": { 

    "speed": 2.24, 

    "deg": 240, 

    "gust": 5.36 

  }, 

  "snow": { 

    "1h": 0.51 

  }, 

  "clouds": { 

    "all": 77 

  }, 

  "dt": 1646752307, 

  "sys": { 

    "type": 2, 

    "id": 2010632, 

    "country": "CA", 

    "sunrise": 1646739746, 

    "sunset": 1646781282 

  }, 

  "timezone": -18000, 

  "id": 6167865, 

  "name": "Toronto", 

  "cod": 200 

} 
 
From the received JSON string we can display the weather data with a 
temperature, a summary and a icon 
 
Icon 

 
Temperature 27°C 

Weather summary broken clouds 
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openweathermap has many icons to represent the weather that can be displayed 
using the icon code retrieved from the returned JSON string 
 

like:      "icon": "13d" 
 
We can display the weather icon in an <img> tag using the png  image icon as the 
src. 
 
icon.innerHTML = "<img src="http://openweathermap.org/img/wn/13d@2x.png">" 

 

 
 
Here are the step by step instructions to complete the weather app: 
 
Step 1 
 
Make a html page called weatherapp.html 
 
 
Step 2  
 
Use a grid css style to display the weather information in html controls. Place the 
style tag in the head tag. The grid-container <div> tag will  contains the grid-item  
<div> tags. Note: 1fr means 1 fraction, 1fr is one part of the whole. 1 fraction is 
100% of the available space. 2fr fractions are 50% each. 
 
   <style> 
 
        .grid-container { 
            display: inline-grid; 
            grid-template-columns: 1fr; 
            background-color: blue; 
            padding: 10px; 
        } 
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        .grid-item { 
            background-color: lightblue; 
            border: 1px solid blue; 
            padding: 20px; 
            font-size: 30px; 
            text-align: center; 
        } 

</style> 
 

Feel free to change the colors 
 
 

Step 3 
 

Place the controls in the <body> tag using the grid-container and grid-item styles. 
Note our radio button controls call the JavaScript functions:  getWeatherByCity() 
and getWeatherByLocation(); 
 
<body> 
    <h2>Weather App</h2> 
 
    <div class="grid-container"> 
        <div class="grid-item"> 
            City: <input type="text" name="textCity" id="textCity"  
                  onchange="getWeatherByCity();" /> 
            Lon: <input type="text" name="textLon" id="textLon" size="10" /> 
            Lat: <input type="text" name="textLat" id="textLat" size="10" /> 
        </div> 
 
        <div class="grid-item" id="select"> 
            By City <input type="radio" name="radselect" id="radcity" value="city"  
                  checked onclick="getWeatherByCity();" /> 
            By Location <input type="radio" name="radselect" id="radloc" value="loc"  
                  onclick="getWeatherByLocation();" /> 
        </div> 
        <div class="grid-item" id="icon"></div> 
        <div class="grid-item" id="temperature"></div> 
        <div class="grid-item" id="weather"></div> 
    </div> 
</body> 
 
Step 4 
 
Make a script tag after the html code controls in the <body> tag to store the 
JavaScript code 
 

<script> 
</script> 
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Step 5 
 
In the <script> tag,  make all the variables to store weather information and 
pointers to the controls. 
 
      // openweathermap API ID 
        const api = "6d055e39ee237af35ca066f35474e9df"; 
        const kelvin = 273; 
        var temperature = document.getElementById("temperature"); 
        var weather = document.getElementById("weather"); 
        var icon = document.getElementById("icon"); 
        var lon = 0; 
        var lat = 0; 
 
Step 6 
 
Make a function called getLocation()  to get  your current longitude and latitude 
coordinates location. This function will be called when the web page loads using 
the onload event. Put in the <script> tag after the variables and pointers. 
 
     // get current geo location 
        function getLocation() { 
 
            // get current latitude and longitude 
            if (navigator.geolocation) { 
                navigator.geolocation.getCurrentPosition((position) => { 
                    lon = position.coords.longitude; 
                    lat = position.coords.latitude; 
                    document.getElementById("textLon").value = lon; 
                    document.getElementById("textLat").value = lat; 
                    document.getElementById("radloc").checked = true; 
                    getWeatherByLocation(); 
                }); 
            } 
        } 
 
 

The getLocation function uses the navigator.geolocation object that can return 
your current longitude and latitude. (may not work ob Google chrome without 
setting permissions) 
 
Step 7 
 
Add an onload event to the <body> tag to call the getLocation function. 
 

<body onload="getLocation();"> 
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When the page loads it will ask you for your current location.  

 
 
You should allow if you want to display the weather for your current location. 
 
Step 8 
 
Make the getWeatherByLocation() function that retrieves and displays  the 
weather data using the longitude and latitude. The getWeatherByLocation() 
function uses the fetch function and the city name and optional country code and  
the openweathermap  api to get the weather data that is to be  displayed in the 
html controls. The fetch function makes it very easy to retrieve the JSON weather  
string and convert it into a JavaScript object so we can display the weather data 
on the web page controls. Note this function will also store the city and longitude 
and latitude into the html textboxes. Place after the getLocation() function in the 
<script> tag. 
 
        // get weather by current location lat and long 
        function getWeatherByLocation() { 
 
            // get lat and lon 
            lon = document.getElementById("textLon").value; 
            lat = document.getElementById("textLat").value; 
 
            // api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/weather?lat={lat}&lon={lon}&appid={API key} 
            const url = 
                `http://api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/weather?lat=${lat}&` + 
                `lon=${lon}&appid=6d055e39ee237af35ca066f35474e9df`; 
 
            // Call the openweathermap API 
            fetch(url) 
                .then((response) => { 
                    return response.json(); 
                }) 
                .then((data) => { 
 
                    // calculate temperature 
                    temperature.textContent = 
                        Math.floor(data.main.temp - kelvin) + "°C"; 
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                    // display weather data 
                    weather.textContent = data.weather[0].description; 
                    document.getElementById("textCity").value=data.name + ","  
                        + data.sys.country; 
                    let icon1 = data.weather[0].icon; 
                    icon.innerHTML = "<img src='http://openweathermap.org/img/wn/"  
                        + icon1 + "@2x.png' />"; 
                }); 
        } 

 
Step 9 
 
Make the getWeatherByCity() function to get the weather data using a city name 
and optional country name. The getWeatherByCity() function uses the fetch 
function and the city name and optional country code and the openweathermap  
api to get the weather data to be displayed in the html controls. The fetch 
function makes it very easy to retrieve the JSON weather  string and convert it 
into a JavaScript object so we can display the weather data on the web page html 
controls. Note this function will store the city and longitude and latitude into the 
html textboxes. Place right after the getWeatherByLocation() in the <script> tag. 
 
        // get weather by City 
        function getWeatherByCity() { 
 
            // get city 
            let city = document.getElementById("textCity").value; 
            document.getElementById("radcity").checked = true; 
 
            // api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/weather?q={city name}&appid={API key} 
            const url = 
                `http://api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/weather?q=${city}&` + 
                `appid=6d055e39ee237af35ca066f35474e9df`; 
 
            // Call the openweathermap API 
            fetch(url) 
                .then((response) => { 
                    return response.json(); 
                }) 
                .then((data) => { 
 
                    // calculate temperature 
                    temperature.textContent = 
                        Math.floor(data.main.temp - kelvin) + "°C"; 
 
                    // display weather data 
                    weather.textContent = data.weather[0].description; 
                    document.getElementById("textCity").value = data.name + ","  
                         + data.sys.country; 
                    lon = data.coord.lon; 
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                    lat = data.coord.lat; 
                    document.getElementById("textLon").value = lon; 
                    document.getElementById("textLat").value = lat; 
                    let icon1 = data.weather[0].icon; 
                    icon.innerHTML = "<img src='http://openweathermap.org/img/wn/"  
                          + icon1 + "@2x.png' />"; 
 
                }); 
        } 

 
Step 10 
 
Run the weatherapp.html program, you should get something like this: 
 

 
 
 
END 
 
 


